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Revision History 

Date 
Document 
Version Changes 

06.12.2022 142.0 Implemented modifications in version 142.0 

Modifications in True API methods 

Improvement of the mechanism to form exports of the data from the TT GIS has been implemented 
(groups of the methods “Methods for generating data downloading from TT GIS”). This allows to 
create exports of the data in unlimited volume. 

This feature has been implemented by splitting of the downloaded archive with data into parts. 
Parameters of the splitting performed are transferred in new response parameters of the method 
titled “Method for getting final data download IDs”: 

• “resultFilePartsSize” (“Number of parts of the export file”); 
 

• “resultFileParts” (“Information on parts of the export file”). The parameter contains a list of 
the identifiers of the parts of the export in “id” parameters (“ID of additional export file”). 

“Method for getting ZIP file of the export” method has been improved to receive each part of the 
segmented archive: “resultFilePartId” request parameter (“ID of additional export file”) which 
accepts identifier (transferred in the “id” (“ID of additional export file”) parameters described 
above) of the corresponding part has been added 

05.12.2022 141.0 In the “Catalog - Disposal Reasons” a description of the “NO_RETAIL_USE” reason (“Use for 
purposes of buyer”) available only for the “Shipping with withdrawal from circulation” document 
type (LP_SHIP_RECEIPT, LP_SHIP_RECEIPT_CSV, LP_SHIP_RECEIPT_XML) was added 

02.12.2022 140.0 Announced modifications in version 140.0 

Modifications in True API methods 

“quantityInPack” (“Quantity of the units of consumption in the consumer packing”), 
“quantityInPackType” (“Measurement unit of attribute “Quantity of the units of consumption in the 
consumer packing” in the goods card in the NCMG”) response parameters will be implemented for 
the “Antiseptic/antibacterial skin cleansers and hand sanitizers”, “Biologically active food additives” 
goods groups in the method “Method of getting goods information by the goods GTIN” 
(/product/info) of version v4 

23.11.2022 139.0 Announced modifications in version 139.0 

“Short description of changes in True API methods” 

Improvement of the mechanism to form exports of the data from the TT GIS is being implemented 
(group of the methods “Methods for generating data downloading from TT GIS”). This will allow to 
create data exports of unlimited volume.   

This feature is being implemented by splitting of the downloaded archive with data into parts.  The 
parameters obtained as a result of the splitting will be transferred in new response parameters of the 
method titled “Method for getting final data download IDs”: 

• “resultFilePartsSize” (“Number of parts of the export file”); 

• “resultFileParts” (“Information on parts of the export file”). The parameter contains a list of 
the identifiers of the parts of the export in “id” parameters (“ID of additional export file”). 

“Method for getting ZIP file of the export” method will be improved to receive an each part of the 
segmented archive: “resultFilePartId” request parameter (“ID of additional export file”) which 
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accepts identifier (transferred in the “id” (“ID of additional export file”) parameters described 
above) of the corresponding part will be added 

23.11.2022 138.0 Implemented modifications in version 138.0 

True API and TT GIS API 

A change in the role model has been implemented to restrict access to the TT GIS features: 

• “Head of organization” role with a full set of access rights to the TT GIS features has been 
added. The role will be assigned automatically when registering with the TT GIS; 

• a set of the rights for the “Administrator” role remained identical to the “Head of 
organization” role, except for the rights to sign contracts and requests with the Operator 
(this feature is unavailable); 

• rights of the “Employee” role have been transferred to the new role - “Employee with 
signature authority”. A set of the rights remained identical to the “Administrator” role, 
except for the rights to edit organization information and to manage users (this feature is 
unavailable); 

• a role to add users without signature authority has been implemented (“Employee” role). 

  Access to the functionality is limited to viewing information for all goods groups except for 
“Alternative tobacco products”, “Nicotine products”, “Tobacco products”. Creation of the 
documents of direct information submission with a token of the role specified is 
unavailable (a request to create a document will be processed with error 02 “Creation of the 
document “<Document type>” is unavailable for the role of the current user”). 

  For the “Alternative tobacco products”, “Tobacco products”, “Nicotine products” goods 
groups, creation of the documents is available regardless of the user role, except for the 
“Withdrawal from circulation”, “ACC aggregation”, “ACC transformation”, “ACC 
disaggregation”, “Write-off” documents. When attempting to send one of the listed 
documents, error with code 403 “Access denied” occurs. 

  There is no restriction on creation of the documents in the EDM. 

Users who were registered with the TT GIS before the role model change, have the same set of 
rights as before the role model change. 

Only a user with “Head of organization” / “Administrator” role can assign “Administrator”, 
“Employee with signature authority” or “Employee” role. 

  

 

Features to view a role of the current user, to edit an organization information and to manage users, 
including their adding are available in the TT GIS user interface in the “Profile” section in the 
“Users” tab. 

22.11.2022 137.0 Announced modifications in version 137.0 

Modifications in the types of documents of direct information submission 

“Creation of sets” document type (SETS_AGGREGATION, SETS_AGGREGATION_CSV, 
SETS_AGGREGATION_XML) will be available for the “Antiseptic/antibacterial skin cleansers 
and hand sanitizers”, “Biologically active food additives” goods groups  

22.11.2022 136.0 Announced modifications in version 136.0 

Modifications in the types of documents of direct information submission 

The following will be implemented for the “Disposal” (WRITE_OFF) document type for the 
“Alternative tobacco products”, “Tobacco products”, “Nicotine products” goods groups: 
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• a reason for withdrawal from circulation - “BEFORE_MARKING” (“Disposal before 
mandatory marking”); 

• “sourceDocType” (“Type of primary document”) and “sourceDocName” (“Name of 
primary document”) optional parameters. 

Submission of the “Disposal” document (WRITE_OFF) in the * .json format by means of the 
“Single method of document creation” will be implemented for the “Alternative tobacco products”, 
“Tobacco products”, “Nicotine products” goods groups 

16.11.2022 135.0 “Catalog – Type of fur” was updated 

15.11.2022 134.0 Implemented modifications in version 134.0 

Modifications in True API methods 

A principle of the response generation has been changed in the method titled “Public method of 
receiving the subscriber identifier in EDM Lite” (/api/v4/true-api/edo/inn/{inn}): 

• if a goods circulation participant is not registered with the TT GIS, the following error 
message will be returned: "Organization is not registered"; 

• if a goods circulation participant is blocked or has been deleted from the TT GIS, the 
following error message will be returned: “Organization is blocked”; 

• if a goods circulation participant is registered with the TT GIS, but is not registered with 
EDM Lite, the following error message will be returned: "GCP uses another EDM 
operator"; 

• if a goods circulation participant is registered with EDM Lite, but EDM Lite is not 
specified as the main EDM provider, exchange participant ID with the prefix “2LT–” will 
be returned in the following format “2LT–<ID of EDM Lite exchange participant>" (e.g. 
2LT-572279911); 

• if a goods circulation participant is registered with EDM Lite and EDM Lite is specified as 
the main EDM provider, goods circulation participant ID with the prefix “2LT–” will be 
returned in the following format “2LT–<ID of EDM Lite exchange participant>" (e.g. 2LT-
572279911) 

08.11.2022 133.0 Implemented modifications 133.0 

OMS API 

“SET” (“Set”) value of the “cisType” (“Marking code type”) parameter has been implemented for 
the “Biologically active food additives” goods group. Marking codes of the sets are emitted based on 
templates “templateId” = “23” and “templateId” = “30” 

03.11.2022 132.0 Announced modifications in version 132.0 

True API and TT GIS API 

A change in the role model is being implemented to restrict access to the TT GIS features:  

• “Head of organization” role with a full set of access rights to the TT GIS features will be 
added. The role will be assigned automatically when registering with the TT GIS;  

• a set of the rights for the “Administrator” role will remain identical to the “Head of 
organization” role, except for the rights to sign contracts and requests with the Operator 
(this feature will be unavailable);   

• rights of the “Employee” role will be transferred to a new role - “Employee with signature 
authority”. A set of rights will remain identical to the “Administrator” role, except for the 
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rights to edit organization information and to manage users (this feature will be 
unavailable);   

• a role to add users without signature authority will be implemented (“Employee” role). 
Only rights to view information will be available to these users. When you attempt to send 
a document of direct information submission or a method request with a token of the 
specified user, “406 Not Acceptable” code and an empty response body will be returned in 
the response. 

Users who were registered with the TT GIS before the role model change, will have the same set of 
rights as before the role model change.  
 
Only a user with “Head of organization” / “Administrator” role will have an opportunity to assign 
“Administrator”, “Employee with signature authority” or “Employee” role when adding a user.  

Features to view a role of the current user, to edit an organization information and to manage users, 
including their adding are available in the TT GIS user interface in the “Profile” section in the 
“Users” tab.  

02.11.2022 131.0 Implemented modifications in version 131.0 

Modifications in True API methods 

“Method for verifying the readiness of the goods for export to EEU” method has been implemented 
to provide to goods circulation participants an opportunity to check availability of the correct 
shipment of the goods to the selected EEU member state, including to participants who are not the 
owners of the goods cards, and if the goods are not on the balance 

02.11.2022 130.0 Implemented modifications in version 130.0 

Modifications in the types of documents of direct information submission 

As a result of successful processing of the “Remarking” document type (LK_REMARK, 
LK_REMARK_CSV, LK_REMARK_XML) in which previous and new ICs / ICMs received for 
one goods code have been specified by agent, new IC / ICM obtains the same characteristics as the 
previous IC / ICM, namely, that IC / ICM has been transferred under ACS with indication of the 
owner who transferred this IC / ICM to the agent 

25.10.2022 129.0 Implemented modifications in version 129.0 

Modifications in True API methods 

“volumeSpecialPack” (“Actual volume of the released products, l”) response parameter was added 
for the “Beer, beer-based and low-alcohol beverages” goods group into response of the following 
methods: “Method of receiving publicly available information on identification codes by list” 
(/api/v3/true-api/cises/info), “Method of receiving publicly available information on identification 
codes by list (simplified set of attributes)” (/api/v3/true-api/cises/short/list), “Method for receiving 
publicly available brief information about ICs by list” (/api/v3/true-api/cises/list) 

25.10.2022 128.0 Announced modifications in version 128.0 

Modifications in True API methods 

A principle of method response generation will be changed in the method titled “Public method of 
receiving the subscriber identifier in EDM Lite” (for more details, see “Short description of changes 
in True API methods”) 

21.10.2022 127.0 Announced modifications in version 127.0 

Modifications in the types of documents of direct information submission 
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“TRANSFER_UNREGISTERED” disposal reason (“Sale to unregistered goods circulation 
participant”) is planned to be disabled for the “Withdrawal from circulation (volume and grade 
accounting)” (LK_GTIN_RECEIPT) document type. 

20.10.2022 126.0 Implemented modifications in version 126.0 

Modifications in the types of documents of direct information submission 

In the document types titled “Introduction into Circulation. Manufacture in the Russian Federation” 
(LP_INTRODUCE_GOODS, LP_INTRODUCE_GOODS_CSV, 
LP_INTRODUCE_GOODS_XML), “Introduction into Circulation. Manufacturing outside of EEU” 
(LP_GOODS_IMPORT, LP_GOODS_IMPORT_CSV, LP_GOODS_IMPORT_XML), 
“Introduction into Circulation. Cross-border Trading” (CROSSBORDER, CROSSBORDER_CSV, 
CROSSBORDER_XML), “Introduction into Circulation. In the Territory of EEU Countries 
(Contract Manufacturing)” (LP_INTRODUCE_GOODS_CROSSBORDER_CSD, 
LP_INTRODUCE_GOODS_CROSSBORDER_CSD_CSV, 
LP_INTRODUCE_GOODS_CROSSBORDER_CSD_XML), “Introduction into circulation. 
Contract manufacturing in the Russian Federation” (LK_CONTRACT_COMMISSIONING, 
LK_CONTRACT_COMMISSIONING_CSV, LK_CONTRACT_COMMISSIONING_XML), 
“Shipment at Cross-border Trading” (LP_SHIP_GOODS_CROSSBORDER), “Shipment in EEU 
member states with IC recognition in case of volume and grade accounting (export)” 
(EAS_GTIN_CROSSBORDER_EXPORT, EAS_GTIN_CROSSBORDER_EXPORT_CSV), 
“Shipment from EEU member states with recognition of ICs in case of volume and grade accounting 
(import)” (EAS_GTIN_CROSSBORDER_IMPORT), “Acceptance of the shipment from EEU 
member states for “Shipment at Cross-border Trading” document”, “Acceptance of the shipment 
from EEU member states with IC recognition in case of volume and grade accounting” 
(EAS_GTIN_CROSSBORDER_ACCEPTANCE, 
EAS_GTIN_CROSSBORDER_ACCEPTANCE_CSV), “Remarking” (LK_REMARK, 
LK_REMARK_CSV, LK_REMARK_XML) a range of possible values in case of indication of the 
“STATE_REGISTRATION_CERTIFICATE” value in the “certificate_type” parameter (“Type of 
the permitting document”) has been expanded for the “certificate_date” parameter (“Date of the 
permitting document”): from 1900-01-01 till the current date 

20.10.2022 125.0 Implemented modifications in version 125.0 

Modifications in the types of documents of direct information submission 

“BALANCE_CORRECTION” (“Correction of remaining items (volume and grade accounting)”) 
disposal reason specified in the “action” parameter (“Disposal reason”) has been implemented in the 
“Withdrawal from circulation (volume and grade accounting)” document type 
(LK_GTIN_RECEIPT) for the “Dairy products” and “Packaged water” goods groups;  
A description of the “BALANCE_CORRECTION” (“Correction of remaining items (volume and 
grade accounting)”) disposal reason was added into “Catalog - Disposal Reasons”  

19.10.2022 124.0 Implemented modifications in version 124.0 

Modifications in True API methods 

In the “Method of getting goods information by the goods GTIN” (/product/info) of version v4, an 
optional response parameter - “goodStatus” (“Status of the goods card from the NCMG”) was 
added. For owners and sub-accounts a response of the specified method returns information on 
goods by goods code (GTIN) with the following status of the goods card in the NCMG: “draft” 
(“Draft”, “Being moderated”, “To be changed”, “Awaiting for signing”), “published” (“Goods card 
signed with EQES”), “archived” (“Archived goods card”); for non-owners — with a goods card 
status - “published” (“Goods card signed with EQES”). Data of the “exporter” (“Applicant of 
product marked and introduced into circulation”), “address” (“Array of manufacturer’s addresses”) 
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parameters are not returned in the response of the specified method for goods circulation participants 
other than owners. Receipt of the values in the “gcp” (“Global company identifier in GS1”), “gln” 
(“Global identifier of location”), “goodSignedFlag” (“Indicator for signing of goods card in the 
NCMG”), “explain” (“Error in filling out attributes and signing a goods card in the NCMG”), “gcp” 
(“GCP of manufacturer”), “gln” (“GLN of manufacturer”), “authDocNumber” (“Number of 
authorization document”) response parameters has been implemented for sub-account. For goods 
circulation participants other than owners and sub-accounts, it is possible to receive values of the 
following response parameters: “goodMarkFlag” (“Indicator of readiness to the marking”), 
“goodTurnFlag” (“Indicator of readiness to the circulation”), “isKit” (“ “Bundle” attribute in the 
goods card in the NCMG”), “isTechGtin” (““Technological” attribute in the goods card in the 
NCMG”), “isSet” (““Set” attribute in the NCMG”), “setGtin” (“Array of codes of goods forming 
part of the set”), “tnVedCode” (“FEACN group”), “tnVedCode10” (“FEACN code”), 
“okpd2Group” (“Code of OKPD2”), “okpd2Code” (“Code of OKPD2 (optional)”)  

19.10.2022 123.0 Implemented modifications in version 123.0 

Modifications in True API methods 

“Method for calculating an IC quantity on the basis of weight of goods” (/api/v3/true-
api/product/gtin-weight/cis-count) has been implemented. A response of the method returns 
information on quantity of the units of goods for each requested pair of the goods code and weight in 
grams. If attributes on the weight characteristics of the goods are not filled in or filled in incorrectly 
in the goods card in the NCMG, a response of the method will not contain information on the IC 
quantity 

"coreWeight" response parameter ("Measured weight (average weight) of the product in grams") 
was added into the section titled "Additional parameters for GG “Dairy products”" 

19.10.2022 122.0 Announced modifications in version 122.0 

Modifications in the types of documents of direct information submission 

As a result of successful processing of the “Remarking” document type (LK_REMARK, 
LK_REMARK_CSV, LK_REMARK_XML) in which previous and new ICs / ICMs received for 
one goods code have been specified by agent, new IC / ICM will obtain an attribute that it has been 
transferred under ACS with indication of the owner who transferred this IC / ICM to the agent (for 
more details, see “Short description of modifications in the types of documents of direct information 
submission”) 

19.10.2022 121.0 Announced modifications in version 121.0 

Modifications in the types of documents of direct information submission 

A new value - “STATE_REGISTRATION_CERTIFICATE” (“State registration certificate”) will be 
added for the “certificate_type” parameter (“Type of the permitting document”) for the 
“Antiseptic/antibacterial skin cleansers and hand sanitizers”, “Biologically active food additives”, 
“Perfume and Eau de Toilette”, “Medical products”, “Clothing items, bed, table, bath and kitchen 
linens” goods groups in the following document types:  

• “Introduction into Circulation. Manufacture in the Russian Federation” 
(LP_INTRODUCE_GOODS, LP_INTRODUCE_GOODS_CSV, 
LP_INTRODUCE_GOODS_XML); 

• “Introduction into Circulation. Manufacturing outside of EEU” (LP_GOODS_IMPORT, 
LP_GOODS_IMPORT_CSV, LP_GOODS_IMPORT_XML) (only for the 
“Antiseptic/antibacterial skin cleansers and hand sanitizers”, “Biologically active food 
additives”, “Medical products” goods groups); 
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• “Introduction into circulation. Contract manufacturing in the Russian Federation” 
(LK_CONTRACT_COMMISSIONING, LK_CONTRACT_COMMISSIONING_CSV, 
LK_CONTRACT_COMMISSIONING_XML); 

• “Introduction into Circulation. Cross-border Trading” (CROSSBORDER, 
CROSSBORDER_CSV, CROSSBORDER_XML); 

• “Introduction into circulation. Remains marking” (LP_INTRODUCE_OST, 
LP_INTRODUCE_OST_CSV, LP_INTRODUCE_OST_XML) (only for the “Perfume and 
Eau de Toilette” goods group); 

• “Introduction into Circulation. In the Territory of EEU Countries (Contract 
Manufacturing)” (LP_INTRODUCE_GOODS_CROSSBORDER_CSD, 
LP_INTRODUCE_GOODS_CROSSBORDER_CSD_CSV, 
LP_INTRODUCE_GOODS_CROSSBORDER_CSD_XML) (only for the 
“Antiseptic/antibacterial skin cleansers and hand sanitizers” goods group); 

• “Remarking” (LK_REMARK, LK_REMARK_CSV, LK_REMARK_XML); 

• “Return into circulation” (LP_RETURN, LP_RETURN_CSV, LP_RETURN_XML); 

  • “Shipment at Cross-border Trading” (LP_SHIP_GOODS_CROSSBORDER) (only for the 
“Perfume and Eau de Toilette” and “Clothing items, bed, table, bath and kitchen linens” 
goods groups); 

• “Shipment to EEU with IC recognition (export)” (EAS_CROSSBORDER_EXPORT, 
EAS_CROSSBORDER_EXPORT_CSV) (only for the “Clothing items, bed, table, bath 
and kitchen linens” goods group). 

A range of possible values in case of indication of the 
“STATE_REGISTRATION_CERTIFICATE” value in the “certificate_type” parameter (“Type of 
the permitting document”) will be expanded for the “certificate_date” parameter (“Date of the 
permitting document”): from 1900-01-01 till the document creation date plus one day; 

A possibility to indicate “CONFORMITY_CERTIFICATE” (“Certificate of conformity”) and 
“CONFORMITY_DECLARATION” (“Declaration of conformity”) values in the “certificate_type” 
parameter (“Type of the permitting document”) will be closed for the “Biologically active food 
additives” goods group in the following document types:  

• “Introduction into Circulation. Manufacture in the Russian Federation” 
(LP_INTRODUCE_GOODS, LP_INTRODUCE_GOODS_CSV, 
LP_INTRODUCE_GOODS_XML); 

• “Introduction into Circulation. Manufacturing outside of EEU” (LP_GOODS_IMPORT, 
LP_GOODS_IMPORT_CSV, LP_GOODS_IMPORT_XML); 

• “Introduction into circulation. Contract manufacturing in the Russian Federation” 
(LK_CONTRACT_COMMISSIONING, LK_CONTRACT_COMMISSIONING_CSV, 
LK_CONTRACT_COMMISSIONING_XML); 

• “Introduction into Circulation. Cross-border Trading” (CROSSBORDER, 
CROSSBORDER_CSV, CROSSBORDER_XML); 

• “Remarking” (LK_REMARK, LK_REMARK_CSV, LK_REMARK_XML); 

• “Return into circulation” (LP_RETURN, LP_RETURN_CSV, LP_RETURN_XML) 

17.10.2022 120.0 Implemented modifications in version 120.0 

Modifications in True API methods 
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“Obtaining information on errors in UTD” data export method has been implemented to obtain 
information on errors in UTD  

14.10.2022 119.0 In the section titled "Catalog - Disposal Reasons" a description of the “OTHER” error was changed 
from “Other” to “Any other”  

14.10.2022 118.0 Implemented modifications in version 118.0 

"FTS_RESPOND_WAITING_NON_INDIVIDUAL" ("Awaiting confirmation from FCS. Not 
singulated"), "INDIVIDUAL_WAITING_NON_INDIVIDUAL" ("Awaiting singulation of ICM for 
introduction into circulation"), "FTS_RESPOND_NOT_OK_NON_INDIVIDUAL" ("Negative FCS 
decision. Not singulated") values were added into the catalog "Current extended statuses" for the 
“Products made of real fur” goods group 

Modifications in the types of documents of direct information submission 

In the document type titled “Introduction into circulation. FCS import. Fur” 
(FURS_FTS_INTRODUCE, FURS_FTS_INTRODUCE_CSV, FURS_FTS_INTRODUCE_XML), 
“goods_description” (“Goods description”) parameter became optional. Requirements for ICMs 
specified in the “cis” parameter (“ICM No.”) have been updated (ICMs become available with the 
following extended statuses: “INDIVIDUAL” (“ICM has been singulated”), “NON_INDIVIDUAL” 
(“ICM has not been singulated”), “FTS_RESPOND_NOT_OK” (“Negative FCS decision”), 
“FTS_RESPOND_NOT_OK_NON_INDIVIDUAL” (“Negative FCS decision. Not singulated)). 
Conditions required to change an ICM status to “In circulation” were changed (successful 
processing of the “Introduction into circulation. FCS import. Fur” document  
(FURS_FTS_INTRODUCE, FURS_FTS_INTRODUCE_CSV, FURS_FTS_INTRODUCE_XML) 
ceases to be the only condition for changing the ICM status) 

14.10.2022 117.0 In the section titled “Revision History” in version 113.0 a description of the 
“extendedPackageType” parameter was corrected from “Common type of the package” to “Package 
type”  

13.10.2022 116.0 Implemented modifications in version 116.0 

The following methods of export of the data to obtain information on the number of available 
exports by task type and report type have been implemented: “Method to obtain information on the 
number of available exports by task type”, “Method to obtain information on the number of 
available exports by report” 

13.10.2022 115.0 Announced modifications in version 115.0 

OMS API 

Support of the following methods of API v2 is being implemented in API v3: “Getting a list of 
Service Providers”, “Re-obtain marking codes from marking code order”, “Obtain the list of 
marking code package identifiers”, “Obtain the list of marking code orders”, “Receiving a document 
related to receipt”; 
A possibility to indicate information on actual volume of production in the MC structure will be 
implemented for the “Non-alcoholic beer” goods group 

13.10.2022 114.0 Announced modifications in version 114.0 

OMS API 

“SET” (“Set”) value of the “cisType” (“Marking code type”) parameter will be implemented for the 
“Biologically active food additives” goods group. Marking codes of the sets are emitted based on 
templates “templateId” = “23” and “templateId” = “30” 

10.10.2022 113.0 Implemented modifications 113.0 
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Modifications in True API methods 

“Method of receiving publicly available information on identification codes by list”: 

• Searching for ICs with and without maximum retail sale price has been implemented for 
packs and blocks for the “Alternative tobacco products”, “Tobacco products”, “Nicotine 
products” goods groups; 

• “packageType” (“Package type code”), “сisTrackingType” (“Traceability type”) response 
parameters and an error code with value “701” have been added; 

• “tnVedEaes” (“10-digit FEACN code”), “tnVedEaesGroup” (“4-digit FEACN code”), 
“productName” (“Product name”), “brand” (“Brand”) parameters  are not returned in the 
response if a value of the “generalPackageType” response parameter (“Common type of the 
package”) is equal to “АТК” (“Aggregated customs code”) or “BOX” (“Shipping 
package”); 

• “certDoc” array (“Document of mandatory certification”) with “type” (“Type of document 
of mandatory certification”), “number” (“Number of document of mandatory 
certification”), “date” (“Issue date of document of mandatory certification”) parameters is 
not returned in the response if there is no information on permitting documents for IC / 
ICM; 

• “CONFORMITY_CERTIFICATE_OR_DECLARATION” (“Certificate or declaration of 
conformity”) possible value has been added for the “type” (“Type of document of 
mandatory certification”) response parameter. If error in requesting information on goods 
by goods code of the IC requested is returned from “National catalog of marked goods” for 
“brand” (“Brand”), “tnVedEaesGroup” (“4-digit FEACN code”), “tnVedEaes” (“10-digit 
FEACN code”), “productName” (“Product name”) response parameters, error 504 and 
error message “No system response” are returned for such IC, “productGroup” (“Name of 
the goods group”), “cis” (“IC from the response”), “gtin” (“Goods code”) response 
parameters became mandatory, “status” (“IC status”) response parameter became optional, 
“producerName” (“Manufacturer’s name”) response parameter does not return for 
disaggregated aggregates for all goods groups except “Tobacco products”, “Nicotine 
products” and “Alternative tobacco products”; 

  • “EMPTY” (“No value”) value is returned in the “statusEx” response parameter (“Current 
extended IC / ICM status”) if there is no extended status; 

• a type of “expirations” response parameter (“Array of expiration dates”) has been changed 
changed from “array” to “array[object]”, a type of the “licences” response parameter 
(“Array of subsoil licenses”) has been changed from “array of string” to “array[object]”, in 
“expirationStorageDate” (“Expiration date”), “licenceDate” (“License issue date”) response 
parameters a value is returned in a format of  yyyy-MM-ddTHH:mm:ss.SSSZ; 

• “generalPackageType” (“Common type of the package”) response parameter has been 
added, “partialSaleInfo” (“Object of parameters of partial disposal”) response parameter 
returns only to identification code owner, Operator and federal executive body, 
“withdrawReasonOther” (“Description of other reason for withdrawal from circulation”) 
response parameter returns only if “withdrawReason” (“Reason for withdrawal from 
circulation”) = “OTHER” (Other), “productName” (“Product name”) response parameter 
returns non-empty value from “National catalog of marked goods” for goods item, bundle, 
set and group package or a value is missing. 

“Method for receiving publicly available brief information about ICs by list”: 
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• “requestedCis” (“IC from the request”) response parameter became mandatory, “cis” 
(“IC”), “status” (“IC status code”), “packageType” (“Package type code”), “emissionDate” 
(“Emission date”) response parameters have became optional; 

• “tnVedEaes” (“10-digit FEACN code”), “tnVedEaesGroup” (“EEU FEACN code of goods 
item”), “productName” (“Product name”) parameters are not returned in the response, if a 
value of the “generalPackageType” response parameter (“Common type of the package”) is 
equal to “АТК” (“Aggregated customs code”) or “BOX” (“Shipping package”), “child” 
(“List of child ICs in aggregate”), “productGroupId” (“Goods group ID”), “productGroup” 
(“Goods group name”) response parameters are returned, even for disaggregated aggregates 
of all goods groups except “Alternative tobacco products”, “Nicotine products”, “Tobacco 
products”; 

  • “tnVedEaes” (“10-digit FEACN code”), “tnVedEaesGroup” (“EEU FEACN code of goods 
item”), “productName” (“Product name”) parameters are not returned in the response if a 
value of the “generalPackageType” (“Common type of the package”) response parameter is 
equal to “АТК” (“Aggregated customs code”) or “BOX” (“Shipping package”); 

• a type of the “expirations” response parameter (“Array of expiration dates”) has been 
changed from “array” to “array[object]”, in “expirationStorageDate” response parameter 
(“Expiration date”) a value is returned in a format of yyyy-MM-ddTHH:mm:ss.SSSZ, 
“licences” response parameter (“Array of subsoil licenses”) has been added with array of 
parameters: “licenceNumber” ("Number of subsoil license"), “licenceDate” (“License issue 
date”); 

• “EMPTY” (“No value”) value is returned in the “statusEx” response parameter (“Extended 
IC / ICM status”) if there is no extended status; 

• “generalPackageType” (“Common type of the package”) response parameter has been 
added, “partialSaleInfo” (“Object of parameters of partial disposal”) response parameter 
returns only to identification code owner, Operator and federal executive body, 
“withdrawReasonOther” (“Description of other reason for withdrawal from circulation”) 
response parameter returns only if “withdrawReason” (“Reason for withdrawal from 
circulation”) = “OTHER” (Other), “productName” (“Product name”) response parameter 
returns non-empty value from “National catalog of marked goods” for goods item, bundle, 
set and group package or a value is missing. 

“Method of receiving publicly available information on identification codes by list (simplified set of 
attributes)”: 

• in the “extendedPackageType” (“Package type”) response parameter, a value is equal to a 
synonym of the package type code, “applicationDate” (“Application date”) parameter does 
not return in the response if a value of the “extendedPackageType” response parameter 
(“Package type”) is equal to “BOX” (“Shipping package”); 

• a type of the “expirations” response parameter (“Array of expiration dates”) has been 
changed from “array” to “array[object]”, a type of “licences” response parameter (“Array 
of subsoil licenses”) has been changed from “array of string” to “array[object]”, in 
“expirationStorageDate” (“Expiration date”), “licenceDate” (“License issue date”) response 
parameters a value is returned in a format of  yyyy-MM-ddTHH:mm:ss.SSSZ 

07.10.2022 112.0 Implemented modifications in version 112.0 

Modifications in True API methods 

In the “Method for getting document content by identifier” (v4/doc/{docId}/info) an optional 
request parameter - “pageNumber” (“Limit on output of information on codes”) has been added for 
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UTD (UNIVERSAL_TRANSFER_DOCUMENT), UTD(c) 
(UNIVERSAL_TRANSFER_DOCUMENT_FIX), UCD 
(UNIVERSAL_CORRECTION_DOCUMENT, UCD(c) 
(UNIVERSAL_CORRECTION_DOCUMENT_FIX), “turnoverType” (“Circulation type”) response 
parameter has been added for all goods groups for which UTD 
(UNIVERSAL_TRANSFER_DOCUMENT), UTD(c) 
(UNIVERSAL_TRANSFER_DOCUMENT_FIX), UCD 
(UNIVERSAL_CORRECTION_DOCUMENT), universal cancellation document 
(UNIVERSAL_CANCEL_DOCUMENT) universal documents are available and transfer of the 
body (“body”) of the UTD (UNIVERSAL_TRANSFER_DOCUMENT), UTD(c) 
(UNIVERSAL_TRANSFER_DOCUMENT_FIX), UCD 
(UNIVERSAL_CORRECTION_DOCUMENT, UCD(c) 
(UNIVERSAL_CORRECTION_DOCUMENT_FIX) and universal cancellation document 
(UNIVERSAL_CANCEL_DOCUMENT) has been implemented in the method response 

07.10.2022 111.0 Announced modifications in version 111.0 

“subjectId” (“Pharmaceutical entity. Number assigned upon registration in the MDLP FGIS”) 
mandatory parameter for the “Medicines for human use” goods group will be deleted from the 
“Create marking code emission order” method.  

07.10.2022 110.0 Announced modifications in version 110.0 

Modifications in True API methods 

“Method for verifying the readiness of the goods for export to EEU countries” method 
(/cises/eaes/check-export) will be implemented to provide to goods circulation participants an 
opportunity to check availability of the correct shipment of the goods to the selected EEU member 
state, including to participants who are not the owners of the goods cards, and if the goods are not on 
the balance 

05.10.2022 109.0 Announced modifications in version 109.0 

Modifications in True API methods 

“Method for calculating an IC quantity on the basis of weight of goods” is being implemented 
(/api/v3/true-api/product/gtin-weight/cis-count) 

05.10.2022 108.0 Announced modifications in version 108.0 

Modifications in the types of documents of direct information submission 

Disabling the information submission in * .csv format is being implemented for the following 
document types: “Introduction into circulation. Contract manufacturing in the Russian Federation” 
(LK_CONTRACT_COMMISSIONING_CSV), “Introduction into Circulation. Received from 
Individuals” (LK_INDI_COMMISSIONING_CSV), “Introduction into Circulation. Manufacturing 
outside of EEU” (LP_GOODS_IMPORT_CSV), “Creation of sets” 
(SETS_AGGREGATION_CSV), “Description of remaining goods” (OST_DESCRIPTION_CSV), 
“ACC aggregation” (ATK_AGGREGATION_CSV), “ACC disaggregation” 
(ATK_DISAGGREGATION_CSV), “ACC transformation” (ATK_TRANSFORMATION_CSV), 
“Disaggregation” (DISAGGREGATION_DOCUMENT_CSV), “Writing Off of IC with/without IM 
Not Applied to the Goods Item” (LK_KM_CANCELLATION_CSV), “Writing Off of applied IC 
with IM” (LK_APPLIED_KM_CANCELLATION_CSV) 

04.10.2022 107.0 Implemented modifications 

Modifications in True API methods 
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In the “Method of getting goods information by the goods GTIN” (/product/info) of version v3 and 
v4, an optional response parameter - “reasonCertMissing” (“Requirements of the confirmation of 
conformity are missing;  grounds”) was added. 

In the document types titled “Introduction into Circulation. Manufacture in the Russian Federation” 
(LP_INTRODUCE_GOODS, LP_INTRODUCE_GOODS_CSV, 
LP_INTRODUCE_GOODS_XML), “Introduction into Circulation. Contract Manufacturing in the 
Russian Federation” (LK_CONTRACT_COMMISSIONING, 
LK_CONTRACT_COMMISSIONING_CSV, LK_CONTRACT_COMMISSIONING_XML) and 
in the revision history dated 23.09.2022 a description has been corrected as follows: information that 
information on the document of mandatory certification will be mandatory for the “Non-alcoholic 
beer”, “Bicycles and bicycle frames” goods groups in the “Introduction into Circulation. 
Manufacture in the Russian Federation” and “Introduction into circulation. Contract manufacturing 
in the Russian Federation” document types, has been deleted 

04.10.2022 106.0 Announced modifications in version 106.0 

 Modifications in the types of documents of direct information submission 

“BALANCE_CORRECTION” (“Correction of remaining goods (volume and grade accounting)”) 
disposal reason specified in the “action” parameter (“Disposal reason”) will be implemented in the 
“Withdrawal from circulation (volume and grade accounting)” document type 
(LK_GTIN_RECEIPT) for the “Dairy products” and “Packaged water” goods groups 

23.09.2022 105.0 In "Catalog - Disposal Reasons" information has been added that "STATE_SECRET" ("Sale in deal 
with a state secret") and "UTILIZATION" ("Disposal") disposal reasons are unavailable for the 
“Products made of real fur” goods group 

23.09.2022 104.0 In the "Catalog - Types of documents" a document type titled "Introduction into circulation. Cross-
border Trading ("Products made of real fur")" (FURS_CROSSBORDER, 
FURS_CROSSBORDER_CSV, FURS_CROSSBORDER_XML) was added, a document type titled 
"Introduction into circulation. FCS import. Fur" was renamed "Introduction into circulation. FCS 
import ("Products made of real fur")" (FURS_FTS_INTRODUCE, 
FURS_FTS_INTRODUCE_CSV, FURS_FTS_INTRODUCE_XML); 
In "Catalog – IC statuses" the following extended statuses were added for the “Products made of real 
fur” goods group: EAS_RESPOND_NOT_OK ("Negative EEU decision") and 
EAS_RESPOND_WAITING ("Awaiting EEU confirmation"); 
In "Catalog - Document statuses" a description of the WAIT_FOR_CONTINUATION status was 
corrected as follows: “Check in progress” 

23.09.2022 103.0 Announced modifications in version 103.0 

Modifications in the types of documents of direct information submission 

In the document types titled “Introduction into Circulation. Manufacture in the Russian Federation” 
(LP_INTRODUCE_GOODS, LP_INTRODUCE_GOODS_CSV, 
LP_INTRODUCE_GOODS_XML), “Introduction into Circulation. Contract Manufacturing in the 
Russian Federation” (LK_CONTRACT_COMMISSIONING, 
LK_CONTRACT_COMMISSIONING_CSV, LK_CONTRACT_COMMISSIONING_XML) a 
“reasonCertMissing” attribute (“Requirements of the confirmation of conformity are missing;  
grounds”) specified in a card of the corresponding goods code in the NCMG will be checked  for 
IC/PIC of the “Perfume and Eau de Toilette”, “Dairy products”, “Footwear”, “Clothing items, bed, 
table, bath and kitchen linens”, “Juice products and non-alcoholic beverages”, “Packaged water”, 
“Photo cameras (except cine cameras), flash lights and flash bulbs”, “New pneumatic rubber tires 
and tire casings” goods groups. Availability and a value of the attribute will influence the need to 
indicate information on the document of mandatory certification in the following document types: 
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“Introduction into Circulation. Manufacture in the Russian Federation” and “Introduction into 
circulation. Contract manufacturing in the Russian Federation”.  

Modifications in True API methods 

In the “Method of getting goods information by the goods GTIN” (/product/info) of version v3 and 
v4, an optional response parameter - “reasonCertMissing” (“Requirements of the confirmation of 
conformity are missing;  grounds”) will be added 

21.09.2022 102.0 Announced modifications in version 102.0 

Modifications in True API methods 

The following new methods are being implemented: 

• “Method to obtain information on the number of available exports by task type” — to 
obtain information on the number of available exports by task type and goods group; 
 

• “Method to obtain information on the number of available exports by report” — to obtain 
information on the number of available exports by report and goods group 

20.09.2022 101.0 Announced modifications in version 101.0 

Modifications in True API methods 

“Obtaining information on errors in UTD” data export method is being implemented to receive 
information on errors in UTD 

20.09.2022 100.0 Implemented modifications 

Modifications in the types of documents of direct information submission 

A goods code specified in the “gtin” (“Goods code”) parameter in the “Acceptance of the shipment 
from EEU member states with IC recognition in case of volume and grade accounting” document 
(EAS_GTIN_CROSSBORDER_ACCEPTANCE, 
EAS_GTIN_CROSSBORDER_ACCEPTANCE_CSV) for the “Dairy products” goods group shall 
be received for a unit of goods in the “National catalog of marked goods” (indication of the goods 
codes received for other package types is unavailable). 

Indication of the same AVD number for different goods codes is unavailable (the AVD numbers 
must be unique for different goods codes), at the same time it is available in the document to 
indicate the same AVD number for the same goods codes 

16.09.2022 99.0 "Catalog – Types of fur" was moved to "Additional parameters for GG “Products made of real fur”" 
section 

16.09.2022 98.0 Announced modifications in version 98.0 

OMS API 

“Method “Sign document”” is being implemented 

15.09.2022 97.0 “List of abbreviations, designations and terms” section was renamed "List of abbreviations, 
designations and terms" 

12.09.2022 96.0 Announced modifications in version 96.0 

Modifications in True API methods 

In the “Method of getting goods information by the goods GTIN” (/product/info) of version v4, an 
optional response parameter - “goodStatus” (“Status of the goods card from the NCMG”) will be 
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added. A response of the method will return information for owners and sub- accounts on goods by 
goods code (GTIN) with the following status of the goods card from the NCMG: “draft” (Goods 
card in the different statuses in the NCMG: “Draft”, “Being moderated”, “To be changed”, 
“Awaiting for signing”), “published” (“Goods card signed with EQES”), “archived” (“Archived 
goods card”), for non-owners — with a goods card status - “published” (“Goods card signed with 
EQES”). Data of the “exporter” (“Applicant of product marked and introduced into circulation”), 
“address” (“Array of manufacturer’s addresses”) parameters will not be returned in the response of 
the method specified for goods circulation participants other than owners; sub-account can receive 
values in the following response parameters: “gcp” (“Global company identifier in GS1”), “gln” 
(“Global identifier of location”), “goodSignedFlag” (“Indicator for signing of goods card in the 
NCMG”), “explain” (“Error in filling out attributes and signing a goods card in the NCMG”), “gcp” 
(“GCP of manufacturer”), “gln” (“GLN of manufacturer”), “authDocNumber” (“Number of 
authorization document”). For goods circulation participants other than owners and sub-accounts, it 
is possible to receive values of the following response parameters: “goodMarkFlag” (“Indicator of 
readiness to the marking”), “goodTurnFlag” (“Indicator of readiness to the circulation”), “isKit” (“ 
“Bundle” attribute in the goods card in the NCMG”), “isTechGtin” (““Technological” attribute in 
the goods card in the NCMG”), “isSet” (““Set” attribute in the NCMG”), “setGtin” (“Array of codes 
of goods forming part of the set”), “tnVedCode” (“FEACN group”), “tnVedCode10” (“FEACN 
code”), “okpd2Group” (“Code of OKPD2”), “okpd2Code” (“Code of OKPD2 (optional)”). 

  “isActiveIngredientEthanol” parameter (“Active substance is alcohol”) was added into the catalog 
“Additional parameters for GG “Antiseptic/antibacterial skin cleansers and hand sanitizers”” 

09.09.2022 95.0 Announced modifications in version 95.0 

Modifications in True API methods 

Installation of modifications of the methods titled “Method of receiving publicly available 
information on identification codes by list”, “Method for receiving publicly available brief 
information about ICs by list”, “Method of receiving publicly available information on identification 
codes by list (simplified set of attributes)” announced in the document versions of 17.0, 29.0, 52.0, 
90.0 and 95.0 on the production environment is planned for October 10, 2022.  

“tnVedEaes” (“10-digit FEACN code”), “tnVedEaesGroup” (“4-digit FEACN code”), 
“productName” (“Product name”), “brand” (“Brand”) parameters will not be returned in the 
response of the method “Method of receiving publicly available information on identification codes 
by list” if a value of the “generalPackageType” (“Common type of the package”) response 
parameter is equal to “АТК” (“Aggregated customs code”);                                                                                              
“tnVedEaes” (“10-digit FEACN code”), “tnVedEaesGroup” (“EEU FEACN code of goods item”), 
“productName” (“Product name”) parameters will not be returned in the response of the method 
“Method for receiving publicly available brief information about ICs by list”, if a value of the 
“generalPackageType” response parameter (“Common type of the package”) is equal to “АТК” 
(“Aggregated customs code”); “child” (“List of child ICs in aggregate”), “productGroupId” (“Goods 
group ID”), “productGroup” (“Goods group name”) response parameters will be returned, even for 
disaggregated aggregates of all goods groups except “Alternative tobacco products”, “Nicotine 
products”, “Tobacco products”. 

  In the section titled “Short description of changes in True API methods”, information has been 
deleted that “Method for receiving publicly available brief information about ICs by list” will not 
return “certDoc” array (“Document of mandatory certification”) with “type” (“Type of document of 
mandatory certification”), “number” (“Number of document of mandatory certification”), “date” 
(“Issue date of document of mandatory certification”) parameters in the response if there is no 
information on permitting documents for IC / ICM and that information for disaggregated 
aggregates will be returned in the response parameters  
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09.09.2022 94.0 Announced modifications in version 94.0 

Modifications in the types of documents of direct information submission 

In the document type titled “Introduction into Circulation. FCS import. Fur” 
(FURS_FTS_INTRODUCE, FURS_FTS_INTRODUCE_CSV, FURS_FTS_INTRODUCE_XML), 
“goods_description” (“Goods description”) parameter will become optional. The requirements for 
ICMs specified in the “cis” parameter (“ICM No.”) will be updated (ICMs become available with 
the following extended statuses: “INDIVIDUAL” (“ICM has been singulated”), 
“NON_INDIVIDUAL” (“ICM has not been singulated”), “FTS_RESPOND_NOT_OK” (“Negative 
FCS decision”), “FTS_RESPOND_NOT_OK_NON_INDIVIDUAL” (“Negative FCS decision.  
Not singulated)). The conditions required to change an ICM status to “In circulation” will be 
changed (successful processing of the “Introduction into Circulation. FCS import. Fur” document  
(FURS_FTS_INTRODUCE, FURS_FTS_INTRODUCE_CSV, FURS_FTS_INTRODUCE_XML) 
ceases to be the only condition for changing the ICM status) 

08.09.2022 93.0 Implemented modifications in version 93.0 

OMS API 

A check of the order for compliance with the data of the goods card in the NCMG has been 
implemented for the “Alternative tobacco products”, “Tobacco products”, “Nicotine products” 
goods groups. The check of the order for compliance with the data from the goods card is carried out 
after creation of the order (asynchronously); 
A check of the value in the “gtin” (“Goods code”) parameter in the method “Generate a request for 
ICM creation” has been implemented for the “Products made of real fur” goods group (the demo 
environment): a value should be in the format of 14 digital characters, consisting of digits from 0 to 
9 with leading zeros for a goods code (GTIN) of 8, 12 or 13 digits length; 
On the demo environment, disabling support of the attached signature has been implemented; 
OMS API 3.0 has been implemented on the demo environment to switch to a unified structure of the 
requests and to exclude extension (“extension”) from URL structure: 
 

• maximum number of the MCs in the order has been increased to 2 million; 

• order can be created only for 1 goods code (GTIN); 

• all documents shall be signed with EQES  

07.09.2022 92.0 In the "Catalog - Disposal Reasons", “Products made of real fur” goods group was added for the 
"PRODUCTION_USE" disposal reason ("Use for production purposes") 

06.09.2022 91.0 Announced modifications in version 91.0 

In the “Method for getting document content by identifier” (v4/doc/{docId}/info) an optional 
request parameter - “pageNumber” (“Limit on output of information on codes”) will be added for all 
goods groups for which the universal documents are available - UTD 
(UNIVERSAL_TRANSFER_DOCUMENT), UTD(c) 
(UNIVERSAL_TRANSFER_DOCUMENT_FIX), UCD 
(UNIVERSAL_CORRECTION_DOCUMENT, UCD(c) 
(UNIVERSAL_CORRECTION_DOCUMENT_FIX), transfer of the body (“body”) of the UTD 
(UNIVERSAL_TRANSFER_DOCUMENT), UTD(c) 
(UNIVERSAL_TRANSFER_DOCUMENT_FIX), UCD 
(UNIVERSAL_CORRECTION_DOCUMENT, UCD(c) 
(UNIVERSAL_CORRECTION_DOCUMENT_FIX), universal cancellation document 
(UNIVERSAL_CANCEL_DOCUMENT) is also being implemented in the method response 
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“KND”, “KPP” terms were added into the section titled “List of abbreviations, designations and 
terms” 

06.09.2022 90.0 Announced modifications in version 90.0 

Modifications in True API methods 

Installation of the modifications listed below on the production environment is planned for October 
10, 2022:  

• if there is no extended status for IC / ICM, “EMPTY” (“No value”) value will be returned 
instead of the “null” in “Method of receiving publicly available information on 
identification codes by list” in “statusEx” response parameter (“Current extended IC / ICM 
status”) and “Method for receiving publicly available brief information about ICs by list” in 
the “statusEx” response parameter (“Extended IC / ICM status”). “certDoc” array 
(“Document of mandatory certification”) with “type” (“Type of document of mandatory 
certification”), “number” (“Number of document of mandatory certification”), “date” 
(“Issue date of document of mandatory certification”) parameters will not be returned in the 
responses of the methods specified if there is no information on permitting documents for 
IC / ICM; 

• “tnVedEaes” (“10-digit FEACN code”), “tnVedEaesGroup” (“4-digit FEACN code”), 
“productName” (“Product name”), “brand” (“Brand”) parameters will not be returned in 
the response of the method “Method of receiving publicly available information on 
identification codes by list” if a value of the “generalPackageType” (“Common type of the 
package”) response parameter is equal to “BOX” (“Shipping package”); 

• “tnVedEaes” (“10-digit FEACN code”), “tnVedEaesGroup” (“EEU FEACN code of goods 
item”), “productName” (“Product name”) parameters will not be returned in the response of 
the method “Method for receiving publicly available brief information about ICs by list” if 
a value of the “generalPackageType” (“Common type of the package”) response parameter 
is equal to“BOX” (“Shipping package”). Data for disaggregated aggregates will be returned 
in the response parameters;  

• in the method titled “Method of receiving publicly available information on identification 
codes by list (simplified set of attributes)” in the “extendedPackageType” (“Package type”) 
response parameter, a value will be equal to a synonym of the package type code, 
“applicationDate” (“Application date”) parameter will not be returned in the method 
response if a value of the “extendedPackageType” response parameter (“Common type of 
the package”) is equal to “BOX” (“Shipping package”) 

06.09.2022 89.0 Implemented modifications in version 89.0 

Modifications in the types of documents of direct information submission 

“TRANSFER_UNREGISTERED” disposal reason (“Sale to unregistered goods circulation 
participant”) has been implemented for the “Withdrawal from circulation (volume and grade 
accounting)” document type (LK_GTIN_RECEIPT). When this reason is specified, “buyer_inn” 
parameter (“Buyer’s INN”) becomes mandatory, while the buyer shall not be registered in the TT 
GIS or a goods group in the request shall not be available to the buyer. When this reason is specified 
in the “document_type” parameter (“Type of primary document”) a value shall comply with 
“CONSIGNMENT_NOTE” (“Packing list”), “product_cost” parameter (“Unit price”) shall be filled 
in 

A description of the “TRANSFER_UNREGISTERED” reason (“Sale to unregistered goods 
circulation participant”) was added into “Catalog - Disposal Reasons” 
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06.09.2022 88.0 Announced modifications in version 88.0 

Modifications in the types of documents of direct information submission 

A goods code specified in the “gtin” (“Goods code”) parameter in the “Acceptance of the shipment 
from EEU member states with IC recognition in case of volume and grade accounting” document 
type (EAS_GTIN_CROSSBORDER_ACCEPTANCE, 
EAS_GTIN_CROSSBORDER_ACCEPTANCE_CSV) shall be received only for the unit of goods 
in the “National catalog of marked goods”, indication of the same AVD number for different goods 
codes will be unavailable, at the same time it will be available to indicate the same AVD number for 
the same goods codes 

31.08.2022 87.0 Implemented modifications in version 87.0 

Modifications in True API methods 

In the “Method for getting document content by identifier”, an optional response parameter - 
“easCrossborderExportAcceptance” (“Acceptance No.”) was added (for “Acceptance of shipment to 
EEU with IC recognition (export)” (EAS_CROSSBORDER_EXPORT_ACCEPTANCE), 
“Acceptance of the shipment in EEU member states with IC recognition in case of volume and grade 
accounting” (EAS_GTIN_CROSSBORDER_EXPORT_ACCEPTANCE) documents); 
A cumulative limitation on the maximum number of creation of the tasks for export for one goods 
group (10 times per day) has been implemented for the following data export methods: “Obtaining 
information on wholesales and retail sales in terms of INN”, “Obtaining information on inventory 
turnover”, “Obtaining information on volume of retail sales in terms of INNs and addresses”, 
“Obtaining information on volume-weighted average price in terms of GTIN”. When the specified 
limitation is reached, creation of the task for export will be available the next day. 

Modifications in TT GIS API methods 

In the “Method for getting an uploaded document content by identifier”, an optional response 
parameter - “easCrossborderExportAcceptance” (“Acceptance No.”) was added (for “Acceptance of 
shipment to EEU with IC recognition (export)” 
(EAS_CROSSBORDER_EXPORT_ACCEPTANCE), “Acceptance of the shipment in EEU 
member states with IC recognition in case of volume and grade accounting” 
(EAS_GTIN_CROSSBORDER_EXPORT_ACCEPTANCE) documents) 

31.08.2022 86.0 Implemented modifications in version 86.0 

Modifications in the types of documents of direct information submission 

“gtin_weight” (“Weight in grams”) optional parameter was added into the “Withdrawal from 
circulation (volume and grade accounting)” (LK_GTIN_RECEIPT) document type for the “Dairy 
products” goods group. Total weight of all goods by a goods code specified in the “gtin” parameter 
(“Goods code”) in grams is specified in this parameter, if the goods have an attribute of variable 
weight (“Yes” value is specified in the attribute “Goods with variable quantity” in the goods card in 
the NCMG) and is transferred to the TT GIS warehouse balance. If there is no value specified for 
such parameter, an arithmetic mean of the “Weight range, from” and “Weight range, to” attributes 
specified in the goods card in the NCMG will be transmitted to the TT GIS warehouse. If the value 
is specified for the goods which do not have an attribute of variable weight or for goods for which 
there is no value in the “Goods with variable quantity” attribute in the NCMG, a value specified in 
the goods card in the NCMG will be transmitted to the TT GIS warehouse and not a value from this 
parameter. If a weight value is specified in this parameter, and a volume is specified in the card of 
the corresponding goods code in the NCMG, the weight value will be ignored and the volume value 
specified in the goods card in the NCMG will be transmitted to the TT GIS warehouse. 

Modifications in True API methods 
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For the “Dairy products” goods group, a value from the “gtin_weight” parameter (“Weight in 
grams”) specified in the “Withdrawal from circulation (volume and grade accounting)” document 
(LK_GTIN_RECEIPT) is returned in the “netWeight” response parameter (“A total weight of the 
goods on the balance sheet for the current date, in grams”) of the “Method of obtaining of the 
current balance in a warehouse” (/warehouse/balance) for the goods with an attribute of variable 
weight. If there is no value specified for such goods, an arithmetic mean of the “Weight range, 
from” and “Weight range, to” attributes specified in the goods card in the NCMG will be transmitted 
to the TT GIS warehouse. If a weight is not specified in the “gtin_weight” parameter (“Weight in 
grams”) in the “Withdrawal from circulation (volume and grade accounting)” document and a 
weight or volume is not specified in the goods card in the NCMG, weight / volume is not transferred 
to income/expenditure of the TT GIS warehouse. At the same time, if a weight or volume is added to 
the goods card in the NCMG at the time of processing of the “Cancellation of withdrawal from 
circulation (volume and grade accounting)” document (LK_GTIN_RECEIPT_CANCEL), weight / 
volume will be transferred to the TT GIS warehouse from the goods card in the NCMG and these 
data will affect the warehouse balance. 

  For goods without an attribute of variable weight (“No” value is indicated in the “Goods with 
variable quantity” attribute in the goods card in the NCMG) or for goods for which there is no value 
in the “Goods with variable quantity” attribute in the NCMG, a value corresponds to a value from a 
goods card in the NCMG. If a value of the weight or volume is equal 0 in the goods card in the 
NCMG, “netWeight” parameter (“A total weight of the goods on the balance sheet for the current 
date, in grams”) is not returned in the response; 
A possibility of obtaining volume and weight characteristics of the goods has been added for the 
“Dairy products” and “Packaged water” goods groups  in the “netWeight” (“Weight of transferred 
goods”) and “volume” (“Volume of transferred goods”) response parameters for certain documents 
affecting the balance in the “Method of getting a list of operations in a warehouse” 
(/warehouse/operations). 

31.08.2022 85.0 Implemented modifications in version 85.0 

Modifications in True API methods 

In the “Method of obtaining of the current balance in a warehouse”, a possibility of obtaining 
volume and weight characteristics of the goods for the certain document types affecting the balance 
has been added in the “netWeight” (“A total weight of the goods on the balance sheet for the current 
date, in grams”) and “volume” (“A total volume of the goods on the balance sheet for the current 
date, in milliliters”) response parameters, obtainment of the value for the “Dairy products” goods 
group in a certain parameter depends on a type (grams / milliliters) with which the value has been 
specified in the “Declared volume / net weight” attribute in the goods card in the NCMG, a value of 
the parameter depends on availability of the attribute of variable quantity and a type of the goods 
traceability, for the “Packaged water” goods group a value of the parameter corresponds to a value 
specified in the card of the goods code in the NCMG 

30.08.2022 84.0 The following codes were added into “Catalog –  Codes of marking codes processing result”: 11 ("A 
weight (AI3103) of the goods is not specified ("Dairy products" goods group)"), 12 ("A card of the 
goods (GTIN) is missing in the NCMG"), 13 ("A weight (AI3103) of the goods is specified ("Dairy 
products" goods group)"), 132 ("Incorrect (invalid) description of the conditions for storage of goods 
is specified in the report") 

26.08.2022 83.0 Implemented modifications in version 83.0 

Modifications in OMS API methods 

In the method titled “Send Report on MC Aggregation” a SPIC value in the “unitSerialNumber” 
document body parameter (“Identification code of the aggregation unit”) for all goods groups shall 
not correspond to mask 02[gtin]37[count] or mask 02[gtin]37[count]3103[netWeight]. These masks 
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are used to transmit information on a volume and grade of the goods to the TT GIS. In case if SPIC 
is specified with one of these masks, a report will be processed with error. 

Modifications in the types of documents of direct information submission 

In the document types titled “Aggregation” (AGGREGATION_DOCUMENT, 
AGGREGATION_DOCUMENT_CSV, AGGREGATION_DOCUMENT_XML) and 
“Aggregation” (AGGREGATION_DOCUMENT) for all goods groups for which these document 
types are available, a value of the SPIC in the “unitSerialNumber” parameter (“Aggregate 
identification code”) shall not correspond to mask 02[gtin]37[count] or mask 
02[gtin]37[count]3103[netWeight]. These masks are used to transmit information on a volume and 
grade of the goods to the TT GIS. In case if SPIC is specified with one of these masks, a document 
will be processed with error 

26.08.2022 82.0 Implemented modifications in version 82.0 

Modifications in the types of documents of direct information submission 

In the document types titled “Creation of sets” (SETS_AGGREGATION, 
SETS_AGGREGATION_CSV, SETS_AGGREGATION_XML) and “Aggregation (“Alternative 
tobacco products”, “Nicotine products”, “Tobacco products”) (AGGREGATION_DOCUMENT) in 
* .json, * .xml formats, a SIC composition check for full compliance with description in the set card 
in the NCMG is enabled 

24.08.2022 81.0 Implemented modifications in version 81.0 

Modifications in the types of documents of direct information submission 

“Cancellation of withdrawal from circulation (volume and grade accounting)” 
(LK_GTIN_RECEIPT_CANCEL) document type has been implemented in * .json format for the 
“Dairy products” and “Packaged water” goods groups 

Modifications in True API methods 

In the “Method of obtaining of the current balance in a warehouse” (/warehouse/balance) a 
possibility of obtaining volume and weight characteristics of the goods was added in the 
“netWeight” (“A total weight of the goods on the balance sheet for the current date, in grams”) and 
“volume” (“A total volume of the goods on the balance sheet for the current date, in milliliters”) 
response parameters for the “Cancellation of withdrawal from circulation (volume and grade 
accounting)” document type (LK_GTIN_RECEIPT_CANCEL); 
A type of the document - “Cancellation of withdrawal from circulation (volume and grade 
accounting)” (LK_GTIN_RECEIPT_CANCEL) is returned in a response of the “Method of getting 
a list of operations in a warehouse” (/warehouse/operations) 

A code of the “Cancellation of withdrawal from circulation (volume and grade accounting)” 
document type (LK_GTIN_RECEIPT_CANCEL) was added into “Catalog - Types of documents” 

19.08.2022 80.0 Announced modifications in version 80.0 

Modifications in True API methods 

In the “Method for getting document content by identifier”, an optional response parameter - 
easCrossborderExportAcceptance ("Acceptance No.") will be added (for “Acceptance of shipment 
to EEU with IC recognition (export)” (EAS_CROSSBORDER_EXPORT_ACCEPTANCE), 
“Acceptance of the shipment in EEU member states with IC recognition in case of volume and grade 
accounting” (EAS_GTIN_CROSSBORDER_EXPORT_ACCEPTANCE) documents) 

Modifications in TT GIS API methods 
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In the section titled “Method for getting an uploaded document content by identifier”, an optional 
response parameter - easCrossborderExportAcceptance ("Acceptance No.") will be added (for 
“Acceptance of shipment to EEU with IC recognition (export)” 
(EAS_CROSSBORDER_EXPORT_ACCEPTANCE), “Acceptance of the shipment in EEU 
member states with IC recognition in case of volume and grade accounting” 
(EAS_GTIN_CROSSBORDER_EXPORT_ACCEPTANCE) documents) 

19.08.2022 79.0 Announced modifications in version 79.0 

Modifications in the types of documents of direct information submission 

In the document types titled “Generation of sets” (SETS_AGGREGATION, 
SETS_AGGREGATION_CSV, SETS_AGGREGATION_XML) and “Aggregation (“Alternative 
tobacco products”, “Nicotine products”, “Tobacco products”)” (AGGREGATION_DOCUMENT) 
in * .json, * .xml formats, a SIC composition will be checked for full compliance with a description 
in the set card in the NCMG (for more details, see “Short description of modifications in the types of 
documents of direct information submission”) 

18.08.2022 78.0 Announced modifications in version 78.0 

Modifications in the types of documents of direct information submission 

In the document type titled “Aggregation” (AGGREGATION_DOCUMENT) available for the 
“Alternative tobacco products”, “Nicotine products” and “Tobacco products” goods groups, a value 
of the “unitSerialNumber” parameter (“Aggregate identification code”) shall not correspond to mask 
02[gtin]37[count] or mask 02[gtin]37[count]3103[netWeight] (for more details, see “Short 
description of modifications in the types of documents of direct information submission”) 

17.08.2022 77.0 Announced modifications in version 77.0 

Modifications in OMS API methods 

In the method titled “Send Report on MC Aggregation” a shipping package identification code value 
shall not correspond to mask  02[gtin]37[count] or mask 02[gtin]37[count]3103[netWeight] in the 
message body of the “unitSerialNumber” parameter (“Identification code of the aggregation unit”) 
(for more details, see “Short description of changes in OMS API methods”) 

Modifications in the types of documents of direct information submission 

In the document type titled “Aggregation” (AGGREGATION_DOCUMENT, 
AGGREGATION_DOCUMENT_CSV, AGGREGATION_DOCUMENT_XML) a value of the 
“unitSerialNumber” parameter (“Aggregate identification code”) shall not correspond to mask 
02[gtin]37[count] or mask 02[gtin]37[count]3103[netWeight] 

17.08.2022 76.0 Announced modifications in version 76.0 

Short description of changes in OMS API methods 

A check of the value in the “gtin” (“Goods code”) parameter in the method “Generate a request for 
ICM creation” method will be performed for the “Products made of real fur” goods group (the demo 
environment): a value should be in the format of 14 digital characters, consisting of numbers from 0 
to 9 with leading zeros for a goods code (GTIN) of 8, 12 or 13 digits 

Short description of modifications in the types of documents of direct information submission 

 In the document type titled “Singulation of ICM” (LK_INDIVIDUALIZATION, 
LK_INDIVIDUALIZATION_CSV, LK_INDIVIDUALIZATION_XML) a check of the value in 
the “gtin” (“Goods code”) parameter will be performed: a value should be in the format of 14 digital 
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characters, consisting of numbers from 0 to 9 with leading zeros for a goods code (GTIN) of 8, 12 or 
13 digits 

16.08.2022 75.0 Announced modifications in version 75.0 

OMS API 

Information on a date for activation of the remains marking for sets and units of goods (except 
goods items described by a simplified set of attributes in the NCMG) was added for the “Perfume 
and Eau de Toilette” and “Photo cameras (except cine cameras), flash lights and flash bulbs” goods 
groups; 
Asynchronous check of the order for compliance with the data from the goods card in the NCMG is 
planned to be added for the “Alternative tobacco products”, “Tobacco products”, “Nicotine 
products” goods groups 

Implemented modifications 

OMS API 

As part of submission of the application report, a possibility to indicate information on actual 
volume of production (l) in the MC structure has been implemented for the “Beer, beer-based and 
low-alcohol beverages” goods group 

16.08.2022 74.0 Implemented modifications in version 74.0 

A document type titled “Introduction into Circulation. Remains Marking” (LP_INTRODUCE_OST, 
LP_INTRODUCE_OST_CSV, LP_INTRODUCE_OST_XML) is available for the SIC of the 
“Perfume and eau de toilette”, “Photo cameras (except cine cameras), flash lights and flash bulbs” 
goods groups; 
In the document type titled “Generation of sets” (SETS_AGGREGATION, 
SETS_AGGREGATION_CSV, SETS_AGGREGATION_XML) requirements to filling-in of 
“sntins” parameter (“List of IC and/or PIC being part of the set”) were supplemented 

15.08.2022 73.0 Announced modifications in version 73.0 

Modifications in the types of documents of direct information submission 

“gtin_weight” (“Weight in grams”) parameter will be added into the “Withdrawal from circulation 
(volume and grade accounting)” (LK_GTIN_RECEIPT) document type 

Modifications in True API methods 

A value of the “gtin_weight” parameter (“Weight in grams”) specified in the “Withdrawal from 
circulation (volume and grade accounting)” document (LK_GTIN_RECEIPT) will be returned in the 
“netWeight” response parameter (“A total weight of the goods on the balance sheet for the current 
date, in grams”) of the “Method of obtaining of the current balance in a warehouse” 
(/warehouse/balance) for the goods with an attribute of variable weight. If a weight is not specified 
in the “gtin_weight” parameter (“Weight in grams”) in the “Withdrawal from circulation (volume 
and grade accounting)” document and a weight or volume is not specified in the goods card in the 
NCMG, weight / volume will not be transferred to income/expenditure of the TT GIS warehouse. At 
the same time, if a weight or volume is added to the goods card in the NCMG at the time of 
processing of the “Cancellation of withdrawal from circulation (volume and grade accounting)” 
document (LK_GTIN_RECEIPT_CANCEL), weight / volume will be transferred to the TT GIS 
warehouse from the goods card in the NCMG and these data will affect the warehouse balance. For 
goods without an attribute of variable weight (“No” value is indicated in the “Goods with variable 
quantity” attribute in the goods card in the NCMG), a value will correspond to a value from a goods 
card in the NCMG. If a value of the weight or volume is equal 0 in the goods card in the NCMG, 
“netWeight” parameter (“A total weight of the goods on the balance sheet for the current date, in 
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grams”) will not be returned in the response; 
A possibility of obtaining volume and weight characteristics of the goods will be added  in the 
“netWeight” (“Weight of transferred goods”) and “volume” (“Volume of transferred goods”) 
response parameters for certain documents affecting the balance in the “Method of getting a list of 
operations in a warehouse” (/warehouse/operations). 

15.08.2022 72.0 In the "Catalog - Types of packing" a type of the identification code was changed to GPIC for 
"LEVEL1" code 

12.08.2022 71.0 Implemented modifications in version 71.0 

An optional request parameter - “russianColumns” (“Report columns in * csv format in Russian”) 
was added into the following data export methods: “Obtaining information on wholesales and retail 
sales in terms of INN”, “Obtaining information on inventory turnover”, “Obtaining information on 
volume of retail sales in terms of INNs and addresses”, “Obtaining information on volume-weighted 
average price in terms of GTIN”. 

11.08.2022 70.0 Implemented modifications in version 70.0 

Modifications in True API methods 

“Method of obtaining of the current balance in a warehouse” and “Method of getting a list of 
operations in a warehouse” were implemented for the “Dairy products”, “Packaged water” goods 
groups 

09.08.2022 69.0 Announced modifications in version 69.0 

Modifications in True API methods 

“russianColumns” (“Report columns in * csv format in Russian) optional request parameter will be 
added into the data export methods titled “Obtaining information on wholesales and retail sales in 
terms of INN”, “Obtaining information on inventory turnover”, “Obtaining information on volume 
of retail sales in terms of INNs and addresses”, “Obtaining information on volume-weighted average 
price in terms of GTIN” 

09.08.2022 68.0 Implemented modifications in version 68.0 

Types of the documents titled “ACC aggregation”, “ACC transformation” and “ACC 
disaggregation” have been implemented for the “Alternative tobacco products”, “Nicotine products” 
and “Tobacco products” goods groups 

09.08.2022 67.0 Announced modifications in version 67.0 

Implemented modifications 

“Report on reweighting” document (REPORT_REWEIGHING) has been implemented in * .json 
format for the “Dairy products” goods group 

09.08.2022 66.0 Announced modifications in version 66.0 

Modifications in the types of documents of direct information submission 

“Cancellation of withdrawal from circulation (volume and grade accounting)” document type 
(LK_GTIN_RECEIPT_CANCEL) is being implemented 

Modifications in True API methods 

In the “Method of obtaining of the current balance in a warehouse” (/warehouse/balance) a 
possibility of obtaining volume and weight characteristics of the goods in the “netWeight” (“A total 
weight of the goods on the balance sheet for the current date, in grams”) and “volume” (“A total 
volume of the goods on the balance sheet for the current date, in milliliters”) response parameters 
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will be added for the “Cancellation of withdrawal from circulation (volume and grade accounting)” 
document type (LK_GTIN_RECEIPT_CANCEL); 
“Method of getting a list of operations in a warehouse” (/warehouse/operations) will return in a 
response a type of the document - “Cancellation of withdrawal from circulation (volume and grade 
accounting)” (LK_GTIN_RECEIPT_CANCEL) 

08.08.2022 65.0 “Additional parameters for GG “Non-alcoholic beer”” section was added into “Catalog - Additional 
parameters in the response, depending on the goods groups”; 
“shelfLifeSpecializedPackage” parameter (“Shelf life after opening the specialized package”) was 
added into the section titled “Additional parameters for GG “Beer, beer-based and low-alcohol 
beverages”” 

05.08.2022 64.0 Announced modifications in version 64.0 

Modifications in True API methods 

In the “Method for getting document content by identifier” (v4/doc/{docId}/info) an optional 
response parameter - “turnoverType” (“Goods circulation type”) will be added for all goods groups 
for which the following universal documents are available:  

• UTD (UNIVERSAL_TRANSFER_DOCUMENT); 

• UTD(c) (UNIVERSAL_TRANSFER_DOCUMENT_FIX); 

• UCD (UNIVERSAL_CORRECTION_DOCUMENT); 

• Universal cancellation document (UNIVERSAL_CANCEL_DOCUMENT) 

04.08.2022 63.0 Announced modifications in version 63.0 

True API and TT GIS API 

In the section titled “Short description of changes in True API methods” a list of the methods for 
which a limitation on the maximum number of creation of the tasks for export will be implemented, 
has been added 

01.08.2022 62.0 Announced modifications in version 62.0 

A document type titled "Introduction into Circulation. Remains Marking" (LP_INTRODUCE_OST, 
LP_INTRODUCE_OST_CSV, LP_INTRODUCE_OST_XML) will be available for the SIC of the 
“Perfume and eau de toilette” and “Photo cameras (except cine cameras), flash lights and flash 
bulbs” goods groups; 
In the document type titled “Generation of sets” (SETS_AGGREGATION, 
SETS_AGGREGATION_CSV, SETS_AGGREGATION_XML) requirements to filling-in of 
“sntins” parameter (“List of IC and/or PIC being part of the set”) will be supplemented 

01.08.2022 61.0 Implemented modifications 

Modifications in True API methods 

In the “Method for getting a document content by identifier” (v4/doc/{docId}/info) a “limit” 
(“Number of the codes in the document body”) optional request parameter was added, “cisesList” 
(“Array of codes”) optional response parameter was added into the “body” object (“Document 
body”) for the “Alternative tobacco products”, “Tobacco products”, “Nicotine products” goods 
groups for the “Aggregation” (AGGREGATION_DOCUMENT, 
AGGREGATION_DOCUMENT_CSV, AGGREGATION_DOCUMENT_XML) and “Disposal” 
(WRITE_OFF) document types; 
A “limit” optional request parameter (“Number of the codes in the receipt body”) was added into the 
“Method of receiving the content of CRE receipt by identifier” (/receipt/{receiptId}/info) 
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01.08.2022 60.0 Announced modifications in version 60.0 

Modifications in True API methods 

In the “Method of obtaining of the current balance in a warehouse”, a possibility of obtaining 
volume and weight characteristics of the goods for the certain document types affecting the balance 
will be added in the “netWeight” (“A total weight of the goods on the balance sheet for the current 
date, in grams”) and “volume” (“A total volume of the goods on the balance sheet for the current 
date, in milliliters”) parameters, obtainment of the value for the “Dairy products” goods group in a 
certain parameter will depend on a type (grams / milliliters) with which the value has been specified 
in the “Declared volume / net weight” attribute in the goods card in the NCMG, a value of the 
parameter will depend on availability of the attribute of variable quantity and type of the goods 
traceability, for the “Packaged water” goods group a value of the parameter will correspond to a 
value specified in the card of the goods code in the NCMG 

28.07.2022 59.0 Announced modifications in version 59.0 

Short description of changes in True API methods 

“Public method of receiving the subscriber identifier in EDM Lite” (/api/v3/true-api/edo/inn/{inn}) 
will be discontinued, but it will remain available until October 03, 2022  

Modifications in True API methods 

“volumeSpecialPack” (“Actual volume of the released products, l ”) response parameter will be 
added for the “Beer, beer-based and low-alcohol beverages” goods group into response of the 
following methods: “Method of receiving publicly available information on identification codes by 
list” (/api/v3/true-api/cises/info), “Method of receiving publicly available information on 
identification codes by list (simplified set of attributes)” (/api/v3/true-api/cises/short/list), “Method 
for receiving publicly available brief information about ICs by list” (/api/v3/true-api/cises/list) 

28.07.2022 58.0 Announced modifications in version 58.0 

OMS API 

Marking of remains for the goods items (except goods items described by a simplified set of 
attributes in the NCMG) is planned to be launched for the “Perfume and Eau de Toilette” and “Photo 
cameras (except cine cameras), flash lights and flash bulbs” goods groups  

27.07.2022 57.0 Announced modifications in version 57.0 

Modifications in True API methods 

“Method of obtaining of the current balance in a warehouse” and “Method of getting a list of 
operations in a warehouse” are being implemented  

A “Warehouse” term was added into the section titled “List of abbreviations, designations and 
terms” 

27.07.2022 56.0 A description was added into the "Current statuses" catalog for the "EMITTED" ("Emitted. 
Released") and "APPLIED" ("Emitted. Received") codes for the “Alternative tobacco products”, 
“Tobacco products”, “Nicotine products” goods groups;  
In “Catalog - Types of packing” a note has been added for the “ACC” code (“Aggregated customs 
code”) that for the "Alternative tobacco products”, “Tobacco products”, “Nicotine products” goods 
groups only IC (pack), GPIC (block) can be a part of the ACC, for other goods groups only IC, 
GPIC, PIC can be a part of the ACC 

22.07.2022 55.0 Announced modifications in version 55.0 

Modifications in True API methods 
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In the “Method for getting document content by identifier” (/doc/{docId}/info) a “limit” (“Number 
of the codes in the document body”) optional request parameter will be added, “cisesList” (“Array 
of codes”) optional response parameter will be added into the “body” object (“Document body”) for 
the “Alternative tobacco products”, “Tobacco products”, “Nicotine products” goods groups for the 
“Aggregation” (AGGREGATION_DOCUMENT) and “Disposal” (WRITE_OFF) document types; 
A “limit” optional request parameter (“Number of the codes in the receipt body”) will be added into 
the “Method of receiving a content of CRE receipt by identifier” (/receipt/{receiptId}/info)  

Implemented modifications 

Modifications in the types of documents of direct information submission 

In the document titled “Introduction into Circulation. Contract manufacturing in the Russian 
Federation” (LK_CONTRACT_COMMISSIONING, LK_CONTRACT_COMMISSIONING_CSV, 
LK_CONTRACT_COMMISSIONING_XML) a note has been added to “producer_inn” (“INN of 
product manufacturer”) and “owner_inn” (“INN of goods owner”) parameters that a verification of 
compliance of INN (returned in the response of the FGIS "VetIS") of the business entity for which 
AVD has been issued, is conducted for the “Dairy products” goods group; 
In the “Withdrawal from circulation” document type (LK_RECEIPT, LK_RECEIPT_CSV, 
LK_RECEIPT_XML), when specifying a “PACKING” (“Prepacking”) value in the “action” 
parameter (“Disposal reason”), “document_type” (“Type of primary document”), 
“document_number” (“Number of primary document”), “document_date” (“Date of primary 
document”), “primary_document_custom_name” (“Name of primary document”),  
“primary_document_number” (“Number of primary document”), “primary_document_date” (“Date 
of primary document”) parameters become optional, “product_cost” parameter (“Unit price”) 
becomes mandatory; 
In the document type titled “Acceptance of shipment to EEU with IC recognition (export)” 
(EAS_CROSSBORDER_EXPORT_ACCEPTANCE), “markable” (“Attribute of mandatory 
marking in EEU country”) optional parameter was added and a mandatory of “accepted” ("Goods 
acceptance attribute") parameter was changed; 
“Return into circulation” document type with “Return at remote sale” 
(“REMOTE_SALE_RETURN”) reason in * .json format has been implemented for the 
“Biologically active food additives” and “Dairy products” goods groups. 

Modifications in True API methods 

“commonErrors” (“List of common errors of document processing”), “errorCode” (“Error code”), 
“errorMessage” (“Error message”), “errorObject” (“A value of the parameter with error”) response 
parameters were added into the “Method for getting a document content by identifier”; 
“commonErrors” (“List of errors of document processing”), “errorCode” (“Error code”), 
“errorMessage” (“Error message”), “errorObject” (“A value of the parameter with error”) response 
parameters were added into the “Method of receiving the content of CRE receipt by identifier” 

Modifications in TT GIS API methods 

In the “Method of receiving the information on marked goods by IC beginning”, “certificateType” 
parameter (“Type of document confirming compliance”) accepts a value of  
(“STATE_REGISTRATION_CERTIFICATE” — “State registration certificate”),  the following 
response parameters have been added: “certDocList” (“Data on permitting documents”), 
“permitDocType” (“Type of document of mandatory certification”), “permitDocNumber” 
(“Document No.”), “permitDocDate” (“Document date”) 

Announced modifications whose implementation has been suspended (resumption of works 
will be additionally announced) 

A modification of check in the “Aggregation” document type (AGGREGATION_DOCUMENT, 
AGGREGATION_DOCUMENT_CSV, AGGREGATION_DOCUMENT_XML) for the “sntins” 
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parameter (“List of ICs included in the aggregate”): when a “GROUP” value (“Group package”) is 
specified in the “unitSerialNumber” parameter (“Aggregate identification code”), all ICs to be 
included into the GPIC shall have the same goods code 

21.07.2022 54.0 In the "Catalog - Disposal Reasons" a description of the disposal reasons was added: 
"AUTO_CANCELLATION" ("Cancellation of unused MCs after the expiration date"), 
"KM_CANCELATION" ("Writing off during the transformation"), "KM_CANCELLATION" 
("Cancellation of unused MCs at the initiative of the goods circulation participant"), 
"KM_SPOILED_OR_LOST" ("IM with MC spoiled or lost") 

21.07.2022 53.0 Announced modifications in version 53.0 

Modifications in True API methods 

“eliminationReason” response parameter (“Disposal reason”) will be added into “Method for getting 
document content by identifier” (/doc/{docId}/info) and “Method of receiving the list of documents 
loaded in TT GIS” (/doc/list); 
“DONATION” (“Compensation-free transfer”), “PRODUCTION_USE” (“Use for production 
purposes”) and “STATE_CONTRACT” (“Sale under a state (municipal) contract”) values will be 
added into the section titled “Catalog - Disposal Reasons”. The values will be available for 
indication in the “Universal transfer document” (UNIVERSAL_TRANSFER_DOCUMENT) for all 
goods groups for which this document type is available.  

20.07.2022 52.0 

 

 

Announced modifications in version 52.0 

Modifications in True API methods 

In the sections titled “Method of receiving publicly available information on identification codes by 
list”, “Method of receiving publicly available information on identification codes by list (simplified 
set of attributes)” a type of the “expirations” response parameter (“Array of expiration dates”) will 
be changed from “array” to “array[object]”, a type of “licences” response parameter (“Array of 
subsoil licenses”) will be changed from “array of string” to “array[object]”, a value will be returned 
in a format of yyyy-MM-ddTHH:mm:ss.SSSZ in “expirationStorageDate” (“Expiration date”), 
“licenceDate” (“License issue date”) response parameters; 
In the section titled “Method for receiving publicly available brief information about ICs by list” a 
type of the “expirations” response parameter (“Array of expiration dates”) will be changed from 
“array” to “array[object]”, in “expirationStorageDate” response parameter (“Expiration date”) a 
value will be returned in a format of yyyy-MM-ddTHH:mm:ss.SSSZ, a “licences” response 
parameter (“Array of subsoil licenses”) will be added with an array of parameters: “licenceNumber” 
(“Number of subsoil license”), “licenceDate” (“License issue date”) 

  Announced modifications whose implementation has been suspended (resumption of works 
will be additionally announced) 

Modifications in the types of documents of direct information submission 

Implementation of changes has been suspended for the “Dairy products” goods group in the 
document type titled “Acceptance of the shipment from EEU member states with IC recognition in 
case of volume and grade accounting” (EAS_GTIN_CROSSBORDER_ACCEPTANCE, 
EAS_GTIN_CROSSBORDER_ACCEPTANCE_CSV), a document structure will not be changed in 
both formats. The following changes have been suspended: a check of the repeated values in “gtin” 
(“Goods code”) parameters for identity with the values from “tnved_code” ("EEU FEACN code (10 
symbols)"), “product_cost” (“Unit price”), “product_tax” (“VAT amount”), 
“certificate_document_data” (“Array containing the data of the documents confirming 
compliance”), “certificate_type” (“Type of document confirming compliance”), 
“certificate_number” (“Number of document confirming compliance”), “certificate_date” (“Date of 
document confirming compliance”) parameters, a check of the value of “gtin” parameter (“Goods 
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code”) for “UNIT” package type (“Unit of goods”), availability of indication from 1 to 15 AVD 
numbers (inclusive) (an AVD number is specified in the “vsd_number” (“AVD number”) 
parameter) for one value specified in the “gtin” parameter (“Goods code”) when indication of the 
same AVD number for several goods codes is unavailable. 

13.07.2022 51.0 Announced modifications in version 51.0 

Modifications in the types of documents of direct information submission 

In the document type titled “Introduction into Circulation. Contract Manufacturing in the Russian 
Federation” (LK_CONTRACT_COMMISSIONING, LK_CONTRACT_COMMISSIONING_CSV, 
LK_CONTRACT_COMMISSIONING_XML), a note has been added to “producer_inn” (“INN of 
product manufacturer”) and “owner_inn” (“INN of goods owner”) parameters that a verification of 
compliance of INN (returned in the response of the FGIS "VetIS") of the business entity for which 
AVD has been issued, is conducted for the “Dairy products” goods group; In the “Acceptance of 
shipment from EEU member states with IC recognition in case of volume and grade accounting” 
document type (EAS_GTIN_CROSSBORDER_ACCEPTANCE, 
EAS_GTIN_CROSSBORDER_ACCEPTANCE_CSV), for the “Dairy products” goods group, 
repeated values in “gtin” (“Goods code”) parameters will be checked for identity with the values 
from “tnved_code” ("EEU FEACN code (10 symbols)"), “product_cost” (“Unit price”), 
“product_tax” (“VAT amount”), “certificate_document_data” (“Array containing the data of the 
documents confirming compliance”), “certificate_type” (“Type of document confirming 
compliance”), “certificate_number” (“Number of document confirming compliance”), 
“certificate_date” (“Date of document confirming compliance”) parameters, a value of “gtin” 
parameter (“Goods code”) must be with “UNIT” package type (“Unit of goods”), from 1 to 15 AVD 
numbers (inclusive)  will be available for indication (an AVD number is specified in the 
“vsd_number” (“AVD number”) parameter) for one value specified in the “gtin” (“Goods code”) 
parameter, but indication of the same AVD number for several goods codes will be unavailable. 
Implemented checks and features are applicable to all document formats, and a structure of the 
documents does not change 

08.07.2022 50.0 Announced modifications in version 50.0 

OMS API 

Conditionally mandatory parameter - “approvalNumber” (“Approval No.”) will be implemented in 
the “Order” object structure for the “Alternative tobacco products”, “Tobacco products”, “Nicotine 
products” goods groups for the method titled “Create marking code emission order” 

Modifications in the types of documents of direct information submission 

In the document type titled “Aggregation” (AGGREGATION_DOCUMENT, 
AGGREGATION_DOCUMENT_CSV, AGGREGATION_DOCUMENT_XML) a check will be 
modified for the “sntins” parameter (“List of ICs included in the aggregate”) as follows:  when a 
“GROUP” value (“Group package”) is specified in the “unitSerialNumber” parameter (“Aggregate 
identification code”), all ICs to be included in the GPIC shall have the same goods code. “Report on 
reweighting” (REPORT_REWEIGHING) document type is being implemented in json format for 
the “Dairy products” goods group 

Modifications in True API methods 

Output of the information on the document titled “Report on reweighting” is being implemented in 
the “Method of receiving the list of documents loaded in TT GIS” (v3) and “Method for getting 
document content by identifier” (v4) 

Modifications in TT GIS API methods 
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Output of the information on the document titled “Report on reweighting” is being implemented in 
the “Method of receiving the list of documents loaded in TT GIS”  

01.07.2022 49.0 Announced modifications in version 49.0 

OMS API 

Values of the report processing status will be implemented for the method titled “Get report 
processing status”:  “SUCCESS” (“Report processed successfully”), “FAILED” (“Report processed 
with error”), “FAILED” (“Report processed with error”), “PARTIALLY” (“Report processed 
partially”) instead of the “PROCESSED” (“Report has been processed”) status; 
“SET” (“Set”) value of the “cisType” parameter (“Marking code type”) will be implemented for the 
“Antiseptic/antibacterial skin cleansers and hand sanitizers” goods group. Marking codes of the sets 
are emitted based on templates “templateId” = “25” and “templateId” = “31”; 
It is planned to activate remains marking for sets (except sets described by simplified set of 
attributes in the NCMG) for the following goods groups: “Perfume and eau de toilette” and "Photo 
cameras (except for cine cameras), flash lights and flash bulbs" 

22.06.2022 48.0 Announced modifications in version 48.0 

Modifications in TT GIS API methods 

In the “Method of receiving the information on marked goods by IC beginning”, “certificateType” 
parameter (“Type of the document confirming compliance”) will accept the values of  
(“STATE_REGISTRATION_CERTIFICATE” — “State registration certificate”),  the following 
optional parameters will be added into the response: “certDocList” (“Data on permitting 
documents”), “permitDocType” (“Type of document of mandatory certification”), 
“permitDocNumber” (“Document No.”), “permitDocDate” (“Document date”)  

22.06.2022 47.0 Announced modifications in version 47.0 

Modifications in the types of documents of direct information submission 

In the document type titled “Withdrawal from Circulation” (LK_RECEIPT, LK_RECEIPT_CSV, 
LK_RECEIPT_XML) “document_type” (“Type of primary document”), “document_number” 
(“Number of primary document”), “document_date” (“Date of primary document”), 
“primary_document_custom_name” (“Name of primary document”), “primary_document_type” 
(“Type of primary document”), “primary_document_number” (“Number of primary document”), 
“primary_document_date” (“Date of primary document”) parameters become optional for 
“PACKING” disposal reason (“Prepacking”), “product_cost” parameter (“Unit price”) becomes 
mandatory. 

Modifications in True API methods 

A return of the extended information on the first 100 errors of processing of the requested document 
of the direct submission, UTD / UCD and receipts will be implemented in the “Method for getting 
document content by identifier” (v4), “Method of receiving a content of CRE receipt by identifier” 
(v4). 

Implemented modifications 

OMS API 

“capacity” (“Volume”) parameter was deleted from the method “Send Report on MC Utilization 
(Application)” for the “Dairy products” goods group; 
“Method “Deletion of installation of the integration solution instance”” was added; 
“Method “Obtaining receipt by set filters”” was implemented; 
A “name” parameter (“Name of the integration solution instance (external connection)”) was added 
into the method “Requesting registration of installation of the integration solution instance”; 
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Nesting logic of the aggregation report in terms of aggregation into group package has been 
improved for the “Beer, beer-based and low-alcohol beverages” goods group; 
“Send Report on MC Aggregation” method has been improved for the “Beer, beer-based and low-
alcohol beverages” goods group in the part of inclusion of the shipping packages in line with a 
format determined by a goods circulation participant 

20.06.2022 46.0 Announced modifications in version 46.0 

Modifications in True API methods 

Version v4 will be implemented for the method “Method of getting goods information by the goods 
GTIN” 

16.06.2022 45.0 Announced modifications in version 45.0 

Modifications in the types of documents of direct information submission 

In the document type titled “Acceptance of shipment to EEU with IC recognition (export)” 
(EAS_CROSSBORDER_EXPORT_ACCEPTANCE), “markable” (“Attribute of mandatory 
marking in EEU country”) optional parameter will be added and also mandatory of “accepted” 
("Goods acceptance attribute") parameter will be changed 

OMS API 

“capacity” (“Volume”) optional parameter will be deleted from the method “Send Report on MC 
Utilization (Application)” for the “Dairy products” goods group; 
“Method “Obtaining receipt by set filters”” is being implemented; 
“Method “Deletion of installation of the integration solution instance”” is being implemented; 
“Send report on MC aggregation” method will be improved for the “Beer, beer-based and low-
alcohol beverages” goods group; 
As part of submission of the application report, a possibility to indicate a volume of production in 
the MC structure will be implemented for the “Beer, beer-based and low-alcohol beverages” goods 
group. Planned date for implementation — July 2022; 
An optional parameter - “name” (“Name of the integration solution instance (external connection)”) 
will be added into the method “Requesting registration of installation of the integration solution 
instance”. 

Implemented modifications 

OMS API 

Submission of the rejection report has been implemented for the “Alternative tobacco products” 
goods group; 
“Provision of the list of installations of the integration solution (external connection)” method was 
implemented; 
Shelf-life periods of the MCs were changed for the “Packaged water” goods group — up to 365 
days for orders created within distribution. 

Modifications in the types of documents of direct information submission 

“Withdrawal from circulation (volume and grade accounting)” document type (LK_GTIN_RECEIPT) 
was added; 
“exporter_gln” (“Receiver’s global location number (GLN)”) optional parameter was added into the 
documents types titled “Shipment from EEU with IC recognition” (EAS_CROSSBORDER), 
“Shipment from EEU member states with IC recognition in case of volume and grade accounting 
(import)” (EAS_GTIN_CROSSBORDER_IMPORT). “receiver_gln” (“Receiver’s global location 
number (GLN)”) optional parameter was added into the documents types titled  “Shipment to EEU 
with IC recognition (export)” (EAS_CROSSBORDER_EXPORT, 
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EAS_CROSSBORDER_EXPORT_CSV), “Shipment to EEU member states with recognition of ICs 
in case of volume and grade accounting (export)” (EAS_GTIN_CROSSBORDER_EXPORT, 
EAS_GTIN_CROSSBORDER_EXPORT_CSV); 
For “participantInn” (“Goods circulation participant’s INN”) parameter specified in the “Information 
on identification codes to introduce goods into circulation” (CIRCULATION_INFORMATION) 
document type, a check has been modified as follows: document sender should be an issuer of the IC; 
“Data on permitting documents to introduce goods into circulation” document type 
(CIRCULATION_INFORMATION_2) has been implemented. 

Announced modifications whose implementation has been suspended (resumption of works 
will be additionally announced) 

Implementation of “IN PROGRESS” status in new status model of the report processing was 
canceled (a description was corrected in the “Revision history” section of version 40.0 dated April 
29, 2022) 

True API and TT GIS API 

Modifications have been implemented in the following True API export methods: 

• “downloadFormat” (“Format of file upload”) parameter was added into request parameters 
of the “Method for getting upload ZIP file” 

• “downloadFormat” (“Format of file upload”) parameter was added into response 
parameters and response example of the method “Method for getting final data download 
IDs”; 

• “downloadFormat” (“Format of upload file to download”) parameter was added into 
response parameters and response example of the method “Method for obtaining the status 
of downloading task by download ID”. 

14.06.2022 44.0 A description of the reason for withdrawal from circulation - “STATE_SECRET” (“Sale in deal 
with a state secret”) was updated in the description of the document type titled “Withdrawal from 
Circulation”. The previous description — “Sale in deal constituting a state secret” 

27.05.2022 43.0 Announced modifications in version 43.0 

Modifications in the types of documents of direct information submission 

“Withdrawal from circulation (volume and grade accounting)” document type 
(LK_GTIN_RECEIPT) will be added. The document will be available only for the “Dairy products” 
and “Packaged water” goods groups.  

Modifications in True API methods 

Mandatory of “inn” parameter (“Array of the INNs of the senders and receivers”) was changed in 
the “Receipt of data on codes movement within the agent commission scheme” section 

19.05.2022 42.0 Announced modifications in version 42.0 

OMS API 

Implementation of the check for a fact of blocking of the goods circulation participant in EGAIS for 
“Beer, beer-based and low-alcohol beverages” goods group when ordering a MC and submitting an 
application report is planned for the end of 2022; 
API v3 is being implemented to switch to a unified structure of the requests and to exclude 
extension (“extension”) from URL structure. Implementation commencement — June 2022; 
“Method “Provision of the list of installations of the integration solution (external connection)”” is 
being implemented; 
Shelf-life periods of the MCs will be changed for the “Packaged water” goods group — up to 365 
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days for the orders created within distribution; 
Submission of rejection report is being implemented for the “Alternative tobacco products” goods 
group. 

Modifications in the types of documents of direct information submission 

In the document type titled “Withdrawal from Circulation”, when withdrawing from circulation with 
“EEC_EXPORT” (“Export to EEU countries”) reason, a possibility to indicate the Republic of 
Belarus in “destination_country_code” ("Code of the destination country") parameter will be closed 
for all goods groups , as well as a possibility to indicate identifier of the organization from the 
Republic of Belarus in “importer_id” (“INN (or analog) of the importer”) field; 
In the document type titled “Return into circulation”, return of the ICs previously withdrawn from 
circulation with “Return at remote sale” reason (“REMOTE_SALE_RETURN”) is being 
implemented for “Antiseptic/antibacterial skin cleansers and hand sanitizers”, “Biologically active 
food additives”, “Bicycles and bicycle frames”, “Dairy products”, “Clothing items, bed, table, bath 
and kitchen linens”, “Footwear”, “Packaged water”, “Photo cameras (except cine cameras), flash 
lights and flash bulbs”, “New pneumatic rubber tires and tire casings” goods groups; 
“Return into circulation” document type (JSON) is being implemented only with “Return at remote 
sale”  

  (“REMOTE_SALE_RETURN”) reason for the “Biologically active food additives”, “Dairy 
products” goods groups;  
“exporter_gln” (“Receiver’s global location number (GLN)”) optional parameter will be added into 
the documents types titled “Shipment from EEU with IC recognition” (EAS_CROSSBORDER), 
“Shipment from EEU member states with IC recognition in case of volume and grade accounting 
(import)” (EAS_GTIN_CROSSBORDER_IMPORT); 
“receiver_gln” (“Receiver’s global location number (GLN)”) optional parameter will be added into 
the documents types titled  “Shipment to EEU with IC recognition (export)” 
(EAS_CROSSBORDER_EXPORT, EAS_CROSSBORDER_EXPORT_CSV), “Shipment to EEU 
member states with recognition of ICs in case of volume and grade accounting (export)” 
(EAS_GTIN_CROSSBORDER_EXPORT, EAS_GTIN_CROSSBORDER_EXPORT_CSV). 

Modifications in TT GIS API methods 

“withdrawReasons” (“Array of reasons for withdrawal from circulation”) optional request parameter 
was added into “Method of receiving the list of obtained ICs with filter option”. 

Implemented modifications 

OMS API 

“SET” (“Set”) value of “cisType” (“Marking code type”) parameter was implemented for the 
“Antiseptic/antibacterial skin cleansers and hand sanitizers” goods group. Marking codes of the sets 
are emitted based on templates “templateId” = “25” and “templateId” = “31”; 
A way of submission of the application report has been changed for the “Medical products” goods 
group from automatic to manual. Automatic generation and sending of the application report was 
disabled. Attributes set of the application report contains “UtilisationReport” basic object without 
extensions; 
Nesting logic of the aggregation report in terms of aggregation into group packages and aggregation 
of group packages was improved for the “Biologically active food additives” goods group; 
A value of “cisType” (“Marking code type”) parameter - “GROUP” (“Group package”) was added 
for the “Biologically active food additives” goods group. 

   Marking codes for group consumer packages are emitted based on templates “templateId” = “23” 
and “templateId” = “30”. 
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Modifications in the types of documents of direct information submission 

For the “Packaged water” goods group, in the documents titled "Introduction into circulation. 
Manufacture in the Russian Federation” (LP_INTRODUCE_GOODS), “Introduction into 
circulation. Contract manufacturing in the Russian Federation” 
(LK_CONTRACT_COMMISSIONING), “licences” (“Array of subsoil licenses”), 
“licence_number” (“Numbers of subsoil licenses”), “licence_date” (“License issue date”) 
parameters have been added; 
The following document parameters were added into the document types titled “Shipment from 
EEU with IC recognition”, “Shipment to EEU with IC recognition (export)”, “Acceptance of the 
shipment from EEU member states for the document titled "Shipment from EEU with IC 
recognition"”: “import_data” (“Import data”), “importer_id” (“INN (or analog) of the importer”), 
“importer_name” (“Importer’s name”), “declaration_number” (“Customs declaration registration 
number”), “declaration_date” (“Customs declaration date”), “production_data” (“Production data”), 
“producer_id” (“INN (or analog) of the manufacturer”), “producer_name” (“Manufacturer name”); 
For “New pneumatic rubber tires and tire casings” goods group, in the documents titled 
“Introduction into Circulation. Manufacture in the Russian Federation”, “production_date” (“Date of 
goods production”) and “production_date” (“Date of goods manufacture from general data on goods 
introduction into circulation”) parameters in “products” array (“Array containing a list of transferred 
goods codes”) were changed to optional, in the document titled “Introduction into circulation. 
Contract manufacturing in the Russian Federation”, “production_date” (“Date of goods production”) 
and “production_date” (“Date of goods production”) parameters in array “products_list” (“Array 
containing the list of transferred goods codes”) were changed to optional. 

Announced modifications whose implementation has been suspended (resumption of works 
will be additionally announced) 

OMS API 

Implementation has been suspended, as well as description of the method “Deletion of installation of 
the integration solution instance” was deleted from the document  

12.05.2022 41.0 Links to API documentation were deleted from the following sections: “Revision History”, “Short 
description of modifications in the types of documents of direct information submission”, “Catalog - 
Types of documents” 

29.04.2022 40.0 Announced modifications in version 40.0 

OMS API 

A way of submission of the application report will be changed for the “Medical products” goods 
group from automatic to manual. Automatic generation and sending of the application report will be 
disabled. Attributes set of the application report will contain “UtilisationReport” basic object 
without extensions; 
New method “Deletion of installation of the integration solution instance” is being implemented to 
delete installation of the integration solution instance (external connection). 

Implemented modifications 

OMS API 

For “Receipting 2.0”, a new type of receipt “Closing of order” (CLOSE_ORDER) has been added as 
a result of the order transfer to the “CLOSED” status. One event “CLOSE_ORDER” will be 
generated within the receipt; Methods for searching, receiving and deleting draft documents have 
been implemented: “Method “Search of documents””, “Method “Get document contents””, “Method 
“Delete document””; Minimum and maximum length values were set for order and reports 
parameters with “string” type and without length limit.  
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  True API and TT GIS API 

“licences” (“Array of subsoil licenses”) array with “licenceNumber” (“Numbers of subsoil 
licenses”), “licenceDate” (“License issue date”) parameters has been added into response of the 
“Method of receiving brief information on IC\IC list (public)”, “Method of receiving the information 
on marked goods”, “Method of receiving the IC list by identifier”, “Method of receiving detailed 
information on IC (GET)” for the “Packaged water” goods group; 
“licenceNumber” (“Numbers of subsoil licenses”) parameter was added into response of the 
“Method of receiving detailed information on IC (GET)” (v4) for the “Packaged water” goods 
group. 

Modifications in the types of documents of direct information submission 

For “New pneumatic rubber tires and tire casings” goods group, in the document titled “Introduction 
into Circulation. Manufacture in the Russian Federation”, “production_date” (“Date of goods 
production”) and “production_date” (“Date of goods manufacture from general data on goods 
introduction into circulation”) parameters in “products” array (“Array containing a list of transferred 
goods codes”) are optional, in the document titled “Introduction into circulation. Contract 
manufacturing in the Russian Federation”, “production_date” (“Date of goods production”) and 
“production_date” (“Date of goods production”) parameters in array “products_list” (“Array 
containing the list of transferred goods codes”) are optional; For the “Packaged water” goods group, 
in the documents titled “Introduction into circulation. Manufacture in the Russian Federation” 
(LP_INTRODUCE_GOODS), “Introduction into circulation. Contract manufacturing in the Russian 
Federation” (LK_CONTRACT_COMMISSIONING), “licences” (“Array of subsoil licenses”), 
“licence_number” (“Numbers of subsoil licenses”), “licence_date” (“License issue date”) 
parameters have been added 

14.04.2022 39.0 Announced modifications in version 39.0 

OMS API 

New value “SET” (“Set”) of “cisType” (“Marking code type”) parameter will be added for the 
“Antiseptic/antibacterial skin cleansers and hand sanitizers” goods group. Marking codes of the sets 
will be emitted based on templates “templateId” = “25” and “templateId” = “31”; 
A check for a fact of the blocking of a participant in EGAIS will take place for “Beer, beer-based 
and low-alcohol beverages” goods group when ordering a MC and submitting an application report; 
Identification codes issued for one goods code shall be specified in “sntins” (“List of ICs included in 
the aggregate”) parameter when aggregating consumer packages into a group package for the 
“Antiseptic/antibacterial skin cleansers and hand sanitizers” goods group. 

“Short description of changes in True API methods” 

In the “Method for getting a ZIP file of export”, “downloadFormat” (“Format of file of data export”) 
parameter will be added into request parameters; 
In the “Method for getting final IDs of data export”, “downloadFormat” (“Format of file of data 
export”) parameter will be added into response parameters and response example; 
In the “Method for obtaining a status of export task by export ID”, “downloadFormat” (“Format of 
the export file for download”) parameter will be added into response parameters and response 
example; 
For the “Packaged water” goods group, in the documents titled "Introduction into circulation. 
Manufacture in the Russian Federation” and “Introduction into circulation. Contract manufacturing 
in the Russian Federation”, “licences” (“Array of subsoil licenses”), “licence_number” (“Numbers 
of subsoil licenses”), “licence_date” (“License issue date”) parameters will be added 

Modifications in TT GIS API methods 
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“licences” (“Array of subsoil licenses”) array with “licenceNumber” (“Numbers of subsoil 
licenses”), “licenceDate” (“License issue date”) parameters will be added into response of the 
“Method of receiving brief information on IC\IC list (public)”, “Method of receiving the information 
on marked goods”, “Method of receiving the IC list by identifier”, “Method of receiving detailed 
information on IC (GET)” for the “Packaged water” goods group; 
“licenceNumber” (“Numbers of subsoil licenses”) parameter will be added into response of the 
“Method of receiving detailed information on IC (GET)” (v4) for the “Packaged water” goods group 

 

Modifications in True API methods 

“licences” (“Array of subsoil licenses”) array with “licenceNumber” (“Numbers of subsoil 
licenses”), “licenceDate” (“License issue date”) parameters will be added into response of the 
“Method for getting a goods card by IC”, “Method of receiving publicly available information on 
identification codes by list”, “Method of receiving publicly available information on identification 
codes by list (simplified set of attributes)” for the “Packaged water” goods group; 

Implemented modifications 

API of “National catalog of marked goods” 

Optional response parameters “attr_multiplicity_type” (“Multiplicity type”) and “depends_attr” 
(“Array of context-sensitive attributes”) were added into “Method /v3/attributes”. 

OMS API 

“Production date” and “Expiration date” parameters were added in the application report for the 
“Biologically active food additives” goods group; 
When choosing the “Payment upon application” payment type for the “Packaged water” goods 
group, the automatic calculation of the marking code expiry date was added. After expiry date, an 
automatic cancellation report will be generated, all unused marking codes will be canceled; 
Order for MCs for new goods groups has been implemented: “Non-alcoholic beer” and “Juice 
products and non-alcoholic beverages”. 

TT GIS API 

“applicationDate” (“Application date”) optional parameter was added into response of the “Method 
of receiving information on marked goods by IC beginning”  of the TT GIS API 

08.04.2022 38.0 Announced modifications in version 38.0 

Modifications in the types of documents of direct information submission 

“Information on identification codes to introduce goods into circulation” document type 
(CIRCULATION_INFORMATION) will be available for the following goods groups: 
“Antiseptic/antibacterial skin cleansers and hand sanitizers”, “Bicycles and bicycle frames”, 
“Perfume and Eau de Toilette”, “Beer, beer-based and low-alcohol beverages”, “Dairy products”, 
“Footwear”, “Clothing items, bed, table, bath and kitchen linens”, “Packaged water”, “Photo 
cameras (except cine cameras), flash lights and flash bulbs”, “New pneumatic rubber tires and tire 
casings”; 
For “participantInn” (“Goods circulation participant’s INN”) parameter specified in the 
“Information on identification codes to introduce goods into circulation” document 
(CIRCULATION_INFORMATION), a check will be modified as follows: document sender should 
be an issuer of the MC; 
“Data on permitting documents to introduce goods into circulation” 
(CIRCULATION_INFORMATION_2) document type is being implemented for the following 
goods groups: “Antiseptic/antibacterial skin cleansers and hand sanitizers”, “Bicycles and bicycle 
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frames”, “Perfume and Eau de Toilette”, “Beer, beer-based and low-alcohol beverages”, “Dairy 
products”, “Footwear”, “Clothing items, bed, table, bath and kitchen linens”, “Packaged water”, 
“Photo cameras (except cine cameras), flash lights and flash bulbs”, “New pneumatic rubber tires 
and tire casings” 

Implemented modifications 

New reasons for withdrawal of the goods from circulation have been implemented; Transmission of 
the information on variable expiration date has been implemented for the “Dairy products” goods 
group in True API and TT GIS API 

29.03.2022 37.0 Announced modifications in version 37.0 

Modifications in the types of documents of direct information submission 

Sending of the documents of direct information submission - “Shipment at cross-border trading” 
(LP_SHIP_GOODS_CROSSBORDER) and “Canceling Shipment at Cross-border Trading” 
(LP_CANCEL_SHIPMENT_CROSSBORDER) will be available to Operator of the Republic of 
Armenia and sending of the document “Acceptance of the shipment from EEU member states for 
“Shipment at Cross-border Trading” document” (LP_ACCEPT_GOODS) will be available to a 
goods circulation participant in the Russian Federation; 
The following document parameters will be added into the document types titled “Shipment from 
EEU with IC recognition”, “Shipment to EEU with IC recognition (export)”, “Acceptance of the 
shipment from EEU member states for the document titled "Shipment from EEU with IC 
recognition"”: “import_data” (“Import data”), “importer_id” (“INN (or analog) of the importer”), 
“importer_name” (“Importer’s name”), “declaration_number” (“Customs declaration registration 
number”), “declaration_date” (“Customs declaration date”), “production_data” (“Production data”), 
“producer_id” (“INN (or analog) of the manufacturer”), “producer_name” (“Manufacturer name”). 
Examples of the document in * .json and* .csv formats will be updated in the document types 
specified 

Description of changes in TT GIS API methods 

“applicationDate” (“Application date”) optional parameter will be added into the “Method of 
receiving the information on marked goods by IC beginning”  

25.03.2022 36.0 Announced modifications in version 36.0 

OMS API 

Receipt type - “Closing of order” (CLOSE_ORDER) obtained as the result of transition of the order 
to “CLOSED” status will be implemented. CLOSE_ORDER event will be generated within the 
receipt. 

Implemented modifications 

OMS API 

Adding of new marking code template has been implemented for the “Biologically active food 
additives” and “Antiseptic/antibacterial skin cleansers and hand sanitizers” goods groups; 
A length of the serial number in the MC structure has been changed from 13 to 7 characters for the 
“Beer, beer-based and low-alcohol beverages” goods group; 
Adding of actual weight has been implemented in the application report for the “Dairy products” 
goods group; 
“releaseMethodType” parameter (“Method of goods release into circulation”) has been implemented 
for the “Tobacco products” goods group in the method “Create marking code emission order”; 
Creation of the sets has been implemented for the “Tobacco products” goods group; 
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“Create marking code emission order” method has been improved for the “Packaged water” goods 
group: type of the marking codes issue - “Remarking” (REMARK) has been implemented. 

Modifications in the types of documents of direct information submission 

From February 01, 2022 on the demo environment and from March 01, 2022 on the production 
environment, for the “Clothing items, bed, table, bath and kitchen linens” goods group (EEU 
FEACN codes 4203 10 000, 6106, 6201, 6202, 6302), types of documents of direct information 
submission - “Shipment from EEU with IC recognition” (EAS_CROSSBORDER) and “Acceptance 
of shipment to EEU with IC recognition (export)” 
(EAS_CROSSBORDER_EXPORT_ACCEPTANCE) are available to the Operator of the Republic 
of Belarus, and types of documents of direct information submission - “Shipment to EEU with IC 
recognition (export)” (EAS_CROSSBORDER_EXPORT, EAS_CROSSBORDER_EXPORT_CSV) 
and “Acceptance of the shipment from EEU member states” (LP_ACCEPT_GOODS, 
LP_ACCEPT_GOODS_CSV) are available to a goods circulation participant of the Russian 
Federation; 

  Possibility to create (via the TT GIS user account) or to submit (via API) “Shipment” 
(“LP_SHIP_GOODS”) document in * .csv ,* .xml, * .json formats was disabled from March 01, 
2022 for “Antiseptic/antibacterial skin cleansers and hand sanitizers”, “Biologically active food 
additives”, “Bicycles and bicycle frames”, “Perfume and Eau de Toilette”, “Wheelchairs”, 
“Footwear”, “Clothing items, bed, table, bath and kitchen linens”, “Packaged water”, “Photo 
cameras (except cine cameras), flash lights and flash bulbs”, “New pneumatic rubber tires and tire 
casings” goods groups. Submission of the “Shipping with withdrawal from 
circulation”(“LP_SHIP_RECEIPT”) document will be available in * .csv ,* .xml and * .json 
formats; From December 01, 2021, for the “Photo cameras (except cine cameras), flash lights and 
flash bulbs” goods group, information cannot be submitted in the documents titled “Remains 
description” and “Introduction into circulation. Remains Marking”  

11.03.2022 35.0 Announced modifications in version 35.0 

API of “National catalog of marked goods” 

Optional response parameters “attr_multiplicity_type” (“Multiplicity type”) and “depends_attr” 
(“Array of context-sensitive attributes”) will be added into “Method /v3/attributes”. 

OMS API 

“Production date” and “Expiration date” parameters will be added into the application report for the 
“Biologically active food additives” goods group; 
New methods are being implemented for searching, receiving and removing draft documents: 
“Method “Search of documents””, “Method “Get document contents””, “Method “Delete 
document””; 
New value of “cisType” (“Marking code type”) parameter - “GROUP” (“Group package”) will be 
added for the “Biologically active food additives” goods group. Marking codes of the group 
consumer packages will be emitted based on templates “templateId” = “23” and “templateId” = 
“30”; 
Nesting logic of the aggregation report in terms of aggregation into group packages and aggregation 
of group packages is being improved for the “Biologically active food additives” goods group; 
When choosing the “Payment upon application” payment type for the “Packaged water” goods 
group, the automatic calculation of the marking code expiry date is planned to be added; 
Ordering of the marking codes is being implemented for new goods groups: “Games and toys for 
children”, “Horticultural products” (for more details, see “Short description of changes in OMS API 
methods”); 
Goods groups names are planned to be changed:  from “Wheelchairs” to “Medical products”, from 
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“Non-alcoholic beverages (juices/waters)” to “Juice products and non-alcoholic beverages”, from 
“Meat products” to “Meat”; 

Nesting logic of the aggregation report in terms of aggregation into group packages will be 
improved for the “Beer, beer-based and low-alcohol beverages” goods group. 

Implemented modifications 

Modifications in True API methods 

“Method of verification of identification code with crypto code”; For the “Dairy products” goods 
group, “productWeightGr” (“Weight of manufactured products”) and “isVarQuantity” (“Attribute of 
variable weight”) optional parameters were added into response of “Method of receiving the detailed 
information on the list of goods identification codes by set filter”, “Method of receiving publicly 
available information on identification codes by list”, “Method of receiving publicly available 
information on identification codes by list (simplified set of attributes)”, “Method for receiving 
publicly available brief information about ICs by list”, “Method for getting a goods card by IC ”, 
optional response parameter “isVarQuantity” (“Attribute of variable weight”) was added into 
“Method of receiving information on goods item by goods GTIN”. 

Announced modifications whose implementation has been suspended (resumption of works will 
be additionally announced) 

Adding of “HORECA” (“Public catering”) and “SSI” (“State, social institution”) values of the 
“types” (“Type of participant for the goods group”) parameter for the “Dairy products” and 
“Packaged water” goods groups of the “Method of creation of application for goods circulation 
participant registration”  
 

18.02.2022 34.0 Announced modifications in version 34.0 

Short description of modifications in the types of documents of direct information submission 

Possibility to create (via TT GIS user account) or to submit (via API) “Shipment” 
(“LP_SHIP_GOODS”) document in * .csv ,* .xml, * .json formats will be disabled from March 01, 
2022 for “Antiseptic/antibacterial skin cleansers and hand sanitizers”, “Biologically active food 
additives”, “Bicycles and bicycle frames”, “Perfume and Eau de Toilette”, “Wheelchairs”, 
“Footwear”, “Clothing items, bed, table, bath and kitchen linens”, “Packaged water”, “Photo 
cameras (except cine cameras), flash lights and flash bulbs”, “New pneumatic rubber tires and tire 
casings” goods groups. Submission of the document “Shipping with Withdrawal from Circulation” 
(“LP_SHIP_RECEIPT”) will be available in * .csv, * .xml and * .json formats. 

Modifications in True API methods 

For the “Dairy products” goods group, “expiration” array (“Array of variable expiration dates”) with 
parameters “expirationStorageDate” (“Date of variable expiration date”), “storageConditionId” 
(“Identifier of storage condition”), “storageConditionName” (“Description of storage condition”) 
returned if several expiration dates are specified in the application report of the MC in the OMS, will 
be added into response of “Method of receiving publicly available information on identification 
codes by list”, “Method for receiving publicly available brief information about ICs by list”, 
“Method of receiving the detailed information on the list of goods identification codes by set filter”, 
“Method for getting a goods card by IC”, “Method of receiving information on goods item by goods 
GTIN”, “Method of receiving publicly available information on identification codes by list 
(simplified set of attributes)”. 

Modifications in TT GIS API methods 
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For the “Dairy products” goods group, “expiration” array (“Array of variable expiration dates”) with 
parameters “expirationStorageDate” (“Date of variable expiration date”), “storageConditionId” 
(“Identifier of storage condition”), “storageConditionName” (“Description of storage condition”) 
returned if several expiration dates are specified in the application report of the MC in the OMS, will 
be added into response of “Method of receiving the information on marked goods by IC beginning”, 
“Method of receiving the IC list with detailed information on IC using set filter”, “Method of 
receiving the list of goods by the set filter”, “Method of receiving the IC list by identifier”. 

 

Implemented modifications 

Modifications in TT GIS API methods 

Filtering by production date and circulation  type has been implemented for the “Dairy products” 
goods group in the following methods: “Method of receiving the IC list with detailed information on 
IC using set filter”, “Method of receiving the list of goods by the set filter”. Optional response 
parameter - “productionDate” (“Production date”) has been implemented for the “Dairy products” 
goods group in the following methods: “Method of receiving the IC list with detailed information on 
IC using set filter”, “Method of receiving the list of goods by the set filter”, “Method of receiving 
the information on marked goods>>”, “Method of receiving the IC list by identifier”. 
Modifications in True API methods 
Filtering by production date and circulation  type has been implemented for the “Dairy products” 
goods group in the following methods: “Method of receiving the brief information on the list of 
identification codes by set filter”, “Method of receiving the detailed information on the list of goods 
identification codes by set filter”. Optional response parameter - “productionDate” (“Production 
date”) has been implemented for the “Dairy products” goods group in the following methods: 
“Method of receiving the brief information on the list of identification codes by set filter”, “Method 
of receiving the detailed information on the list of goods identification codes by set filter”, “Method 
of receiving publicly available information on identification codes by list”, “Method for receiving 
publicly available brief information about ICs by list”, “Method of receiving publicly available 
information on identification codes by list (simplified set of attributes)”, “Method for getting a 
goods card by IC”. 
Announced modifications whose implementation has been suspended (resumption of works 
will be additionally announced) 
Generation of the sets will be implemented for the “Nicotine products” goods group by means of 
“Aggregation” document in the OMS.  

10.02.2022 33.0 Announced modifications in version 33.0 

OMS API 

Length of the serial number in the MC structure of the “Beer, beer-based and low-alcohol 
beverages” goods group will be changed from 13 to 7 characters; 
Marking codes templates will be added for the following goods groups:  “Antiseptic/antibacterial 
skin cleansers and hand sanitizers” and “Biologically active food additives”; 
Ordering of the marking codes is being implemented for the following new goods groups: “Non-
alcoholic beer”, “Non-alcoholic beverages (juices/waters)”, “Pet foods (excluding livestock feeds)”, 
“Seafood”, “Meat products”; 
New parameter “expDateConditions” will be added into application report for the “Dairy products” 
goods group (see section “Improvement of the “Send Report on MC Utilization (Application)” 
method for “Dairy products” goods group”); 
MCs with weight for unit of goods (cisType = “UNIT”) can be specified  in the application report 
for the “Dairy products” goods group. 
A new method is being implemented to obtain draft documents and to sign them with subsequent 
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sending to the OMS. The draft method will be presented in the next announced modifications; It is 
planned to disable the attached signature. 

True API and TT GIS API 

New goods groups “Non-alcoholic beer”, “Non-alcoholic beverages (juices/waters)”, “Pet foods 
(excluding livestock feeds)”, “Seafood”, “Meat products”  are being implemented. For codes and 
names of new goods groups, see section “Short description of modifications in the types of 
documents of direct information submission”. 
 

  Modifications in True API methods 

“Method of verification of identification code with crypto code” is being implemented to check 
availability of the IC specified with crypto code in the TT GIS; 
For the “Dairy products” goods group, “productWeightGr” (“Weight of manufactured products”) 
and “isVarQuantity” (“Attribute of variable weight”) optional parameters will be added into 
response of “Method of receiving the detailed information on the list of goods identification codes 
by set filter”, “Method of receiving publicly available information on identification codes by list”, 
“Method of receiving publicly available information on identification codes by list (simplified set of 
attributes)”, “Method for receiving publicly available brief information about ICs by list”, “Method 
for getting a goods card by IC”, optional response parameter “isVarQuantity” (“Attribute of variable 
weight”) will be added into “Method of receiving information on goods item by goods GTIN”. 

Modifications in TT GIS API methods 

For the “Dairy products” goods group, “productWeightGr” (“Weight of manufactured products”) 
and “isVarQuantity” (“Attribute of variable weight”) optional parameters will be added into 
response of the following methods: “Method of receiving the IC list by identifier” (v3 and v4), 
“Method for receiving brief information about ICs/IC list (public)” (v3 and v4), “Method of 
receiving the list of goods by set filter”, “Method of receiving the information on marked goods by 
IC beginning”, “Method of receiving the information on marked goods”. 

Modifications in the types of documents of direct information submission 

For “New pneumatic rubber tires and tire casings” goods group, in the document titled “Introduction 
into Circulation. Manufacture in the Russian Federation”, “production_date” (“Date of goods 
production”) and “production_date” (“Date of goods manufacture from general data on goods 
introduction into circulation”) parameters in “products” array (“Array containing the list of 
transferred goods codes”) will be  

  optional. In the document titled “Introduction into Circulation. Contract manufacturing in the 
Russian Federation”, “production_date” (“Date of goods production”) and “production_date” (“Date 
of goods production”) parameters in array “products_list” (“Array containing the list of transferred 
goods codes”) will be optional as well; 
The following modifications are being implemented for “Withdrawal from Circulation” document 
type (LK_RECEIPT): “buyer_inn” (“Buyer’s INN”) and “fias_id” (“FIAS identifier”) parameters 
will be added, “kkt_number” request parameter (“CRE registration number”) is deprecated, the list 
of possible values of reasons for withdrawal will be extended for “action” parameter (“Reason for 
withdrawal from circulation”); 
“Withdrawal from Circulation” document (LK_RECEIPT) will be implemented for “Alternative 
tobacco products”, “Nicotine products” and “Tobacco products” goods groups. 
Implemented modifications 
API of “National Catalog” 
“Method /categories” was improved: request parameters were added (“gismt_code” (“Code of the 
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marked goods group”), “tnved” (“FEACN code”), list of possible values of “gismt_codes” response 
parameter (“Code of the marked goods group”) was supplemented. 

OMS API 

Support of “REMARK” value (“Remarking”) of parameter “releaseMethodType” (“Method of 
goods introduction into circulation”) has been implemented for the “Packaged water” goods group; 
New receipt structure has been implemented (“Receipting 2.0”) with the following modifications: 

• in the method “Obtain the Report Processing Status”, values of the report processing status 
were added: “IN_PROGRESS” (“Report under processing”), “SUCCESS” (“Report 
processed successfully”), “FAILED” (“Report processed with error”), “PARTIALLY” 
(“Report processed partially”) instead of “PROCESSED” status (“Report has been 
processed”); 

• “Receive receipt by unique document identifier” method has been improved. This method 
will be supported to maintain backward compatibility. Planned date for deactivation of the 
method: second quarter of 2022; 

• “Receipt structure” was changed in terms of creation of the document; 

  • “Receive receipt by unique document identifier” method was improved to receive receipts 
by unique document identifier; 

• method “Receiving a document related to receipt” has been implemented to receive a 
document related to receipt; 
“Get Goods Attributes” in the OMS and “Receiving of the business places” methods were 
implemented. 
 

True API and TT GIS API 

On the demo environment “Shipment to EEU with IC recognition (export)” document type was 
implemented for the “Clothing items, bed, table, bath and kitchen linens” goods group, “Shipment to 
EEU member states with recognition of ICs in case of volume and grade accounting (export)” and 
“Acceptance of the shipment in EEU member states with IC recognition in case of volume and grade 
accounting” documents were implemented for the “Dairy products” goods group ; 
"certificate_document_data" ("Array containing the data of the documents confirming compliance”) 
array with parameters -  "certificate_type" ("Type of document confirming compliance"), 
"certificate_number" ("Number of document confirming compliance"), "certificate_date" ("Date of 
document confirming compliance") and "product_name" ("Goods name") parameter were added into 
“products” array ("List of transferred goods") of the document “Shipment to EEU member states 
with recognition of ICs in case of volume and grade accounting (export)” available for the “Dairy 
products” goods group; “productGroups” (“List of the goods groups assigned to INN of the goods 
circulation participant”) basic response parameter was added into “Method of checking whether 
goods circulation participants have been registered in the TT GIS by INN’  

25.01.2022 32.0 Announced modifications in version 32.0 
True API and TT GIS API 
From February 01, 2022 on the demo environment and from March 01, 2022 on the production 
environment, for the “Clothing items, bed, table, bath and kitchen linens” goods group (EEU 
FEACN codes 4203 10 000, 6106, 6201, 6202, 6302), implementation of types of document of 
direct information submission - “Shipment from EEU with IC recognition” 
(EAS_CROSSBORDER) and “Acceptance of shipment to EEU with IC recognition (export)” 
(EAS_CROSSBORDER_EXPORT_ACCEPTANCE) is planned for the Operator of the Republic of 
Belarus, and types of documents of direct information submission - “Shipment to EEU with IC 
recognition (export)” (EAS_CROSSBORDER_EXPORT, EAS_CROSSBORDER_EXPORT_CSV) 
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and “Acceptance of the shipment from EEU member states” (LP_ACCEPT_GOODS, 
LP_ACCEPT_GOODS_CSV) will be available to a goods circulation participant of the Russian 
Federation. 

Implemented modifications 
True API and TT GIS API 
Return of the ICs previously withdrawn from circulation with the reason “Return of the goods 
withdrawn from circulation for own use” (“OWN_USE_RETURN”) is available for all goods 
groups in the “Return into circulation” document. Return of the ICs previously withdrawn from 
circulation with the reason “Return of the goods withdrawn from circulation for production 
purposes” (“PRODUCTION_USE_RETURN”) is available for the “Packaged water” goods group 
in the document “Return into circulation” 

21.01.2022 31.0 Announced modifications in version 31.0 
API of “National catalog” 

“Method categories” will be used to get a tree of categories or subcategories of the category 
specified, as well as to get categories and subcategories that match the specified FEACN code; 
In the section “Method categories”, “tnved” (“FEACN code”) and “gismt_code” (“Code of the 
marked goods group”) request parameters were added, list of possible values of “gismt_codes” 
response parameter (“Code of the marked goods group”) was expanded. 
True API and TT GIS API 
"certificate_document_data" ("Array containing the data of the documents confirming compliance”) 
array with parameters -  "certificate_type" ("Type of document confirming compliance"), 
"certificate_number" ("Number of document confirming compliance"), "certificate_date" ("Date of 
document confirming compliance") and "product_name" ("Goods name") parameter will be added 
into “products” array ("List of transferred goods") of the document “Shipment to EEU member 
states with recognition of ICs in case of volume and grade accounting (export)” available for the 
“Dairy products” goods group; 
“Acceptance of the shipment in EEU member states with IC recognition in case of volume and grade 
accounting” document available only to the Operator of the Republic of Belarus will be 
implemented for the “Dairy products” goods group; 
Information on creation of sets for the “Nicotine products” goods group will be available for 
submission in the “Aggregation” document in * .json format;  
After transforming the card of the set into a bundle card or units of goods, on the side of “National 
Catalog” in “Method of receiving information on goods item by goods GTIN”, “Method of 
receiving the list of goods codes (GTIN) of goods circulation participant by INN”, the value of the 
“isKit” parameter (““Bundle” attribute in the goods card”) will change for “Perfume and Eau de 
Toilette”, “Photo cameras (except cine cameras), flash lights and flash bulbs” goods groups. When 
transforming into a set, the value of the “isSet” parameter (““Set” attribute in the goods card in the 
NC”) will change to “true”, and when transforming into a unit of goods, the values of “isKit” 
(““Bundle” attribute in the goods card”), “isSet” (““Set” attribute in the goods card in the NC”) 
parameters will change to “false”. 
Implemented modifications 
True API and TT GIS API 
For the “Dairy products” and “Packaged water” goods groups in the document titled “Withdrawal 
from circulation”, submission of information on withdrawal of the MCs from circulation has been 
implemented for all withdrawal reasons not only for the goods owner in line with the TT GIS data, 
i.e. goods circulation participant’s INN in the document may not coincide with the MC owner in line 
with the TT GIS data. Information on withdrawal of IC/GPIC/SIC/SPIC, which do not belong to the 
document sender, can be submitted. INN of the document sender is not compared with INN of the 
MC owner in the TT GIS. Upon successful processing of the document, IC/GPIC/SIC/SPIC will 
remain on the owner’s balance in line with TT GIS data and will change the status to “RETIRED” 
(“Withdrawn”) with an indication of the specified reason for withdrawal; For the “Packaged water” 
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goods group, in the documents titled "Introduction into circulation. Manufacture in the Russian 
Federation” and “Introduction into circulation.  Contract manufacturing in the Russian Federation”, 
only the value of parameter “well_number” (“Water well number”) can be specified in the array 
“certificate_document_data” (“Array containing the data of the documents confirming compliance”) 
if other parameters are not filled in: “certificate_document” (“Type of document confirming 
compliance”), “certificate_document_number” (“Number of document confirming compliance”), 
“certificate_document_date” (“Date of document confirming compliance”), as well as indication of 
parameters of array “certificate_document_data” is available: “certificate_document” (“Type of 
document confirming compliance”), “certificate_document_number” (“Number of document 
confirming compliance”), “certificate_document_date” (“Date of document confirming 
compliance”) if parameter “well_number” (“Water well number”) is not filled in. 
Announced modifications whose implementation has been suspended (resumption of works 
will be additionally announced)  
Method “Get Goods Attributes” in the OMS; “Method of editing the permitting document data for 
the goods introduced into circulation” for the following goods groups:  “Alternative tobacco 
products”, “Perfume and Eau de Toilette”, “Dairy products”, “Footwear”, “Clothing items, bed, 
table, bath and kitchen linens”, “Tobacco products”, “Packaged water”, “Photo cameras (except cine 
cameras), flash lights and flash bulbs”, “New pneumatic rubber tires and tire casings” 

18.01.2022 30.0 Announced modifications in version 30.0 
OMS API 
Description of the section “Short description of changes in OMS API methods” was updated: MC 
emission for bundles (“cisType” (“Marking code type”) = “BUNDLE” (“Bundle”)) will be closed 
from March 01, 2022 for “Perfume and eau de toilette” and "Photo cameras (except cine cameras), 
flash lights and flash bulbs" goods groups; 
New method “Method “Get Goods Attributes”” is being implemented to receive a list of attributes 
for each goods item within MC emission order   
True API and TT GIS API 
Basic response parameter - “productGroups” (“List of the goods groups assigned to INN of the 
goods circulation participant”) will be added into “Method of checking the goods circulation 
participant registration by INN in TT GIS system”. 

14.01.2022 29.0 Announced modifications in version 29.0 
True API and TT GIS API 
Section “Method of editing the permitting document data for the goods introduced into circulation” 
was renamed “Method of editing (updating) the veterinary accompanying document identifier 
specified for the marking code”, amendments were introduced into the method description; 
Variability of structure of the ICs specified in the request was updated in the sections “Method of 
receiving publicly available information on identification codes by list”, “Method for receiving 
publicly available brief information about ICs by list” for “Alternative tobacco products”, “Tobacco 
products” and “Nicotine products” goods groups. 

30.12.2021 28.0 Announced modifications in version 28.0 
OMS API 
Description was updated in the section “Short description of changes in OMS API methods”: 
creation of the sets is planned to be implemented for the “Nicotine products” goods group for 
January 2022; 
In the section “Improvement of “Create marking code emission order” method for “Nicotine 
products” goods group”, “OrderProduct” object parameter was renamed “Order”, mandatory of 
“releaseMethodType” parameter (“Method of goods release into circulation”) was corrected; 
Support of new parameter value - “releaseMethodType” (“Method of goods release into 
circulation”) will be implemented for the “Tobacco products” goods group; 
The following possible values of the report processing status are being implemented in the method 
“Obtain the Report Processing Status”: “IN_PROGRESS” (“Report under processing”), 
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“SUCCESS” (“Report processed successfully”), “FAILED” (“Report processed with error”), 
“PARTIALLY” (“Report processed partially”) instead of “PROCESSED” status (“Report has been 
processed”); 
In the 1st quarter of 2022, “Receipt Structure” will be changed in terms of creation of the document 
containing the data of the transaction start document and all events that occurred as part of the 
transaction; 
With implementation of new receipt structure, “Method “Receive receipt by unique document 
identifier”” will be supported to maintain backward compatibility, planned date for deactivation - 
second quarter of 2022; 
“Receive receipt by unique document identifier” method was updated to receive receipts by unique 
document identifier (see “Improvement of Method “Receive receipt by unique document 
identifier””); 
New method “Method “Receiving a document related to receipt””” is being implemented to receive 
a document related to the receipt 

24.12.2021 27.0 Announced modifications in version 27.0 
API of “National catalog” 
Version 4 (v4) of the method GET “Method product-list” is being implemented. Version 3 (v3) of 
the method will be disabled in February 2022; 
Notes on storage of information on sent service packs were added into “Method feed”, “ Method 
feed-status”; 
Note of request parameter “tnved” (“FEACN group code”) was added into “Method feed”. 
OMS API 
Minimum and maximum lengths will be set for parameters of order and reports with “string” type 
and without length limit; 
Support of new value “REMARK” (“Remarking”) of parameter “releaseMethodType” (“Method of 
goods introduction into circulation”) will be implemented for the “Packaged water” goods group. 
Implementation is planned for January 2022; 
Creation of the sets is planned to be implemented for the “Tobacco products” goods group for 
January 2022 
True API and TT GIS API 
“HORECA” (“Public catering”) and “SSI” (“State social institution”) values will be added into 
“Method of creation of application for goods circulation participant registration” for parameter 
“types” (“Type of participant for the goods group”) for “Dairy products” and “Packaged water” 
goods groups; 
In the documents titled “Introduction into Circulation. Manufacture in the Russian Federation” and 
“Introduction into Circulation. Contract Manufacturing in the Russian Federation”, value can be 
specified in parameter “well_number” (“Water well number”) without mandatory indicating the 
information on the permitting documents for the “Packaged water” goods group in the array 
“certificate_document_data” (“Array containing the data of the documents confirming compliance”) 
; 
Types of the documents titled “ACC Aggregation”, “ACC Transformation” and “ACC 
Disaggregation” will be available for “Alternative tobacco products”, “Nicotine products” and 
“Tobacco products” goods groups; 
Return of the ICs previously withdrawn from circulation with the reason “Return of the goods 
withdrawn from circulation for own use” (“OWN_USE_RETURN”) will be available for all goods 
groups in the document “Return into circulation”. Return of the ICs previously withdrawn from 
circulation with the reason “Return of the goods withdrawn from circulation for production 
purposes” (“PRODUCTION_USE_RETURN”) will be available for the “Packaged water” goods 
group in the document “Return into circulation”; 
For the goods groups “Biologically active food additives”, “Dairy products”, “Beer, beer-based and 
low-alcohol beverages”, “Packaged water” in the document titled “Withdrawal from Circulation”, 
verification that the IC/GPIC/SIC/SPIC are belong to the sender of the document during its 
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processing in the TT GIS will be disabled for all withdrawal reasons; 
It becomes possible to check authenticity of the MC emitted in the Republic of Kazakhstan for the 
“Footwear” goods group in “Method of request for MC authenticity” of True API  

Implemented modifications 
True API and TT GIS API 
"Shipment to EEU with IC recognition (export)" document type was implemented on the demo 
environment; 
Parameters, examples of requests and responses were updated for the following True API methods: 
“Method of receiving the list of documents loaded in TT GIS”, “Method for getting document 
content by identifier”, “Method of receiving the list of CRE receipts loaded in TT GIS”, “Method of 
receiving the content of CRE receipt by identifier”; 
Version 3 (v3) of “Method of receiving the list of goods codes (GTIN) of goods circulation 
participant by INN” was disabled on December 15, 2021. Types of documents for operations with 
ACC were implemented for “Antiseptic/antibacterial skin cleansers and hand sanitizers”, 
“Biologically active food additives” and “Wheelchairs” goods groups. 

Announced modifications whose implementation has been suspended (resumption of works 
will be additionally announced)  
Possibility to create a task of report export (method “Creation of the task of report export”), in this 
connection the following methods are being implemented:  “Method of obtaining a list of available 
reports” to get a value of parameter “reportId” (“Report ID”), “Method of obtaining a list of the 
report filters”, method to obtain full information on task life cycle and related exports (“Task life 
cycle”) 

09.12.2021 26.0 Announced modifications in version 26.0 
True API and TT GIS API 
 New types of documents titled “Shipment to EEU with IC recognition (export)” 
(EAS_CROSSBORDER_EXPORT, EAS_CROSSBORDER_EXPORT_CSV) and “Acceptance of 
shipment to EEU with IC recognition (export)” 
(EAS_CROSSBORDER_EXPORT_ACCEPTANCE) will become available for the following 
goods groups: “Footwear”, “Clothing items, bed, table, bath and kitchen linens”, “New pneumatic 
rubber tires and tire casings”; 
“productionDate” (“Production date”) (for the “Dairy products” goods group) and “turnoverType” 
(“Circulation type”) response parameters will be added into “Method of receiving the brief 
information on the list of identification codes by set filter”, “Method of receiving the detailed 
information on the list of goods identification codes by set filter”, “Method of receiving publicly 
available information on identification codes by list”, “Method for receiving publicly available brief 
information about ICs by list”, “Method of receiving publicly available information on identification 
codes by list (simplified set of attributes) ”, “Method for getting a goods card by IC” ; 
“productionDateFrom” (“Date of production, from”), “productionDateTo” (“Date of production, 
to”) optional request parameters used to withdraw production date of the “Dairy products” goods 
group and to withdraw “turnoverType” (“Circulation type”) will be added into “Method of receiving 
the brief information on the list of identification codes by set filter”, “Method of receiving the 
detailed information on the list of goods identification codes by set filter”, “Method of receiving the 
IC list with detailed information on IC using set filter”, “Method of receiving the list of goods using 
set filter” ; 
“productionDate” (“Production date”) response parameter was added for the “Dairy products” goods 
group into the following methods: “Method of receiving the IC list with detailed information on IC 
using set filter”, “Method of receiving the list of goods using set filter”, “Method of receiving the 
information on marked goods”, “Method of receiving the IC list by identifier”; 

In the document titled “Return into circulation”, return of the ICs previously withdrawn from 
circulation with the reason “Return of the goods withdrawn from circulation for own use” 
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(“OWN_USE_RETURN”) will be available for “Antiseptic/antibacterial skin cleansers and hand 
sanitizers”, “Bicycles and bicycle frames”, “Perfume and Eau de Toilette”, “Wheelchairs”, 
“Footwear”, “Clothing items, bed, table bath and kitchen linens”, “Packaged water”, “Photo cameras 
(except cine cameras), flash lights and flash bulbs”, “New pneumatic rubber tires and tire casings”, 
with the reason “Return of the goods withdrawn from circulation for production purposes” 
(“PRODUCTION_USE_RETURN”) for the “Packaged water” goods group. 
Implemented modifications 
OMS API 
“REMAINS” (“Remains marking”) value of “releaseMethodType” (“Method of introduction into 
circulation”) parameter will become available for the “Photo cameras (except cine cameras), flash 
lights and flash bulbs” goods group; 
Payment for services to provide marking codes was introduced for the “Packaged water” goods 
group from December 01, 2021. 
True API and TT GIS API 
“destination_country_code” (“Code of the importer's country”) parameter was added into the 
document “Withdrawal from circulation” in * .json format; 
“Shipment at Cross-border Trading”, “Canceling shipment at cross-border trading”, “Acceptance of 
the shipment from EEU member states” document types for “Shipment at Cross-border Trading” 
document are available for the “Packaged water” goods group when importing to the Republic of 
Belarus; 
Document types are implemented for operations with ACC for the “Packaged water” goods group; 
Type of document titled “Introduction into circulation.  Import with FCS” is available for the 
“Packaged water” goods group. If a goods declaration date ≤ 30.11.2021, information can be 
submitted in the document titled “Introduction into circulation. Manufacturing outside of EEU”; 
For “Photo cameras (except cine cameras), flash lights and flash bulbs” goods group, “Description 
of remains” and “Introduction into circulation. Remains marking” documents have been 
implemented;  Within the process of unification for response format for documents/receipts, version 
4 (v4) was added for the following methods: “Method of receiving the list of CRE receipts loaded in 
TT GIS”, “Method of receiving the content of CRE receipt by identifier”, “Method of receiving the 
list of documents loaded in TT GIS” (the previous method versions will be supported within next 6 
months after implementation of new versions) 

24.11.2021 25.0 Announced modifications in version 25.0 

True API and TT GIS API 

"destination_country_code" ("Code of the destination country") and "importer_id" ("INN (or analog) 
of the importer") optional parameters will be added into “Withdrawal from Circulation” document 
type, only into the document of * .json format 

22.11.2021 24.0 Announced modifications in version 24.0 

True API and TT GIS API 

Information can be submitted in “ACC Aggregation”, “ACC Transformation” and “ACC 
Disaggregation” document types for “Antiseptic/antibacterial skin cleansers and hand sanitizers”, 
“Biologically active food additives”, “Packaged water” and “Wheelchairs” goods groups; 
From December 01, 2021, “Shipment at Cross-border Trading”, “Canceling Shipment at Cross-
border Trading”, “Acceptance of the shipment from EEU member states” document types (for 
“Shipment at Cross-border Trading” document) will be available for the “Packaged water” goods 
group when importing to the Republic of Belarus; 
Description was updated in the section “Method of creation of application for goods circulation 
participant registration” True API. 

Implemented modifications 
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OMS API 

Submission of the information on actual weight of every unit of goods in the application report of 

the “Dairy products” goods group has been implemented. 

16.11.2021 23.0 Announced modifications in version 23.0 

OMS API: functionality for sets creation is being implemented for the “Nicotine products” goods 

group; 

“REMAINS” value of “releaseMethodType” parameter will be available for the “Photo cameras 

(except cine cameras), flash lights and flash bulbs” goods group when ordering the marking codes 

for bundles of goods; 

Submission of information on actual weight of every unit of goods is being implemented in the 

application report of the “Dairy products” goods group. 

True API and TT GIS API: “Description of remains” document type is being implemented for the 

“Photo cameras (except cine cameras), flash lights and flash bulbs” goods group; Information 

submission in the document titled “Introduction into Circulation. Import with FCS” will be available 

for the “Packaged water” goods group. Information submission in "Introduction into circulation. 

Manufacturing outside of EEU" document will be available if declaration date  ≥ 2021-11-30; 

Information submission in the “Shipment from EEU with IC recognition” document will be 

available for the “New pneumatic rubber tires and tire casings” goods group; 

Only sorting by “receivedAt” (“Emission date”) value will remain in the “orderColumn” request 

parameter in the “Method of receiving the list of documents loaded in TT GIS” and “Method of 

receiving the list of receipts loaded in TT GIS” sections of the TT GIS API. 

Implemented modifications 

API of “National Catalog”: partial limitation on the number of requests in the series for “The 

method for getting full information about a product” was added. “first_layer” (“Indicator marking 

the attribute included in the first layer of attributes”) response parameter was added into “Method for 

receiving the list of both public and private attributes for the requesting account”. 

OMS API: order of the marking codes is available for “Antiseptic/antibacterial skin cleansers and 

hand sanitizers” goods group. 

True API and TT GIS API: “destination_country_code” optional parameter was added into the 

“Withdrawal from circulation” document in * .json format; 

Information submission in the “Acceptance of the shipment from EEU member states in case of 

grade accounting” document is available for the “Dairy products” goods group; 

Information submission is available for the “Antiseptic/antibacterial skin cleansers and hand 

sanitizers” goods group on the demo environment (from November 18, 2021 — on the production 

environment); 
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Request sending logic has been changed in the methods of the  “National Catalog” of True API (see 

“True API Description”); 

“Method of submitting the universal transfer document for pre-verification” and “Method for getting 

the document processing status” support authentication token of the EDM Operator  

02.11.2021 22.0 Announced modifications in version 22.0 

True API and TT GIS API 

“destination_country_code” (“Code of the importer's country”) optional parameter will be added 

into the document type “Withdrawal from circulation” in * .json format. This parameter is applied if 

parameter “action” (“Reason for withdrawal from circulation”) = “EEC_EXPORT” (“Export to 

EEU countries”); 

In the section “Short description of modifications in methods and document types of True API”, list 

of the methods for which request sending logic has been changed in connection with provision of 

possibility to the system users to receive independently the authentication token to work with API of 

“National Catalog” without reference to the Technical Support Service, was added; 

“Method of submitting the universal transfer document for pre-verification” and “Method for getting 

the document processing status” will support authentication token of EDM Operator. 

Implemented modifications  

OMS API 

“REMAINS” value of  “releaseMethodType” parameter for ordering of the marking codes for unit 

of goods and bundle is unavailable for “Perfume and eau de toilette” goods group from November 

01, 2021; Minimum and maximum lengths were set for parameters of order and reports with “string” 

type and without length limit; Quantity of symbols of the serial numbers in case of independent 

marking code generation (if “serialNumberType= SELF_MADE”) was changed. 

True API and TT GIS API 

“Method of request for MC authenticity” is available for “Footwear”, “Clothing items, bed, table, 

bath and kitchen linens”, “New pneumatic rubber tires and tire casings” goods groups, “registered”, 

“cisStatus”, “emissionType”, “statusEx” response parameters were added; In the documents titled 

“Introduction into circulation.  Manufacture in the Russian Federation”, “Introduction into 

circulation. Manufacturing outside of EEU”, “Introduction into Circulation. Contract manufacturing 

in the Russian Federation”, “Introduction into circulation.  Cross-border Trading”, “Introduction into 

circulation. In the Territory of EEU Countries (Contract Manufacturing)”, “Remarking” and 

“Acceptance of the shipment from EEU member states”, “certificate_document_data” array will be 

added with “certificate_type”, “certificate_number” and “certificate_date” parameters; In the 

documents titled “Introduction into circulation.  Manufacture in the Russian Federation” and 

“Introduction into circulation. Contract manufacturing in the Russian Federation”, "well_number" 

https://%D1%87%D0%B5%D1%81%D1%82%D0%BD%D1%8B%D0%B9%D0%B7%D0%BD%D0%B0%D0%BA.%D1%80%D1%84/upload/TRUE_API.pdf
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("Water well number") parameter was added for the “Packaged water” goods group; Submission of 

information in the “Shipment from EEU with the recognition in case of grade accounting (import)” 

document was implemented for the “Dairy products” goods group 

15.10.2021 21.0 Announced modifications in version 21.0 

True API and TT GIS API 

Amendments have been introduced into description of the section “Method of editing the permitting 

document data for the goods introduced into circulation”: this method cannot be applied to the 

information specified in the documents of shipment of goods to EEU countries and acceptance of 

goods from EEU countries (“Shipment to EEU member states with recognition of ICs in case of 

volume and grade accounting”, “Shipment from EEU with IC recognition”, “Acceptance of the 

shipment from EEU member states”); 

“Method of request for MC authenticity” will be available for the following goods groups:  

“Footwear”, “Clothing items, bed, table, bath and kitchen linens”, “New pneumatic rubber tires and 

tire casings”, “registered” (“Indicator that MC is available in the TT GIS”), “cisStatus” (“Status of 

the MC in the TT GIS”), “emissionType” (“Type of the MC emission in the TT GIS”), “statusEx” 

(“Additional product status in the TT GIS”) response parameters will be added 

12.10.2021 20.0 Announced modifications in version 20.0 

True API and TT GIS API 

In the documents titled "Introduction into Circulation. Manufacture in the Russian Federation” and 

“Introduction into circulation. Contract manufacturing in the Russian Federation” “well_number” 

(“Water well number”) parameter will be added  in the array of “certificate_document_data” (“Array 

containing the data of the documents confirming compliance”) for the “Packaged water” goods 

group;  

Optional response parameter “wellNumber” (“Water well number”) will be added into “Method for 

getting a goods card by IC”, “Method of receiving publicly available information on identification 

codes by list”, “Method of receiving publicly available information on identification codes by list 

(simplified set of attributes)”; 

“Method of editing the permitting document data for the goods introduced into circulation” is being 

implemented; 

Planned date for disabling the document titled “Introduction into circulation. Remains Marking” is 

changed for “Perfume and eau de toilette” goods group (see “Short description of modifications in 

methods and document types of True API”); “Acceptance of the shipment from EEU member states 

in case of grade accounting.” document type is being implemented for the “Dairy products” goods 

group  

04.10.2021 19.0 Announced modifications in version 19.0 
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API of “National Catalog” 

Partial limitation on the number of requests in the series for “The method for getting full information 

about a product”;  Adding of the “first_layer” (“Indicator marking the attribute included in the first 

layer of attributes”) response parameter to “Method for receiving the list of both public and private 

attributes for the requesting account”. 

True API and TT GIS API 

In the documents titled “Introduction into Circulation. Manufacture in the Russian Federation”, “ 

Introduction into Circulation. Manufacturing outside of EEU", "Introduction into Circulation. 

Contract Manufacturing in the Russian Federation", "Introduction into Circulation. Cross-border 

Trading", "Introduction into Circulation. In the Territory of EEU Countries (Contract 

Manufacturing)”, “ Remarking” and “Acceptance of the shipment from EEU member states”, 

“certificate_document_data” (“Array containing the data of the documents confirming compliance”) 

array parameter with parameters “certificate_type” (“Type of the permitting document”) with 

possible values “CONFORMITY_CERTIFICATE” (“Certificate of conformity”), 

“CONFORMITY_DECLARATION” (“Declaration of conformity”), 

“STATE_REGISTRATION_CERTIFICATE” (“State registration certificate”), 

“certificate_number” (“Number of the permitting document”) and “certificate_date” (“Date of the 

permitting document”) were added; 

Within the goods marking experiment for “Antiseptic/antibacterial skin cleansers and hand 

sanitizers” goods group, “Single method of document creation” will be available (for available 

document types, see section “Short description of modifications in methods and document types of 

True API”. 

Implemented modifications  

True API and TT GIS API 

“Remains description” document has been implemented for “Perfume and eau de toilette” goods 

group; 

“product_cost” (“Cost of goods”), “product_tax” (“VAT amount”), “certificate_type” (“Type of the 

document confirming compliance”), “certificate_number” (“Number of the document confirming 

compliance”), “certificate_date” (“Date of the document confirming compliance”) parameters were 

added into the documents titled “Shipment at Cross-border Trading”, “Shipment with the MC 

recognition”; 

“Shipment from EEU with the recognition of ICs” document was implemented for “Footwear” 

goods group  

17.09.2021 18.0 Announced modifications in version 18.0 

True API and TT GIS API 
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New parameter - “state_contract_id” (“State contract ID”) will be added into the structure of “ 

Withdrawal from Circulation” document in view of the implementation of the functionality of 

withdrawal from circulation with STATE_SECRET (Sale in deal constituting a state secret) reason; 

The document type “Description of remains” is being implemented for “Perfume and eau de toilette” 

goods group; 

“product_cost” (“Cost of goods”),  “product_tax” (“VAT amount”), “certificate_type” ("Type of 

document confirming compliance"), “certificate_number” (“Number of document confirming 

compliance”), “certificate_date” (“Date of document confirming compliance”) parameters will be 

added into “Shipment at Cross-border Trading”, “Shipment with the MC recognition” documents.  

OMS API 

“REMAINS” (“Remains marking”) value of “releaseMethodType” (“Method of introduction into 

circulation”) parameter in the MC order will not be available for “Perfume and eau de toilette” 

goods group from November 01, 2021. 

The structure of the application report for “Beer, beer-based and low-alcohol beverages” goods 

group will be changed in terms of adding new parameters to “UtilisationReport” object of “Send 

report on MC utilization (application)” method.   

Implemented changes: 

OMS API 

When ordering the MCs, the number of symbols in case of independent serial number generation 

(serialNumberType= SELF_MADE) will be changed on the demo environment (see " Improvement 

of “Create marking code emission order” method in case of independent serial number generation"). 

True API and TT GIS API 

“Shipment to EEU with the recognition in case of grade accounting (export)” document type and 
“Method of identification code aggregation history” have been implemented 

 

27.08.2021 17.0 Announced modifications in version 17.0 

OMS API 

Limit on lifetime of the unique connection identifier (external connection) “omsConnection” will be 

implemented; 

It becomes possible to order marking codes for the goods of “Antiseptic/antibacterial skin cleansers 

and hand sanitizers” goods group  

True API and TT GIS API 

Procedure for transmitting information on BAP (business activity place) will be implemented for 

“Beer, beer-based and low-alcohol beverages” goods group in “Method of creation of application for 

goods circulation participant registration” section; 
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Documents of direct information submission - “Shipment to EEU with the recognition in case of 

grade accounting (export)” and “Shipment from EEU with the recognition in case of grade 

accounting (import)” will be implemented for the “Dairy products” goods group; 

“gtin” (“Goods code”), “cis_quantity” (“Number of consumer packings”), “group_quantity” 

(“Number of group packings”) parameters will be added into the “Acceptance of the shipment from 

EEU member states” document; 

Search of ICs with and without maximum retail sale price for packs and blocks will be implemented 

in the “Method of receiving publicly available information on identification codes by list” section 

for “Alternative tobacco products”, “Tobacco products”, “Nicotine products” goods groups 

“packageType” (“Code of packing type”), “сisTrackingType” (“Traceability type”) response 

parameters and error code with value “701” will be added into “Method of receiving publicly 

available information on identification codes by list” 

Implemented changes: 

True API and TT GIS API 

Submission of information for “Biologically active food additives” goods group in the documents of 

direct information submission; 

Creation of the sets for “Dairy Products” goods group 

API of “National Catalog” 

“gtins” (“List of the goods codes”) and “good_ids”  (“List of the goods identifiers”) request 

parameters were added into “Method for getting a goods card, including the unpublished one”, “The 

method for getting full information about a product”, “Method for getting brief information on a 

product”; 

05.08.2021 16.0 Announced modifications in version 16.0 

True API and TT GIS API 

“Method of receiving publicly available information on identification codes by list (simplified set of 

attributes)”; 

“is_kfh” (“Indicator that the goods circulation participant is peasant farms (farms)”) parameter has 

been added into the basic response of the “Method of checking whether goods circulation 

participants have been registered in the TT GIS by INN”, following extended response parameters 

have been added as well: “is_kfh” (“Indicator that the goods circulation participant is peasant farms 

(farms)”), “okopf” (“OKOPF”), “productGroup” (“List of the goods groups assigned to INN”). 

29.07.2021 15.0 Announced modifications in version 15.0 

OMS API 

When ordering the MCs, the number of symbols in case of independent serial number 

generation (if “serialNumberType= SELF_MADE”) will be changed.  These features are 
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planned to be released on the demo environment in August 2021.  On production environment 

- November 2021. 

True API and TT GIS API 

The following methods of the “Export service” are implemented:  

“Creation of the task of report export” method, “Method of obtaining a list of available reports” to 

obtain the value of “reportId” (“ID of the report”) parameter required to upload the report, “Method 

of obtaining a list of the report filters” to obtain the value of “id” (“ID of the report filter”) parameter 

required to filter the data in the report and to fill in “params” (“Parameters of the task”) parameter 

with filters and their values when creating a task of report export, “Task life cycle” method to obtain 

full information on task life cycle and related exports; 

• “Method of receiving publicly available information on identification codes by list (simplified 

set of attributes)” and “Method of obtaining of disaggregation history” are implemented; 

• “is_kfh” (“Indicator that the goods circulation participant is peasant farms (farms)”) basic 

response parameter and “is_kfh” (“Indicator that the goods circulation participant is peasant 

farms (farms)”), “okopf” (“OKOPF”), “productGroup” (“List of the goods groups assigned to 

INN”) extended response parameters will be added into “Method of checking whether goods 

circulation participants have been registered in the TT GIS by INN”; 

• “Shipment with the MC recognition” document type is implemented for the “Footwear” goods 

group;  

• for “Biologically active food additives” goods group, information submission is implemented 

in the documents of direct information submission (for documents types description see “True 

API”) 

09.07.2021 14.0 Announced modifications in version 14.0 

The address of demo environment was changed from https://int01.gismt.crpt.tech to 
https://markirovka.sandbox.crpt.tech. Planned period of https://int01.gismt.crpt.tech address 
availability is until September 01, 2021 

06.07.2021 13.0 Announced modifications in version 13.0 

“Shipment from EEU with the recognition in case of grade accounting (import)” document type is 
implemented for the “Dairy products” goods group;  
Submission of information on acceptance of the goods from EEU countries with the recognition of 
ICs in case of grade accounting is implemented in the document titled “Acceptance of the shipment 
from EEU (import)” for “Dairy products” goods group  

05.07.2021 12.0 Announced modifications in version 12.0  

API of “National Catalog”: 

“gtins” (“List of goods codes”) and “good_ids” (“List of goods identifiers”) request parameters will 
be added into “Method for getting a goods card, including the unpublished one”, “Method for 
getting full information about a product”, “Method for getting brief information on a product”; 

https://%D1%87%D0%B5%D1%81%D1%82%D0%BD%D1%8B%D0%B9%D0%B7%D0%BD%D0%B0%D0%BA.%D1%80%D1%84/upload/TRUE_API.pdf
https://%D1%87%D0%B5%D1%81%D1%82%D0%BD%D1%8B%D0%B9%D0%B7%D0%BD%D0%B0%D0%BA.%D1%80%D1%84/upload/TRUE_API.pdf
https://int01.gismt.crpt.tech/
https://markirovka.sandbox.crpt.tech/
https://int01.gismt.crpt.tech/
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Automatic change of services packs to “Rejected” (“Request is rejected”) final status (24 hours after 
creation in the “Method creating and updating goods”) is being implemented. If the services pack is 
in the “Processing” (“Request is received and is awaiting for processing”) status for more than 24 
hours, its status will be automatically changed to “Rejected” (“Request is rejected”) and it will need 
to be re-sent for processing. 

OMS API: 

The basic address of demo environment will be changed for all goods groups; 
“productionOrderId” (“Information on the production order identifier”) response parameter will be 
added into the methods “Receiving of the MC array status from the order” and “Receiving of the 
orders statuses”. 

True API and TT GIS API: 

Parameters and examples of requests and responses were updated for the following four methods:  

“Method of receiving the list of documents loaded in TT GIS”; 
“Method for getting document content by identifier”; 
“Method of receiving the list of CRE receipts loaded in TT GIS”; 
“Method of receiving the content of CRE receipt by identifier”. 

Implemented changes: 

True API and TT GIS API 

“Provision of additional data on permitting documents for introduction of the goods into circulation” 
document type; 
Submission of information on group packings (GPICs) in the document titled “Introduction into 
circulation.  Import with FCS” for “Dairy Products” goods group; 
Marking of the remaining items was completed for “Alternative tobacco products” goods group. 

17.06.2021 11.0 Announced modifications in version 11.0 

OMS API 

Extension of basic objects - "Order" and "OrderProduct”  was added into Method “Creating of order 
for marking code emission” for “Biologically active food additives” goods group;                                                                                                 
Basic object - "UtilisationReport” was included into the MC Utilization (Application) report for 
“Biologically active food additives” goods group; 
Basic object - "AggregationReport" was included into the MC aggregation report for “Biologically 
active food additives” goods group;                                                                                        
Basic object - "DropoutReport" was included into the MC dropout/rejection report for “Biologically 
active food additives” goods group;  
Method of sending a report on MC dropout/rejection is available in the OMS for “Footwear” and 
“Clothing items, bed, table, bath and kitchen linens” goods groups;                                                                                               
Issue of MCs with “Remains marking” type of introduction into circulation (chosen when creating 
order) will be discontinued from July 01, 2021 for “Alternative tobacco products” goods group;  
"Set" ("SET") value was added into the list of available values of Catalog – Marking Code Type for 
“Dairy products” goods group. 

Implemented changes 

OMS API 

“Peasant farms (farms)/Agricultural production cooperatives” categories of goods circulation 
participants were added for “Dairy Products” goods group; 
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From June 01, 2021, emission for “Dairy products” goods group will be subject to payment;                                                                                            
The support of "light” extension of URL extension parameter was stopped from June 01, 2021 for 
“Items of clothing, bed, table, bath and kitchen linens” and “Footwear” goods groups.  
True API and TT GIS API 
Changes were implemented in the composition of "Acceptance of shipment from EEU” document to 
provide information on marked goods imported into the Russian Federation from the territories of 
the member states of the EEU, in accordance with the Decrees of the Government of the Russian 
Federation No. 2099, No.860, No. 1956, No. 1958, No. 1957, No. 1953 

28.05.2021 10.0 Announced modifications in version 10.0 

OMS API 

Adding of “Biologically active food additives” goods group; 
Adding of “Peasant farms (farms)/Agricultural production cooperatives” category of goods 
circulation participants for “Dairy Products” goods group; 
Since June 01, 2021, the payment upon emission (step by step for each FEACN group) was added 
for “Dairy products” goods group; 
Minimum and maximum lengths have been set for parameters of order and reports with “string” 
type and without length limit; 
Report on MC utilization (application) became available for “Footwear” and “Clothing items, bed, 
table, bath and kitchen linens” goods groups; The note on unavailability of “Payment upon 
emission” value in “paymentType” parameter (“Payment type”) was added into “Create marking 
code emission order” method for a goods circulation participant of “Peasant farms 
(farms)/Agricultural production cooperatives” category for “Dairy Products” goods group. 

True API and TT GIS APIThe document titled "Introduction into circulation. Manufacturing outside 
of EEU” will be unavailable for “Footwear” goods group since June 01, 2021; "Method of receiving 
publicly available information on identification codes by list (simplified set of attributes)” will be 
implemented. 

Section with description of the changes in OMS API was added. 

Implemented changes 

 “Introduction into circulation.  Import with FCS” document was implemented for “Dairy products” 
goods group 
 

16.04.2021 9.0 Announced modifications in version 9.0 

True API and TT GIS API 

“withdrawal_type_other” parameter (“Other reason”) will be added in the structure of “Withdrawal 
from circulation” document in view of the implementation of the features for withdrawal from 
circulation because of “Other” reason for all goods groups except for “Alternative tobacco 
products”, “Nicotine products” and “Tobacco products” goods groups. Also the set of parameters of 
“Withdrawal from circulation” document type in * .json, * .csv and * .xml formats will be increased 
in view of the implementation of the features for withdrawal from circulation for the reason of “Deal 
constituting a state secret” for “Dairy products” goods group. 

The changes in the composition of “Withdrawal from circulation” document parameters will be 
implemented independently from each other: first, changes are planned in connection with the 
features for withdrawal from circulation with “Other” reason, then with “Deal constituting a state 
secret”; 
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Date 
Document 
Version Changes 

The previously announced activation (on July 01, 2021) of features on demo environment on 
mandatory availability of consent (on the provision of information on the ICs and nesting in the 
aggregates) signed by the GCPs for the goods groups: “Tobacco products”, “Alternative tobacco 
products”, “Footwear”, “Items of clothing, bed linen, table linen, bath and kitchen linen”, “New 
pneumatic rubber tires and tire casings” for which submission of information on the 
shipment/acceptance/transfer of ICs in whole sale and retails sale segments into the TT GIS is 
mandatory, will not take place. 

05.04.2021 8.0 Announced modifications in version 8.0 

True API and TT GIS API 

Changes will be made to the way of the information submission in the "Shipment", "Shipping with 
Withdrawal from Circulation", "Canceling shipment" and "Acceptance of the shipment from EEU" 
documents in * .xml format for the “Dairy Products” goods group; 
Changes in the content of the "Acceptance of the shipment from EEU” document  to provide 
information on marked goods imported into the Russian Federation from the territories of the 
member states of the EEU, in accordance with the Decrees of the Government of the Russian 
Federation No. 2099 ("Dairy products"), No. 860 ("Footwear"), No.1956 ("Items of clothing, bed, 
table, bath and kitchen linens"), No.1958 ("Tyres and tyres pneumatic rubber new"), No.1957 
("Perfume and eau de toilette"), No.1953 ("Photo cameras (except for cine cameras), flash lights and 
flash bulbs"); 
It is planned to disable "Method of receiving the list of IC using document number". Instead of the 
disabled method, "Method of receiving the list of ICs and GTIN by document number” will be 
implemented; "Method for receiving the receipt by check ID” was implemented 

23.03.2021 7.0 Announced modifications in version 7.0 

Description of "Method for receiving the receipt by check ID” was added; 
The following methods were implemented and improved: 

- "Method of good card signing"; 
- "Method of signing the granting or recalling the permission to use IC"; 
- "Method of receiving a file in XML format to control access to sub accounts”;  
- "Method of receiving a list of company sub accounts"; 
- "Method of good card signing"; 
- "Method of receiving the list of IC using document number"; 
- "Method for determining whether a goods code belongs to product groups to be marked"; 
- "Method for getting a list of all products that belong to a specific owner"; 
- "Method of searching document content by document identifier". 

05.03.2021 6.1 Announced modifications in version 6.1 

True API and TT GIS API 

The work of the following methods was changed: "Method of receiving publicly available 
information on identification codes by list", "Method for receiving publicly available brief 
information about ICs by list", "Obtaining information on identification codes and aggregates”  

26.02.2021 6.0 Announced modifications in version 6.0 

True API and TT GIS API 

* submission of the documents "Introduction into Circulation. Import with FCS" and "Operations 
with ACC" (see "True API Description") for “Dairy Products” goods group in *.json, *.xml and 
*.csv formats. 

Implemented changes 

https://%D1%87%D0%B5%D1%81%D1%82%D0%BD%D1%8B%D0%B9%D0%B7%D0%BD%D0%B0%D0%BA.%D1%80%D1%84/upload/TRUE_API.pdf
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Date 
Document 
Version Changes 

 “Partial disposal” for “Perfume and eau de toilette” and “Alternative Tobacco Products” goods 
groups for the following methods: 

- “Method of receiving publicly available information on identification codes by list”; - “Method for 
receiving publicly available brief information about ICs by list”; - “Method for getting a IC track 
history of “Tobacco products” GG””. 

11.02.2021 5.0 Announced modifications in version 5.0 

* submission of data on the sets import (set identification code) in the document titled “Introduction 
into Circulation. Import with FCS”; 
*implementation of new document type - “Additional information for introduction into circulation” 
for GGs “Alternative tobacco products” and “New pneumatic rubber tires and tire casings”. 

Implemented changes in True API 

The announced modifications have been implemented into the following methods: “Method of 
receiving IC information by list with consent”, “Method of generating consent on provision of ICs 
information to other GCPs”, “Method of receiving the list of INN by identifier of the consent 
document”; The following methods have been implemented: “Method of submitting the universal 
transfer document for pre-verification” and “Method for getting the verification status”. The 
“Acceptance of the shipment from EEU” document has been implemented on the demo environment 
and is under testing for cross-border acceptance for GG “Dairy products” 
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Annotation 
This document is intended to inform in advance the GCPs on the changes planned for implementation in API 
of “National Catalog”, OMS API and True API, TT GIS API in the next 1-2 months. The changes described 
are for informational purposes only and are published in advance only to enable the GCPs to plan the 
integration works. The final version of the changes will be available after the features are implemented on the 
demo and production stands of TT GIS. 
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List of abbreviations, designations and terms 
Abbreviation, 
designation, term Description 

API Application Programming Interface  — an application programming interface, set of predefined classes, 
procedures, functions, structures and constants provided by an application (library, service) or operating 
system for the use in external software products 

Base64 Standard for binary data coding using only 64 ASCII symbols 

CSV Comma-Separated Values — a text format of the file intended to present table data 

GTIN Global Trade Item Number is a global identification number assigned to a unit of goods (products) by the 
national GS1 organization in accordance with the rules established by the GS1 system standards, applied in 
the form of a bar code to each goods item (products) for its unambiguous identification in the world 
economic space. 

JSON JavaScript Object Notation (text format of data exchange based on JavaScript) 

MIME Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions (standard describing transmission of various types of data by e-
mail) 

pdf Portable Document Format (cross platform open format of electronic documents) 

RFC Request for Comments (document from the series of numbered information documents of Internet 
containing specifications and standards widely used in world wide web) 

SGTIN Serialized Global Trade Item Number used for tracking (GTIN + individual serial number of the secondary 
(user) packing or initial packing, in case of absence of the secondary) 

URL Uniform Resource Locator 

UTF-8 Unicode Transformation Format, 8-bit 

UUID Universally unique identifier. Universal unique identifier of the goods circulation participant. It is written 
as a sequence of hexadecimal digits in the lower case, divided by the minus signs into several groups in the 
following order: a group of 8 digits, three groups of 4 digits, and a group of 12 digits, totalling 32 digits and 
128 bits. Example of UUID: a0eebc99-9c0b-4ef8-bb6d-6bb9bd380a11 

XML eXtensible Markup Language — an extensible markup language that consists of tags, their attributes, 
values, and a set of rules defining what attributes and elements can be included into other elements 

XSD XML schema definition — language describing the document XML structure 

APCS Automated process control system 

ACC Aggregated customs code — a unique sequence of symbols assigned to each individual virtual package 
which combines a combination of goods subject to customs procedures, release for domestic consumption 
or re-import, export, temporary export and re-export. Total number of symbols in the ACC - 25 

DB Database 

AVD Accompanying veterinary document. In the context of this document - accompanying production veterinary 
document or first transport accompanying veterinary document in case of import of goods into the territory 
of the Russian Federation at import or cross-border trading  

TT GIS Government Information System created to automatize the processes of acquisition and processing of data 
on circulation of goods subject to mandatory marking with the identification means, store such information, 
provide access to it, deliver and distribute it, enhance the exchange efficiency for such information, and 
enable traceability of the goods mentioned, as well as for other purposes as stipulated in the federal laws 

DPC Document on change of price for goods shipped (works, services, ownership rights) 
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Abbreviation, 
designation, term Description 

PD Primary document. For example: consignment note or certificate 

CD Customs declaration 

DOC Declaration of conformity 

EEU Eurasian Economic Union 

USRIE (also 
EGRIP) 

Unified State Register of Individual Entrepreneurs 

USRLE (also 
EGRUL) 

Unified State Register of Legal Entities 

STII Single tax on imputed income 

UAT Unified agricultural tax 

INN Tax identification number — digital code which helps to organize enrollment of taxpayers in the Russian 
Federation  

IE Individual entrepreneur 

IC Identification Code means a sequence of symbols comprising a unique number of goods item formed by the 
Operator of the Track and Trace Information System in order to identify goods, including those in 
consumer packing 

GPIC Identification code of group package — a sequence of symbols comprising a unique number of goods 
group formed by the operator of the Track and Trace Information System in order to identify goods 
packaged in a group package in accordance with the law of the Russian Federation on marking of goods  

ICM Identification and Control Mark 

PIC Goods Package Identification Code — a sequence of symbols comprising a unique number of goods 
package item, formed in order to identify goods package in accordance with the law of the Russian 
Federation on marking of goods  

SIC Goods Set Identification Code — a sequence of symbols comprising a unique number of goods set item, 
formed in order to identify goods set in accordance with the law of the Russian Federation on marking of 
goods 

SPIC Shipping package identification code (from 18 to 74 characters, inclusive: numbers, Latin letters, special 
characters: A-Z a-z 0-9 % & ' " ( ) * + , - _ . / : ; < = > ? !) 

MC Marking code is a combination of SGTIN and verification code (VC) applied for the goods identification 
including those in consumer packing 

KND Tax Document Classifier 

KPP Tax registration reason code 

CTI Correction tax invoice used for value added tax settlements 

CTI DPC Correction tax invoice and document on change of price for goods (works, services, ownership rights) 

BP Business places 

MTTP Marking and turnover of tobacco products 

VAT Value Added Tax 

NCMG National Catalog of Marked Goods 
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Abbreviation, 
designation, term Description 

NOPOPO Name of the place of the product origin 

OKSM All-Russian Classifier of Countries of the World 

GTS General Taxation System 

RABRO State register of accredited branches and representative offices of foreign legal entities 

RB Republic of Belarus 

PD Permitting documentation 

ER Emission Registrar is device of automated marking codes cryptographic protection system (MCCPS) 
designed to request marking codes and register information on the release of the marked goods. 

SRC State registration certificate 

Warehouse Display in the interface {sistema} of information on volume and grade accounting of the goods on the 
balance of each goods circulation participant for the codes of the goods in circulation of which the 
participant is involved. Goods are recorded on the basis of the result of processing of the documents 
affecting the balance 

EGCS Code of excisable good 

CC Certificate of conformity 

OMS Marking code Order Management Station 

TI Tax Invoice 

TIPD Tax invoice and primary document  

TRA Technical rehabilitation aids 

GG Goods group 

EEU FEACN Goods nomenclature for foreign economic activities of the Eurasian Economic Union is the goods classifier 
used by customs authorities and participants of foreign economic activities (FEA) to perform customs 
operations 

TRA Technical rehabilitation aids 

UD Universal document 

UCD Universal corrective document — an electronic document with the format being approved by the Federal 
Tax Service; used to document the actual cost variation for a previously effected delivery and/or actual 
quantity (quality) discrepancy found during products acceptance  

UCD(c) Correctional universal corrective document 

EQES Enhanced qualified electronic signature, which has additional protective features: a verification key and 
verified electronic signature facilities 

TIN Taxpayer identification number 

GCP Goods circulation participants are legal entities and individuals registered as individual entrepreneurs, 
being tax residents of the Russian Federation, exercising introduction of goods into circulation, circulation 
and/or withdrawal of goods from circulation, excluding legal entities and individuals registered as 
individual entrepreneurs procuring goods to be used in purposes not related to their resale 
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Abbreviation, 
designation, term Description 

UTD Universal Transfer Document  is an electronic document regarding shipment of goods (performance of 
work, rendering of services) or transfer of ownership, with the format being approved by the Federal Tax 
Service 

UTD(c) Correctional Universal Transfer Document 

STS Simplified Taxation System 

FGIS VetIS Federal Government Veterinary Medicine Information System 

FD Fiscal document 

FEA Federal Executive Authority 

DFA Document fiscal attribute 

FSFAMR Federal Service for Alcohol Market Regulation 

FCS Federal Customs Service – a federal body of executive authority in Russia responsible for customs control 
and supervision 

CRPT LLC “Tsentr Razvitiya Perspektivnykh Tekhnologiy” (Advanced Technology Development Center) 

EDM Electronic Document Management Operator — an organization providing an exchange of legally binding 
electronic documents. EDM Operators provide services of the exchange of electronic documents for 
transactions, such as contracts, primary accounting documents, invoices, between organizations that are 
legal entities, individual entrepreneurs and state authorities. A list of the authorized EDM Operators of 
Russia included in the Federal Tax Service Network of the Russian Federation is available on the official 
website of the tax service 

LE Legal entity 
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1. OMS API 

1.1. Short description of changes in OMS API methods 
 

1. Support of the methods of API v2 is being implemented in API v3: “Getting a list of Service Providers”, 
“Re-obtain marking codes from marking code order”, “Obtain the list of marking code package 
identifiers”, “Obtain the list of marking code orders”, “Receiving a document related to receipt”. The 
methods are being implemented taking into account features of the multiple-product interface.  

2. A possibility to indicate information on actual volume of production in the MC structure when 
summiting an application report will be implemented for the “Non-alcoholic beer” goods group. 

3. A check of the value in the “gtin” (“Goods code”) parameter in the method “Generate a request for 
ICM creation” will be implemented for the “Products made of real fur” goods group (the demo 
environment): a value should be in the format of 14 digital characters, consisting of numbers from 0 to 
9 with leading zeros for a goods code (GTIN) of 8, 12 or 13 digits. 

4. A conditionally mandatory parameter - “approvalNumber” (“Approval No.”) will be implemented in 
the “Order” object structure for the “Alternative tobacco products”, “Tobacco products”, “Nicotine 
products” goods groups for the method titled “Create marking code emission order”. 

5. A response of the method “Get report processing status” will be changed in a part of the extension of 
“reportStatus” parameter values. 

6. Implementation of the check for a fact of blocking of the goods circulation participant in EGAIS for 
“Beer, beer-based and low-alcohol beverages” goods group when ordering a MC and submitting an 
application report is planned for the end of 2022.  

7. Order for MCs for new goods groups is being implemented:  

  Code   Code identifier    Name 

  20   petfood   “Pet foods (excluding livestock feeds)” 

  21   seafood   “Seafood” 

  25   meat   “Meat” 

  24   vegs   “Horticultural products” 

  27   toys   “Games and toys for children” 

   

  For the goods groups specified: 

– attributes set of the order shall contain “Order” and  “OrderProduct” basic objects including 
“Order” object extension. Description can be found in the section “Improvement of the “Create 
marking code emission order” method for the following goods groups “Pet foods (excluding 
livestock feeds)”, “Seafood”, “Meat”, “Horticultural products”, “Games and toys for 
children””; 
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– attributes set of the application report shall contain “UtilisationReport” basic object without 
extensions. 

8. It is planned to disable the support of the attached signature on the production environment.  

9.  “Method “Sign document”” is being implemented to obtain draft documents and to sign them with 
subsequent sending to the OMS.  

10. It is planned to delete “subjectId” (“Pharmaceutical entity. Number assigned upon registration in the 
MDLP FGIS”) mandatory parameter from the “Order” object structure (which is an extension for the 
“Medicines for human use” goods group).  

1.2. Modifications in OMS API methods 

1.2.1. Improvement of the “Create marking code emission order” method for the following goods groups 
“Pet foods (excluding livestock feeds)”, “Seafood”, “Meat”, “Horticultural products”, “Games and toys 
for children” 
Structure of the order for MC emission for the “Pet foods (excluding livestock feeds)”, “Seafood”, “Meat”, 
“Horticultural products”, “Games and toys for children” goods groups contains “Order” and “OrderProduct” 
basic objects. Description of “Order” object extension for categories of the goods groups can be found in the 
table below. 

Parameter Type Mandatory Description Comment 

contactPerson string - Contact person 
 

releaseMethodType string + Method of goods 
introduction into circulation 

See "Catalog – Method of Goods Release into 
Circulation ("releaseMethodType")" 

createMethodType string + IM creation method See “Catalog – Manufacturing method 
("createMethodType")” 

Note: “REMAINS”, “REMARK” and “CROSSBORDER” values of the catalog “Method of goods release into 
circulation” cannot be applied to “Pet foods (excluding livestock feeds)”, “Seafood”, “Meat”, “Horticultural 
products”, “Games and toys for children” goods categories. 

Description of the “OrderProduct” object extension for the “Pet foods (excluding livestock feeds)”, “Seafood”, 
“Meat”, “Horticultural products”, “Games and toys for children” goods groups can be found in the table below. 

Parameter Type Mandatory Description Comment 

cisType string + Marking code type See “Catalog – Marking Code Type ("cisType")” 

Note: “BUNDLE”, “SET” and “GROUP” values of the catalog “Marking code type” cannot be applied to “Pet 
foods (excluding livestock feeds)”, “Seafood”, “Meat”, “Horticultural products”, “Games and toys for 
children” goods categories.  
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1.2.2. Get report processing status 

This method will be modified to extend a status model for OMS API 3.0. 3 new statuses will be added instead 
of the “PROCESSED” status:  “SUCCESS” (“Report processed successfully”), “FAILED” (“Report processed 
with error”), “FAILED” (“Report processed with error”), “PARTIALLY” (“Report processed partially”), 
which will display real states of the reports in the system. 

For detailed description of the method, see documentation of the OMS API. OMS API documentation can be 
found in the circulation participant’s TT GIS user account (production environment) and in the knowledge 
base of the “Integrators Register”.  

Code Description 

DRAFT Draft report (used only in the user interface) 

PENDING Report is pending 

READY_TO_SEND Report is ready for sending 

REJECTED Report is rejected 

SENT Report is sent 

CHECK Metadata of the report are being checked (applied for “Medicines for human use” goods group) 

SUCCESS Report processed successfully 

FAILED Report processed with error 

PARTIALLY Report processed partially 

1.2.3. Create marking code emission order 

A structure of “Order” object extension will be extended with new parameter -  “approvalNumber” (“Approval 
No.”) for the “Alternative tobacco products”, “Tobacco products”, “Nicotine products” goods groups. 

For detailed description of the method, see documentation of the OMS API. OMS API documentation can be 
found in the TT GIS user account of the circulation participant (production environment) and in the knowledge 
base of the “Integrators Register”. 

Parameter Type Mandatory Description Comment 

approvalNumber string - Approval 
No. 

It is specified only for releaseMethodType (“Method of goods release 
into circulation”) = “IMPORT” (“Imported to the Russian Federation 
(Import)”) 

 

1.2.4. Method “Sign document” 

The method is intended for signing of the following: 

• order for MC (“ORDER”) with “Order created” status (“CREATED”); 
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• report on MC application (utilization) (“UTILISATION_REPORT”) with “Report has been received 
in the OMS” (“DRAFT”) or “Report is pending” (“PENDING”) status; 

• aggregation report (“AGGREGATION_REPORT”) with “Report is pending” (“PENDING”) status; 

• rejection report (“DROPOUT_REPORT”) with “Report is pending” (“PENDING”) status. 

URL: <url стенда>/api/v2/{extension}/documents/sign 

Method: POST 

Parameters of the request string: 

Parameter Type Mandatory Description Comment 

omsId string 
(UUID) 

+ Unique OMS identifier. Identifier value in accordance with ISO/IEC 9834-
8. Format: [0-9a-fA-F]{8}-[0-9a-fA-F]{4}-[0-9a-fA-F]{4}-[0-9a-fA-F]{4}-
[0-9a-fA-F]{12} 

 

Request body example: 

{ 
   "docId":"string", 
   "signature":"<Данные в формате base64>" 
} 

Request body parameters: 

Parameter Type Mandatory Description Comment 

docId string 
(UUID) 

+ Unique OMS identifier. Identifier value in accordance with ISO/IEC 9834-
8. Format: [0-9a-fA-F]{8}-[0-9a-fA-F]{4}-[0-9a-fA-F]{4}-[0-9a-fA-F]{4}-
[0-9a-fA-F]{12} 

 

signature string + A document body (converted to base64) signed with a detached signature 
(EQES)   

Response example: 

Code 200: in case of successful request, operation execution result will be returned in the response:  

{ 
  "success":true 
} 
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2. True API and TT GIS API 

2.1. Short description of modifications in the types of documents of direct information 
submission 
 

1. “Creation of sets” document type (SETS_AGGREGATION, SETS_AGGREGATION_CSV, 
SETS_AGGREGATION_XML) will be available for the “Antiseptic/antibacterial skin cleansers and 
hand sanitizers”, “Biologically active food additives” goods groups. 

2. The following will be implemented for the “Disposal” (WRITE_OFF) document type for the 
“Alternative tobacco products”, “Tobacco products”, “Nicotine products” goods groups: 

– a reason for withdrawal from circulation - “BEFORE_MARKING” (“Disposal before 
mandatory marking”); 

– “sourceDocType” (“Type of primary document”) and “sourceDocName” (“Name of primary 
document”) optional parameters. 

3. Submission of the “Disposal” document (WRITE_OFF) in the * .json format by means of the “Single 
method of document creation” will be implemented for the “Alternative tobacco products”, “Tobacco 
products”, “Nicotine products” goods groups 

4. A new value - “STATE_REGISTRATION_CERTIFICATE” (“State registration certificate”) will be 
added for the “certificate_type” parameter (“Type of the permitting document”) for the 
“Antiseptic/antibacterial skin cleansers and hand sanitizers”, “Biologically active food additives”, 
“Perfume and Eau de Toilette”, “Medical products”, “Clothing items, bed, table, bath and kitchen 
linens” goods groups in the following document types: 

– “Introduction into Circulation. Manufacture in the Russian Federation” 
(LP_INTRODUCE_GOODS, LP_INTRODUCE_GOODS_CSV, 
LP_INTRODUCE_GOODS_XML); 

– “Introduction into Circulation. Manufacturing outside of EEU” (LP_GOODS_IMPORT, 
LP_GOODS_IMPORT_CSV, LP_GOODS_IMPORT_XML) (only for the 
“Antiseptic/antibacterial skin cleansers and hand sanitizers”, “Biologically active food 
additives”, “Medical products” goods groups); 

– “Introduction into circulation. Contract manufacturing in the Russian Federation” 
(LK_CONTRACT_COMMISSIONING, LK_CONTRACT_COMMISSIONING_CSV, 
LK_CONTRACT_COMMISSIONING_XML); 

– “Introduction into Circulation. Cross-border Trading” (CROSSBORDER, 
CROSSBORDER_CSV, CROSSBORDER_XML); 

– “Introduction into circulation. Remains marking” (LP_INTRODUCE_OST, 
LP_INTRODUCE_OST_CSV, LP_INTRODUCE_OST_XML) (only for the “Perfume and 
Eau de Toilette” goods group); 
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– “Introduction into Circulation. In the Territory of EEU Countries (Contract Manufacturing)” 
(LP_INTRODUCE_GOODS_CROSSBORDER_CSD, 
LP_INTRODUCE_GOODS_CROSSBORDER_CSD_CSV, 
LP_INTRODUCE_GOODS_CROSSBORDER_CSD_XML) (only for the 
“Antiseptic/antibacterial skin cleansers and hand sanitizers” goods group); 

– “Remarking” (LK_REMARK, LK_REMARK_CSV, LK_REMARK_XML); 

– “Return into circulation” (LP_RETURN, LP_RETURN_CSV, LP_RETURN_XML); 

– “Shipment at Cross-border Trading” (LP_SHIP_GOODS_CROSSBORDER) (only for the 
“Perfume and Eau de Toilette” and “Clothing items, bed, table, bath and kitchen linens” goods 
groups); 

– “Shipment to EEU with IC recognition (export)” (EAS_CROSSBORDER_EXPORT, 
EAS_CROSSBORDER_EXPORT_CSV) (only for the “Clothing items, bed, table, bath and 
kitchen linens” goods group). 

5. A possibility to indicate “CONFORMITY_CERTIFICATE” (“Certificate of conformity”) and 
“CONFORMITY_DECLARATION” (“Declaration of conformity”) values in the “certificate_type” 
parameter (“Type of the permitting document”) will be closed for the “Biologically active food 
additives” goods group in the following document types: 

– “Introduction into Circulation. Manufacture in the Russian Federation” 
(LP_INTRODUCE_GOODS, LP_INTRODUCE_GOODS_CSV, 
LP_INTRODUCE_GOODS_XML); 

– “Introduction into Circulation. Manufacturing outside of EEU” (LP_GOODS_IMPORT, 
LP_GOODS_IMPORT_CSV, LP_GOODS_IMPORT_XML); 

– “Introduction into circulation. Contract manufacturing in the Russian Federation” 
(LK_CONTRACT_COMMISSIONING, LK_CONTRACT_COMMISSIONING_CSV, 
LK_CONTRACT_COMMISSIONING_XML); 

– “Introduction into Circulation. Cross-border Trading” (CROSSBORDER, 
CROSSBORDER_CSV, CROSSBORDER_XML); 

– “Remarking” (LK_REMARK, LK_REMARK_CSV, LK_REMARK_XML); 

– “Return into circulation” (LP_RETURN, LP_RETURN_CSV, LP_RETURN_XML). 

6. Disabling the information submission in * .csv format is being implemented for the following document 
types: “Introduction into circulation. Contract manufacturing in the Russian Federation” 
(LK_CONTRACT_COMMISSIONING_CSV), “Introduction into Circulation. Received from 
Individuals” (LK_INDI_COMMISSIONING_CSV), “Introduction into Circulation. Manufacturing 
outside of EEU” (LP_GOODS_IMPORT_CSV), “Creation of sets” (SETS_AGGREGATION_CSV), 
“Description of remaining goods” (OST_DESCRIPTION_CSV), “ACC aggregation” 
(ATK_AGGREGATION_CSV), “ACC disaggregation” (ATK_DISAGGREGATION_CSV), “ACC 
transformation” (ATK_TRANSFORMATION_CSV), “Disaggregation” 
(DISAGGREGATION_DOCUMENT_CSV), “Writing Off of IC with/without IM Not Applied to the 
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Goods Item” (LK_KM_CANCELLATION_CSV), “Writing Off of applied IC with IM” 
(LK_APPLIED_KM_CANCELLATION_CSV) 

7. In the document types titled “Introduction into Circulation. Manufacture in the Russian Federation” 
(LP_INTRODUCE_GOODS, LP_INTRODUCE_GOODS_CSV, LP_INTRODUCE_GOODS_XML), 
“Introduction into Circulation. Contract Manufacturing in the Russian Federation” 
(LK_CONTRACT_COMMISSIONING, LK_CONTRACT_COMMISSIONING_CSV, 
LK_CONTRACT_COMMISSIONING_XML) availability and a value of the “reasonCertMissing” 
attribute (“Requirements of the confirmation of conformity are missing;  grounds”) will be checked in a 
card of the corresponding goods code in the NCMG for IC/PIC of the “Perfume and Eau de Toilette”, 
“Dairy products”, “Footwear”, “Clothing items, bed, table, bath and kitchen linens”, “Juice products and 
non-alcoholic beverages”, “Packaged water”, “Photo cameras (except cine cameras), flash lights and flash 
bulbs”, “New pneumatic rubber tires and tire casings” goods groups. Availability and a value of the 
attribute will influence the need to indicate information on the document of mandatory certification in the 
following document types: “Introduction into Circulation. Manufacture in the Russian Federation” and 
“Introduction into circulation. Contract manufacturing in the Russian Federation”.  

8. For the “Dairy products” goods group, a goods code specified in the “gtin” (“Goods code”) parameter in 
the “Acceptance of the shipment from EEU member states with IC recognition in case of volume and 
grade accounting” document type (EAS_GTIN_CROSSBORDER_ACCEPTANCE, 
EAS_GTIN_CROSSBORDER_ACCEPTANCE_CSV) shall be received only for a unit of goods in the 
“National catalog of marked goods” (indication of the goods codes received for other package types will 
be unavailable), indication of the same AVD number for different goods codes will be unavailable (the 
AVD numbers must be unique for different goods codes), at the same time it will be available to indicate 
the same AVD number for the same goods codes in the document. 

9. In the document type titled “Singulation of ICM” (LK_INDIVIDUALIZATION, 
LK_INDIVIDUALIZATION_CSV, LK_INDIVIDUALIZATION_XML) a check of the value in the 
“gtin” (“Goods code”) parameter will be implemented: a value should be in the format of 14 digital 
characters, consisting of numbers from 0 to 9 with leading zeros for a goods code (GTIN) of 8, 12 or 13 
digits. 

10. In the document type titled “Withdrawal from Circulation”, when withdrawing from circulation with 
“EEC_EXPORT” (“Export to EEU countries”) reason, a possibility to indicate the Republic of Belarus in 
“destination_country_code” ("Code of the destination country") parameter will be closed for all goods 
groups , as well as a possibility to indicate identifier of the organization from the Republic of Belarus in 
“importer_id” (“INN (or analog) of the importer”) field. 

 

2.2. Modifications in the types of documents of direct information submission 

2.2.1. Introduction into Circulation. Manufacture in the Russian Federation 

The document can be created for the following goods groups: “Antiseptic/antibacterial skin cleansers and hand 
sanitizers”, “Non-alcoholic beer”, “Biologically active food additives”, “Bicycles and bicycle frames”, 
“Perfume and Eau de Toilette”, “Medical products”, “Dairy products”, “Footwear”, “Clothing items, bed, table 
bath and kitchen linens”, “Juice products and non-alcoholic beverages”, “Products made of real fur”, 
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“Packaged water”, “Photo cameras (except cine cameras), flash lights and flash bulbs”, “New pneumatic rubber 
tires and tire casings”. 

Availability and a value of the “reasonCertMissing” attribute (“Requirements of the confirmation of 
conformity are missing;  grounds”) specified in a card of the corresponding goods code in the NCMG are 
checked for IC/PIC of the “Perfume and Eau de Toilette”, “Dairy products”, “Footwear”, “Clothing items, bed, 
table, bath and kitchen linens”, “Juice products and non-alcoholic beverages”, “Packaged water”, “Photo 
cameras (except cine cameras), flash lights and flash bulbs”, “New pneumatic rubber tires and tire casings” 
goods groups. Availability and a value of this attribute influences on the necessity to indicate information on 
the document of mandatory certification in the parameters of the “certificate_document_data” array (“Array 
containing the data of the documents confirming compliance”) or in the deprecated parameters - 
“certificate_document” (“Code of document on mandatory certification”), “certificate_document_number” 
(“Number of document of mandatory certification”), “certificate_document_date” (“Date of document of 
mandatory certification”): 

• if this attribute is specified and its value  = “Yes”, “Introduction into Circulation. Manufacture in the 
Russian Federation” document will be processed regardless of whether information about the document 
of mandatory certification is specified in the parameters of the “certificate_document_data” array 
(“Array containing the data of the documents confirming compliance”) or in the deprecated parameters 
- “certificate_document” (“Code of the type of the document on mandatory certification”), 
“certificate_document_number” (“Number of document of mandatory certification”), 
“certificate_document_date” (“Date of document of mandatory certification”); 
 

• if this attribute is not specified or its value is not equal to “Yes”, information on the document of 
mandatory certification shall be specified in the “Introduction into Circulation. Manufacture in the 
Russian Federation” document.  If this information is not specified, availability of the information 
(submitted in the “Information on identification codes to introduce goods into circulation” document 
(CIRCULATION_INFORMATION) or in the “Data on permitting documents to introduce goods into 
circulation” document (CIRCULATION_INFORMATION_2)) on the document of mandatory 
certification is checked in the MC: 

– if information is specified in the MC, “Introduction into Circulation. Manufacture in the Russian 
Federation” (LP_INTRODUCE_GOODS) document will be processed whether or not it 
contains information on the document of mandatory certification;  

– if information is not specified in the MC, it shall be indicated in the “Introduction into 
Circulation. Manufacture in the Russian Federation” (LP_INTRODUCE_GOODS) document, 
otherwise the document will be processed with error.  

Information on the document of mandatory certification which is specified in the “Introduction into 
Circulation. Manufacture in the Russian Federation” (LP_INTRODUCE_GOODS) document, prevails. 

Type of document: 

Type Description 

LP_INTRODUCE_GOODS Introduction into Circulation. Manufacturing in the Russian Federation. JSON 
(MANUAL) 
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Type Description 

LP_INTRODUCE_GOODS_CSV Introduction into Circulation. Manufacturing in the Russian Federation. CSV 

LP_INTRODUCE_GOODS_XML Introduction into Circulation. Manufacturing in the Russian Federation. XML 

Example of the document body in * .json format for “Dairy products” goods group: 

{ 
   "participant_inn":"1111111111", 
   "producer_inn":"1111111111", 
   "owner_inn":"1111111111", 
   "production_date":"2021-08-23", 
   "production_type":"OWN_PRODUCTION", 
   "products":[ 
      { 
         "uit_code":"010461111111111121LLLLLLLLLLLLL", 
         "production_date":"2021-08-01", 
         "tnved_code":"0000000000", 
         "certificate_document_data":[ 
            { 
               "certificate_type":"CONFORMITY_DECLARATION", 
               "certificate_number":"111", 
               "certificate_date":"2021-08-07" 
            }, 
            { 
               "certificate_type":"CONFORMITY_DECLARATION", 
               "certificate_number":"222", 
               "certificate_date":"2021-08-02" 
            }, 
            { 
               "certificate_type":"STATE_REGISTRATION_CERTIFICATE", 
               "certificate_number":"333", 
               "certificate_date":"2021-07-07" 
            }, 
            { 
               "certificate_type":"STATE_REGISTRATION_CERTIFICATE", 
               "certificate_number":"444", 
               "certificate_date":"2021-07-06" 
            } 
         ], 
         "vsd_number":"1AAA-1A11-AAAA-11AA-A1A1-1AAA-AA11-1111" 
      }, 
      { 
         "uit_code":"010463333333333321FFFFFFFFFFFFF", 
         "production_date":"2021-08-01", 
         "tnved_code":"1111111111", 
         "vsd_number":"1AAA-1A11-AAAA-11AA-A1A1-1AAA-AA11-1111" 
      } 
   ] 
} 

Example of the document body in * .json format for the “Packaged water” goods group: 

{ 
   "participant_inn":"1111111111", 
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   "producer_inn":"1111111111", 
   "owner_inn":"1111111111", 
   "production_date":"2021-07-06", 
   "production_type":"OWN_PRODUCTION", 
   "products":[ 
      { 
         "uit_code":"0000000000000000000AREwAwLETM0g000ffd0", 
         "tnved_code":"2222222222", 
         "licences":[ 
            { 
               "licence_number":"12345678", 
               "licence_date":"2021-07-07" 
            }, 
            { 
               "licence_number":"45646796", 
               "licence_date":"2021-07-07" 
            }, 
            { 
               "licence_number":"46246796", 
               "licence_date":"2021-07-07" 
            } 
         ], 
         "certificate_document_data":[ 
            { 
               "certificate_type":"STATE_REGISTRATION_CERTIFICATE", 
               "certificate_number":"123", 
               "certificate_date":"2021-07-07", 
               "well_number":"46246796, 46246797, 55-Т" 
            }, 
            { 
               "certificate_type":"STATE_REGISTRATION_CERTIFICATE", 
               "certificate_number":"321", 
               "certificate_date":"2021-07-07", 
               "well_number":"46246794, 46246794, 46246795" 
            } 
         ] 
      } 
   ] 
} 

Example of the document body in * .json format for other goods groups:   

{ 
   "participant_inn":"1111111111", 
   "producer_inn":"1111111111", 
   "owner_inn":"1111111111", 
   "production_date":"2021-07-06", 
   "production_type":"OWN_PRODUCTION", 
   "products":[ 
      { 
         "uit_code":"010461111111111121LLLLLLLLLLLLL", 
         "tnved_code":"0000000000", 
         "certificate_document_data":[ 
            { 
               "certificate_type":"CONFORMITY_CERTIFICATE", 
               "certificate_number":"123", 
               "certificate_date":"2021-07-07" 
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            }, 
            { 
               "certificate_type":"CONFORMITY_CERTIFICATE", 
               "certificate_number":"321", 
               "certificate_date":"2021-07-07" 
            } 
         ] 
      } 
   ] 
} 

Document parameters: 

Parameter Type Mandatory Description Comment 

participant_inn string + INN of goods 
circulation 
participant 

 

producer_inn string + INN of goods 
manufacturer  

owner_inn string + INN of goods 
owner  

production_date string - Date of goods 
production 

For all goods groups except "Biologically active 
food additives", "New pneumatic rubber tires and 
tire casings", this parameter is mandatory if 
"production_date" (“Date of goods manufacture 
from general data on goods introduction into 
circulation”) is not specified in “products” array 
("Array containing a list of transferred goods 
codes"). For the "Biologically active food 
additives", "New pneumatic rubber tires and tire 
casings" goods groups, the parameter can be 
unfilled both at the document level and in 
"products" array ("Array containing a list of 
transferred goods codes"). For ICs of the 
“Biologically active food additives” goods group, 
when filling in, a date will be taken from the 
application report, a date specified in the 
parameter will be ignored. Range of allowed 
values: from the document creation date minus 
five years to document creation date. Format: 

yyyy-MM-ddTHH:mm:ss.SSSZ; 
yyyy-MM-ddTHH:mm:ssZ; 
dd.MM.yyyy; 
dd.MM.yyyy HH:mm; 
yyyy-MM-dd 

production_type string + Production 
order type 

Possible value: OWN_PRODUCTION — own 
production 

products array of 
objects 

+ Array 
containing the 
list of 

At least one record of the list must be specified 
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Parameter Type Mandatory Description Comment 

transferred 
goods codes 

children array of 
objects 

- Array 
containing the 
list of nested 
ICs 

 

*uit_code string + IC / ICM For all goods groups, except “Products made of 
real fur” goods group: if aggregation takes place 
before the introduction into circulation, ICs of the 
aggregates must be specified. GPIC and SIC are 
not introduced into circulation without specifying 
the nested ICs. The indication of GPIC included 
into the SPIC is not allowed. When IC being part 
of the aggregate is indicated, the aggregate will be 
automatically disaggregated 

*uitu_code string - SPIC This parameter is mandatory if a value of 
“uit_code” (“IC / ICM”) parameter is not 
specified. 

IC of the aggregate and IC of the nestings are 
specified for the “Dairy products” goods group. 

The parameter is not used for the “Products made 
of real fur” goods group 

*vsd_number string - AVD number Number of production AVD. It is specified for the 
“Dairy Products” goods group. The parameter is 
mandatory if "veterinaryControl" ("Accountability 
attribute") = true in the NC card. 

Format: 

[a-f0-9]{8}-[a-f0-9]{4}-[a-f0-9]{4}-[a-f0-9]{4}-
[a-f0-9]{12}; 
[A-F0-9]{4}-[A-F0-9]{4}-[A-F0-9]{4}-[A-F0-
9]{4}-[A-F0-9]{4}-[A-F0-9]{4}-[A-F0-9]{4}-[A-
F0-9]{4}. 

The order in which AVD number is specified if 
"veterinaryControl" ("Accountability attribute") = 
true in the NC card: 

IC - AVD number is specified for IC; 
GPIC - AVD number is specified for nested ICs or 
for GPIC, or for both nested ICs and GPIC (and in 
this case the AVD number of GPIC and nested ICs 
shall coincide). AVD number specified only for 
GPIC is transferred by default to all nested ICs; 
SPIC - AVD number is specified only for nested 
ICs. 
AVD number specified for nested ICs is not 
transferred by default to aggregate. 

When FGIS VetIS is unavailable, the TT GIS 
operates in a special mode, namely, without 
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Parameter Type Mandatory Description Comment 

verifying AVD identifier. To succeed in 
introduction of goods into circulation, it is 
necessary to fill in a parameter with a value with 
“uuid” mask. Example: 00000000-0000-0000-
0000-000000000000 

*tnved_code string + EEU FEACN 
code of the 
goods 

Both deprecated (valid until January 31, 2022) and 
new EEU FEACN codes (valid from January 01, 
2022) can be indicated for 
"Antiseptic/antibacterial skin cleansers and hand 
sanitizers", "Biologically active food additives", 
"Dairy products", "Clothing items, bed, table, bath 
and kitchen linens" and "Photo cameras (except 
cine cameras), flash lights and flash bulbs” goods 
groups 

*certificate_document string - Code of the 
type of the 
document of 
mandatory 
certification 

This parameter is deprecated and will be 
supported to maintain backward compatibility. 
Possible values: 

CONFORMITY_CERTIFICATE – certificate of 
conformity; 
CONFORMITY_DECLARATION – declaration 
of conformity 

*certificate_document_number string(1-
255) 

- Number of 
document on 
mandatory 
certification 

This parameter is deprecated and will be 
supported to maintain backward compatibility 

*certificate_document_date string 
date 

- Date of 
document on 
mandatory 
certification 

This parameter is deprecated and will be 
supported to maintain backward compatibility. 
Lower limit of the date is January 01, 2000, and 
upper limit of the date is the current date. Format: 

YYYY-MM-DD; 
yyyy-MM-ddTHH:mm:ss; 
dd.MM.yyyy HH:mm; 
yyyy-MM-ddTHH:mm:ss.SSS; 
yyyy-MM-dd 

*certificate_document_data array of 
objects 

- Array 
containing the 
data of the 
documents 
confirming 
compliance 

Data of the document are specified in the array 
parameters - "certificate_type" ("Type of the 
permitting document"), "certificate_number" 
("Number of the permitting document"), 
"certificate_date" ("Date of the permitting 
document") 

**certificate_type string - Type of the 
permitting 
documentation 

Possible values: 

CONFORMITY_CERTIFICATE – certificate of 
conformity; 
CONFORMITY_DECLARATION – declaration 
of conformity. 

Possible values for the “Non-alcoholic beer”, 
“Biologically active food additives”, “Medical 
products”, “Dairy products”, “Juice products and 
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Parameter Type Mandatory Description Comment 

non-alcoholic beverages”, “Packaged water” 
goods groups: 

CONFORMITY_CERTIFICATE - certificate of 
conformity; 
CONFORMITY_DECLARATION - declaration 
of conformity; 
STATE_REGISTRATION_CERTIFICATE - 
state registration certificate 

**certificate_number string - Number of the 
permitting 
document 

From 1 to 255 characters, inclusive 

**certificate_date string 
date 

- Date of the 
permitting 
document 

Format: 

yyyy-MM-ddTHH:mm:ss.SSS; 
yyyy-MM-ddTHH:mm:ss; 
dd.MM.yyyy; 
dd.MM.yyyy HH:mm; 
yyyy-MM-dd 

**well_number string - Water well 
number 

Only for the “Packaged water” goods group. From 
1 to 255 characters, inclusive (including symbols 
and separators), one or several water well numbers 
(separated by comma and space) are specified in 
the following format: “44444444, 55555555, 
88888888”. "well_number” parameter ("Water 
well number") can be specified without mandatory 
filling of "certificate_type" ("Type of the 
permitting document"), "certificate_number" 
("Number of the permitting document"), 
"certificate_date" ("Date of the permitting 
document") parameters 

*licences array of 
string 

- Array of 
subsoil licenses 

It is specified for the “Packaged water” goods 
group. If information on the license is specified 
for an aggregate, but it is not specified for the 
aggregate nestings, the data will be automatically 
saved in the TT GIS for nestings of the aggregate. 
If information is specified for the nestings, but it is 
not specified for the aggregate, the information 
specified will not be saved for the aggregate. If 
information is specified both for aggregate and its 
nestings, the information specified will be saved 
both for the aggregate and its nestings. 

**licence_number string - Number of 
subsoil license 

The parameter is mandatory if a value of 
"licence_date" ("License issue date") is specified 
for the "Packaged water" goods group. Length of 
value from 1 to 50 characters, inclusive 

**licence_date string 
date 

- License issue 
date 

The parameter is mandatory if a value of 
"licence_number" ("Number of subsoil license") is 
specified for the "Packaged water" goods group. 
Time can be specified in a value, but it will be 
ignored during processing. Range of allowed 
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Parameter Type Mandatory Description Comment 

values: from the document creation date (current 
date) minus 15 years to document creation date. 
Format: 

dd.MM.yyyy; 
yyyy-MM-dd; 
yyyy-MM-ddTHH:mm:ss.SSSZ; 
yyyy-MM-ddTHH:mm:ssZ; 
dd.MM.yyyy HH:mm 

*production_date string - Date of goods 
manufacture 
from general 
data on goods 
introduction 
into circulation 

For all goods groups except "Biologically active 
food additives", "New pneumatic rubber tires and 
tire casings", this parameter is mandatory if 
"production_date" (“Date of goods manufacture”) 
is not specified outside the “products” array 
(“Array containing a list of transferred goods 
codes”). For the "Biologically active food 
additives", "New pneumatic rubber tires and tire 
casings" goods groups, the parameter can be 
unfilled both at the document level and in 
"products" array ("Array containing a list of 
transferred goods codes"). For ICs of the 
“Biologically active food additives” goods group, 
when filling in, a date will be taken from the 
application report, a date specified in the 
parameter will be ignored. Format: 

dd.MM.yyyy 
yyyy-MM-dd 
yyyy-MM-ddTHH:mm:ss.SSSZ 
yyyy-MM-ddTHH:mm:ssZ 
dd.MM.yyyy HH:mm 

Time can be specified, but it will be ignored 
during processing. Range of allowed values: from 
the document creation date minus five years to 
document creation date 

Example of the document body in * .csv format: 

INN of circulation participant,INN of manufacturer,INN of owner,Date of manufacture,Typ
e of production order,Version 
1111111111,2222222222,3333333333,2019-01-01,Own production,6 
Goods parameters 
IC,SPIC,Date of production,EEU FEACN code of goods,Type of the document confirming comp
liance,Number of the document confirming compliance,Date of the document confirming com
pliance,Water well number,Numbers of subsoil licenses,License issue date,AVD identifier 
"0000000000000000000AREwAwLETM0g000ffd0",,2019-01-01,6401921000,Certificate of conformi
ty,123,2019-01-01,"46246794, 46246794, 46246795, 46246796, 46246797, 55-Т",12346796,202
1-07-07, 

Note on filling in the document in * .csv format: 

• in the file of * .csv format, only one type of the document of the permitting documentation can be 
specified. 
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Example of document body in  * .xml format: 

<introduce_rf version="9"> 
    <trade_participant_inn>1111111111</trade_participant_inn> 
    <producer_inn>1111111111</producer_inn> 
    <owner_inn>1111111111</owner_inn> 
    <production_date>2019-11-20</production_date> 
    <production_order>OWN_PRODUCTION</production_order> 
    <products_list> 
        <product> 
            <kitu>00000000000000000CFHhW0ZO0nayEXCt0bTH</kitu> 
            <production_date>2019-11-20</production_date> 
            <tnved_code>9999999999</tnved_code> 
            <licences_list> 
                <licence> 
                    <number>12346796</number> 
                    <date>2021-07-07</date> 
                </licence> 
                <licence> 
                    <number>12346796</number> 
                    <date>2021-07-07</date> 
                </licence> 
            </licences_list> 
            <children> 
                <product> 
                    <ki>000000000000000000CFHhW0ZO0nayEXCt0bTH</ki> 
                    <production_date>2019-11-20</production_date> 
                    <tnved_code>9999999999</tnved_code> 
                    <certificate_document_data> 
                        <product> 
                            <certificate_type>STATE_REGISTRATION_CERTIFICATE</certifica
te_type> 
                            <certificate_number>1234</certificate_number> 
                            <certificate_date>2019-11-20</certificate_date> 
                            <well_number>44444444, 55555555, 66666666, 77777777, 55-Т</
well_number> 
                        </product> 
                    </certificate_document_data> 
                </product> 
                <product> 
                    <kitu>00000000000000000CFHhW0ZO0nayEXCt0bTH</kitu> 
                    <production_date>2019-11-20</production_date> 
                    <tnved_code>9999999999</tnved_code> 
                    <children> 
                        <product> 
                            <ki>000000000000000000CFHhW0ZO0nayEXCt0bTH</ki> 
                            <production_date>2019-11-20</production_date> 
                            <tnved_code>9999999999</tnved_code> 
                            <certificate_document_data> 
                                <product> 
                                    <certificate_type>STATE_REGISTRATION_CERTIFICATE</c
ertificate_type> 
                                    <certificate_number>1234</certificate_number> 
                                    <certificate_date>2019-11-20</certificate_date> 
                                    <well_number>88888888</well_number> 
                                </product> 
                            </certificate_document_data> 
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                        </product> 
                    </children> 
                </product> 
            </children> 
        </product> 
    </products_list> 
</introduce_rf> 

Example of the document body in * .xml format for the “Dairy products” goods group: 

<introduce_rf version="9"> 
    <trade_participant_inn>1111111111</trade_participant_inn> 
    <producer_inn>1111111111</producer_inn> 
    <owner_inn>1111111111</owner_inn> 
    <production_date>2000-00-00</production_date> 
    <production_order>OWN_PRODUCTION</production_order> 
    <products_list> 
        <product> 
            <kitu>00000000000000000CFHhW0ZO0nayEXCt0bTH</kitu> 
            <production_date>2000-00-00</production_date> 
            <children> 
                <product> 
                    <ki>000000000000000000CFHhW0ZO0nayEXCt0bTH</ki> 
                    <production_date>2000-00-00</production_date> 
                    <tnved_code>9999999999</tnved_code> 
                    <certificate_document_data> 
                        <product> 
                            <certificate_type>STATE_REGISTRATION_CERTIFICATE</certifica
te_type> 
                            <certificate_number>1234</certificate_number> 
                            <certificate_date>2000-00-00</certificate_date> 
                        </product> 
                    </certificate_document_data> 
                    <vsd_number>b111b11b-dd11-1d1d-d1d1-11d11ddd1d1b</vsd_number> 
                </product> 
            </children> 
        </product> 
    </products_list> 
</introduce_rf> 

2.2.2. Introduction into Circulation. Contract Manufacturing in the Russian Federation 

The document can be created for the following goods groups: “Antiseptic/antibacterial skin cleansers and hand 
sanitizers”, “Non-alcoholic beer”, “Biologically active food additives”, “Bicycles and bicycle frames”, 
“Perfume and Eau de Toilette”, “Medical products”, “Dairy products”, “Footwear”, “Clothing items, bed, table 
bath and kitchen linens”, “Juice products and non-alcoholic beverages”, “Products made of real fur”, 
“Packaged water”, “Photo cameras (except cine cameras), flash lights and flash bulbs”, “New pneumatic rubber 
tires and tire casings”. 

Availability and a value of the “reasonCertMissing” attribute (“Requirements of the confirmation of 
conformity are missing;  grounds”) specified in a card of the corresponding goods code in the NCMG are 
checked for IC/PIC of the “Perfume and Eau de Toilette”, “Dairy products”, “Footwear”, “Clothing items, bed, 
table, bath and kitchen linens”, “Juice products and non-alcoholic beverages”, “Packaged water”, “Photo 
cameras (except cine cameras), flash lights and flash bulbs”, “New pneumatic rubber tires and tire casings” 
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goods groups. Availability and a value of this attribute influences on the necessity to indicate information on 
the document of mandatory certification in the parameters of the “certificate_document_data” array (“Array 
containing the data of the documents confirming compliance”) or in the deprecated parameters - 
“certificate_doc_type” (“Type of the document confirming compliance”), “certificate_doc_number” (“Number 
of document of mandatory certification”), “certificate_doc_date” (“Date of document confirming 
compliance”): 

• if this attribute is specified and its value  = “Yes”, “Introduction into circulation. Contract 
manufacturing in the Russian Federation” document will be processed regardless of whether 
information about the document of mandatory certification is specified in the parameters of the 
“certificate_document_data” array (“Array containing the data of the documents confirming 
compliance”) or in the deprecated parameters - “certificate_doc_type” (“Type of the document 
confirming compliance”), “certificate_doc_number” (“Number of document of mandatory 
certification”), “certificate_doc_date” (“Date of document confirming compliance”); 

• if this attribute is not specified or its value is not equal to “Yes”, information on the document of 
mandatory certification shall be specified in the “Introduction into circulation. Contract manufacturing 
in the Russian Federation” document. If this information is not specified, availability of the information 
(submitted in the “Information on identification codes to introduce goods into circulation” document 
(CIRCULATION_INFORMATION) or in the “Data on permitting documents to introduce goods into 
circulation” document (CIRCULATION_INFORMATION_2)) on the document of mandatory 
certification in the MC will be checked: 

– if information is specified in the MC, “Introduction into circulation. Contract manufacturing in 
the Russian Federation” (LK_CONTRACT_COMMISSIONING) document will be processed 
whether or not it contains information on the document of mandatory certification; 

– if information is not specified in the MC, it shall be indicated in the “Introduction into 
circulation. Contract manufacturing in the Russian Federation” 
(LK_CONTRACT_COMMISSIONING) document, otherwise the document will be processed 
with error. 

Information on the document of mandatory certification which is specified in the “Introduction into circulation. 
Contract manufacturing in the Russian Federation” (LK_CONTRACT_COMMISSIONING) document, 
prevails. 

Type of document: 

Type Description 

LK_CONTRACT_COMMISSIONING Introduction into Circulation. Contract manufacturing in the Russian 
Federation. JSON (MANUAL) 

LK_CONTRACT_COMMISSIONING_XML Introduction into Circulation. Contract manufacturing in the Russian 
Federation. XML 

Example of document body in * .json format: 

{ 
   "producer_inn":"1111111111", 
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   "owner_inn":"1111111111", 
   "production_date":"2021-07-06", 
   "production_order":"CONTRACT_PRODUCTION", 
   "products_list":[ 
      { 
         "uit":"0000000000000000000AREwAwLETM0g000ffd0", 
         "tnved_code":"6666666666", 
         "licences":[ 
            { 
               "licence_number":"12345678", 
               "licence_date":"2021-07-07" 
            }, 
            { 
               "licence_number":"22222222", 
               "licence_date":"2021-07-07" 
            }, 
            { 
               "licence_number":"33333333", 
               "licence_date":"2021-07-07" 
            } 
         ], 
         "certificate_document_data":[ 
            { 
               "certificate_type":"STATE_REGISTRATION_CERTIFICATE", 
               "certificate_number":"123", 
               "certificate_date":"2021-07-07", 
               "well_number":"44444444, 55555555, 55-Т" 
            }, 
            { 
               "certificate_type":"STATE_REGISTRATION_CERTIFICATE", 
               "certificate_number":"321", 
               "certificate_date":"2021-07-07", 
               "well_number":"66666666, 77777777, 88888888" 
            } 
         ] 
      } 
   ] 
} 

Document parameters: 

Parameter Type Mandatory Description Comment 

producer_inn string + INN of goods 
manufacturer 

A verification of compliance of INN (returned in the 
response of the FGIS "VetIS") of the business entity 
for which AVD has been issued will be conducted for 
the “Dairy products” goods group. If none of the 
values specified in the “producer_inn” (“INN of 
product manufacturer”) and “owner_inn” (“INN of 
goods owner”) fields coincide with INN of the 
business entity, the request will be processed with an 
error 

owner_inn string + INN of goods 
owner 

A verification of compliance of INN (returned in the 
response of the FGIS "VetIS") of the business entity 
for which AVD has been issued will be conducted for 
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Parameter Type Mandatory Description Comment 

the “Dairy products” goods group. If none of the 
values specified in the “producer_inn” (“INN of 
product manufacturer”) and “owner_inn” (“INN of 
goods owner”) fields coincide with INN of the 
business entity, the request will be processed with an 
error 

production_date string - Date of goods 
production 

For all goods groups except "Biologically active food 
additives", "New pneumatic rubber tires and tire 
casings", this parameter is mandatory if 
"production_date" (“Date of goods manufacture”) is 
not specified in “products_list” array (“Array 
containing a list of transferred goods codes”). For the 
"Biologically active food additives", "New pneumatic 
rubber tires and tire casings" goods groups, the 
parameter can be unfilled both at the document level 
and in "products_list" array ("Array containing a list of 
transferred goods codes"). For ICs of the “Biologically 
active food additives” goods group, when filling in, a 
date will be taken from the application report, a date 
specified in the parameter will be ignored. Format: 

dd.MM.yyyy 
yyyy-MM-dd 
yyyy-MM-ddTHH:mm:ss.SSSZ 
yyyy-MM-ddTHH:mm:ssZ 
dd.MM.yyyy HH:mm 

Time can be specified, but it will be ignored during 
processing. Range of allowed values: from the 
document creation date minus five years to document 
creation date 

production_order string + Production 
order type 

Possible value: 
CONTRACT_PRODUCTION – contract 
manufacturing 

products_list array 
of 
objects 

+ Array 
containing the 
list of 
transferred 
goods codes 

At least one record of the list must be specified 

children array 
of 
objects 

- Array 
containing the 
list of nested 
ICs 

 

*uit string + IC / ICM For the goods groups, except “Products made of real 
fur”: if aggregation takes place before the introduction 
into circulation, ICs of the aggregates must be 
specified. GPIC and SIC are not introduced into 
circulation without specifying the nested ICs 

*uitu string - SPIC The parameter is not used for the “Products made of 
real fur” goods group. 
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Parameter Type Mandatory Description Comment 

For other goods groups: the parameter is mandatory, if 
“ki” parameter value (“IC / ICM”)  is not specified 

*vsd_number string - AVD number Number of production AVD. It is specified for the 
“Dairy Products” goods group. The parameter is 
mandatory if "veterinaryControl" ("Accountability 
attribute") = true in the NC card. 

Format: 

[a-f0-9]{8}-[a-f0-9]{4}-[a-f0-9]{4}-[a-f0-9]{4}-[a-f0-
9]{12}; 
[A-F0-9]{4}-[A-F0-9]{4}-[A-F0-9]{4}-[A-F0-9]{4}-
[A-F0-9]{4}-[A-F0-9]{4}-[A-F0-9]{4}-[A-F0-9]{4}. 

The order in which AVD number is specified if 
"veterinaryControl" ("Accountability attribute") = true 
in the NC card: 

IC - AVD number is specified for IC; 
GPIC - AVD number is specified for nested ICs or for 
GPIC, or for both nested ICs and GPIC (and in this 
case the AVD number of GPIC and nested ICs shall 
coincide). AVD number specified only for GPIC is 
transferred by default to all nested ICs; SPIC, ACC - 
AVD number is specified only for nested ICs. 
AVD number specified for nested ICs is not 
transferred by default to aggregate. 

When FGIS VetIS is unavailable, the TT GIS operates 
in a special mode, namely, without verifying AVD 
identifier. To succeed in introduction of goods into 
circulation, it is necessary to fill in a parameter with a 
value with “uuid” mask. Example: 00000000-0000-
0000-0000-000000000000 

*tnved_code string + EEU FEACN 
code of the 
goods 

Both deprecated (valid until January 31, 2022) and 
new EEU FEACN codes (valid from January 01, 2022) 
can be indicated for "Antiseptic/antibacterial skin 
cleansers and hand sanitizers", "Biologically active 
food additives", "Dairy products", "Clothing items, 
bed, table, bath and kitchen linens" and "Photo 
cameras (except cine cameras), flash lights and flash 
bulbs” goods groups 

*certificate_doc_date string 
date 

- Date of the 
document 
confirming 
compliance 

This parameter is deprecated. Format: 

YYYY-MM-DD; 
yyyy-MM-ddTHH:mm:ss; 
dd.MM.yyyy HH:mm; 
yyyy-MM-ddTHH:mm:ss.SSS; 
yyyy-MM-dd 

The date ranges from 2000-01-01 till the document 
creation date 

*certificate_doc_type string - Type of 
document 

This parameter is deprecated and will be supported to 
maintain backward compatibility. Possible values: 
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Parameter Type Mandatory Description Comment 

confirming 
compliance 

CONFORMITY_CERTIFICATE – certificate of 
conformity; 
CONFORMITY_DECLARATION – declaration of 
conformity 

*certificate_doc_number string - Number of 
document on 
mandatory 
certification 

This parameter is deprecated and will be supported to 
maintain backward compatibility 

*certificate_document_data array 
of 
objects 

- Array 
containing the 
data of the 
documents 
confirming 
compliance 

Document details are specified in the following 
parameters: "certificate_document" ("Type of the 
document confirming compliance"), 
"certificate_document_number" ("Number of the 
document confirming compliance"), 
"certificate_document_date" ("Date of the document 
confirming compliance"). 

"certificate_document_type" ("Type of document 
confirming compliance"), 
"certificate_document_number" ("Number of the 
document confirming compliance"), 
"certificate_document_date" ("Date of the document 
confirming compliance") parameters may be filled in 
for the “Packaged water” goods group without 
indication of "well_number” parameter ("Water well 
number") 

**certificate_type string - Type of the 
permitting 
documentation 

Possible values: 

CONFORMITY_CERTIFICATE – certificate of 
conformity; 
CONFORMITY_DECLARATION – declaration of 
conformity 

Possible values for the “Non-alcoholic beer”, 
“Biologically active food additives”, “Medical 
products”, “Dairy products”, “Juice products and non-
alcoholic beverages”, “Packaged water” goods groups: 

CONFORMITY_CERTIFICATE - certificate of 
conformity; 
CONFORMITY_DECLARATION - declaration of 
conformity; 
STATE_REGISTRATION_CERTIFICATE - state 
registration certificate 

**certificate_number string - Number of the 
permitting 
document 

From 1 to 255 characters, inclusive 

**certificate_date string 
date 

- Date of the 
permitting 
document 

Format: 

yyyy-MM-ddTHH:mm:ss.SSS; 
yyyy-MM-ddTHH:mm:ss; 
dd.MM.yyyy; 
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Parameter Type Mandatory Description Comment 

dd.MM.yyyy HH:mm; 
yyyy-MM-dd 

**well_number string - Water well 
number 

It is specified for the “Packaged water” goods group. 
From 1 to 255 characters, inclusive. One or several 
water well numbers (separated by comma and space) 
shall be specified in the following format: “44444444, 
55555555, 88888888”. "well_number” parameter 
("Water well number") can be specified without 
mandatory filling of "certificate_document_type" 
("Type of the document confirming compliance"), 
"certificate_document_number" ("Number of the 
document confirming compliance"), 
"certificate_document_date" ("Date of the document 
confirming compliance") parameters 

*production_date string 
date 

- Date of goods 
production 

For all goods groups except "Biologically active food 
additives", "New pneumatic rubber tires and tire 
casings", this parameter is mandatory if 
"production_date" (“Date of goods production”) is not 
specified outside the “products_list” array (“Array 
containing a list of transferred goods codes”). For the 
"Biologically active food additives", "New pneumatic 
rubber tires and tire casings" goods groups, the 
parameter can be unfilled both at the document level 
and in "products_list" array ("Array containing a list of 
transferred goods codes"). For ICs of the “Biologically 
active food additives” goods group, when filling in, a 
date will be taken from the application report, a date 
specified in the parameter will be ignored. Format: 

dd.MM.yyyy 
yyyy-MM-dd 
yyyy-MM-ddTHH:mm:ss.SSSZ 
yyyy-MM-ddTHH:mm:ssZ 
dd.MM.yyyy HH:mm 

Time can be specified, but it will be ignored during 
processing. Range of allowed values: from the 
document creation date minus five years to document 
creation date 

*licences array 
of 
string 

- Array of subsoil 
licenses 

It is specified for the “Packaged water” goods group. If 
information on the license is specified for an 
aggregate, but it is not specified for the aggregate 
nestings, the data will be automatically saved in the TT 
GIS for nestings of the aggregate. If information is 
specified for the nestings, but it is not specified for the 
aggregate, the information specified will not be saved 
for the aggregate. If information is specified both for 
aggregate and its nestings, the information specified 
will be saved both for the aggregate and its nestings. 

**licence_number string - Number of 
subsoil license 

The parameter is mandatory if a value of 
"licence_date" ("License issue date") is specified for 
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Parameter Type Mandatory Description Comment 

the "Packaged water" goods group. Length of value 
from 1 to 50 characters, inclusive 

**licence_date string 
date 

- License issue 
date 

The parameter is mandatory if a value of 
"licence_number" ("Number of subsoil license") is 
specified for the "Packaged water" goods group. Time 
can be specified in a value, but it will be ignored 
during processing. Range of allowed values: from the 
document creation date (current date) minus 15 years 
to document creation date. Format: 

dd.MM.yyyy; 
yyyy-MM-dd; 
yyyy-MM-ddTHH:mm:ss.SSSZ; 
yyyy-MM-ddTHH:mm:ssZ; 
dd.MM.yyyy HH:mm 

Example of document body in  * .xml format: 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<introduce_contract version="7"> 
    <producer_inn>7777777777</producer_inn> 
    <owner_inn>8888888888</owner_inn> 
    <production_date>2020-04-07</production_date> 
    <production_order>CONTRACT_PRODUCTION</production_order> 
    <products_list> 
        <product> 
            <ki>000000000000000000CFHhW0ZO0nayEXCt0bTH</ki> 
            <production_date>2019-11-20</production_date> 
            <tnved_code>9999999999</tnved_code> 
            <licences_list> 
                <licence> 
                    <number>12346796</number> 
                    <date>2021-07-07</date> 
                </licence> 
                <licence> 
                    <number>12346796</number> 
                    <date>2021-07-07</date> 
                </licence> 
            </licences_list> 
            <certificate_document_data> 
                <product> 
                    <certificate_type>STATE_REGISTRATION_CERTIFICATE</certificate_type> 
                    <certificate_number>1234</certificate_number> 
                    <certificate_date>2019-11-20</certificate_date> 
                </product> 
            </certificate_document_data> 
            <children> 
                <product> 
                    <kitu>000000000000000000CFHhW0ZO0nayEXCt0bTH</kitu> 
                    <production_date>2019-11-20</production_date> 
                    <tnved_code>9999999999</tnved_code> 
                    <children> 
                        <product> 
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                            <ki>000000000000000000CFHhW0ZO0nayEXCt0bTH</ki> 
                            <production_date>2019-11-20</production_date> 
                            <tnved_code>9999999999</tnved_code> 
                            <certificate_document_data> 
                                <product> 
                                    <certificate_type>STATE_REGISTRATION_CERTIFICATE</c
ertificate_type> 
                                    <certificate_number>1234</certificate_number> 
                                    <certificate_date>2019-11-20</certificate_date> 
                                    <well_number>44444444, 55555555, 66666666, 77777777
, 55-Т</well_number> 
                                </product> 
                            </certificate_document_data> 
                        </product> 
                    </children> 
                </product> 
            </children> 
        </product> 
    </products_list> 
</introduce_contract> 

 

2.2.3. Disposal 

Submission of the information is available for the “Tobacco products”, “Nicotine products” and “Alternative 
tobacco products” goods groups. 

Type of document: 

Type Description 

WRITE_OFF Disposal. JSON (MANUAL) 

Example of document body in * .json format: 

{ 
  "participantId": "1234567891", 
  "dropoutReason": "OWN_USE_EXCISE", 
  "address": "string", 
  "withChild": false, 
  "sntins": [ 
    "010462222222222221KKKKKKKKKKKKK", 
    "010462222222222221TTTTTTTTTTTTT", 
    "010461111111111121NNNNNNNNNNNNN" 
  ], 
  "sourceDocDate": "2022-02-22", 
  "sourceDocNum": "123" 
} 

Document parameters: 
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Parameter Type Mandatory Description Comment 

participantId string + INN of goods 
circulation 
participant 

 

dropoutReason string + Reason for 
writing off 

Possible values: 

DEFECT - damage/reject; 
EXPIRY - expiry; 
QA_SAMPLES - laboratory test samples; 
PRODUCT_RECALL - recall from market; 
COMPLAINTS - complaints; 
PRODUCT_TESTING - test samples; 
DEMO_SAMPLES - demo samples; 
DAMAGE_LOSS - loss; 
DESTRUCTION - destruction; 
LIQUIDATION - liquidation of business; 
CONFISCATION - confiscation; 
OWN_USE_EXCISE — Write-off for own purposes with 
payment of excise duties; 
BEFORE_MARKING — Disposal before mandatory 
marking; 
OTHER — other reason  

address string - Address The parameter is mandatory if a value of the “fiasId” 
parameter (“FIAS identifier”) is not specified 

fiasId string - FIAS identifier The parameter is mandatory if a value of the "address" 
parameter ("Address») is not specified 

withChild boolean - Indicator for 
writing-off of all 
nested elements 

Possible values: 

true — to write off an aggregate together with nested codes 
(default value); 
false — to write off an aggregate only 

sourceDocType string - Type of primary 
document 

Possible values: 

“DESTRUCTION_ACT” — “Certificate of destruction 
(loss / disposal)”; 
“OTHER” — “Other” 

sourceDocNum string + Source document 
number  

sourceDocDate string date + Source document 
date  

sourceDocName string - Name of primary 
document 

It is mandatory if a value of the "sourceDocType" ("Type of 
primary document") equals "OTHER" ("Other"). This 
parameter shall not be filled in if other values are specified. 
Length of value — from 1 to 255 characters, inclusive 

sntins array[string] + List of ICs 
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2.3. Short description of changes in True API methods 
 

1. “quantityInPack” (“Quantity of the units of consumption in the consumer packing”), 
“quantityInPackType” (“Measurement unit of attribute “Quantity of the units of consumption in the 
consumer packing” in the goods card in the NCMG”) response parameters will be implemented for the 
“Antiseptic/antibacterial skin cleansers and hand sanitizers”, “Biologically active food additives” goods 
groups in the method “Method of getting goods information by the goods GTIN” (/product/info) of 
version v4. 

2. In the “Method for getting document content by identifier” (v4/doc/{docId}/info) optional response 
parameters - “turnoverType” (“Circulation type”) will be added for all goods groups for which UTD 
(UNIVERSAL_TRANSFER_DOCUMENT), UTD(c) 
(UNIVERSAL_TRANSFER_DOCUMENT_FIX), UCD 
(UNIVERSAL_CORRECTION_DOCUMENT), universal cancellation document 
(UNIVERSAL_CANCEL_DOCUMENT) are available and “pageNumber” request parameter (“Limit on 
output of information on codes”) will be added for universal documents - UTD 
(UNIVERSAL_TRANSFER_DOCUMENT), UTD(c) 
(UNIVERSAL_TRANSFER_DOCUMENT_FIX), UCD 
(UNIVERSAL_CORRECTION_DOCUMENT, UCD(c) 
(UNIVERSAL_CORRECTION_DOCUMENT_FIX), transfer of the body (“body”) of the UTD 
(UNIVERSAL_TRANSFER_DOCUMENT), UTD(c) 
(UNIVERSAL_TRANSFER_DOCUMENT_FIX), UCD 
(UNIVERSAL_CORRECTION_DOCUMENT, UCD(c) 
(UNIVERSAL_CORRECTION_DOCUMENT_FIX), universal cancellation document 
(UNIVERSAL_CANCEL_DOCUMENT) is also being implemented in the method response. 

3. “Public method of receiving the subscriber identifier in EDM Lite” (/api/v3/true-api/edo/inn/{inn}) will 
be discontinued, but it will remain available until October 03, 2022. Instead of this method, it is 
recommended to use the method of version v4. 

4. “eliminationReason” response parameter (“Disposal reason”) will be added into “Method for getting 
document content by identifier” (/doc/{docId}/info) and “Method of receiving a list of documents 
loaded in TT GIS” (/doc/list). 

 

2.4. Modifications in True API methods  

2.4.1. Method of receiving publicly available information on identification codes by list 

The method returns details on the requested list of ICs / ICMs: one request can include either one or more ICs 
/ ICMs (not more than 1000). The method also returns information on ICs of the goods shipped from EEU 
countries, but not accepted by a goods circulation participant in the Russian Federation at the time of the 
information request. This method is not intended to verify information when scanning ICs via CRE at sale of 
marked goods. Codes of “Alternative tobacco products” and ‘Tobacco products” goods groups by blocks may 
be specified in the requests both with and without brackets. In responses the codes will always be in brackets. 
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Search for ICs with and without maximum retail sale price for packs and blocks is implemented for “Alternative 
tobacco products”, “Tobacco products”, “Nicotine products” goods groups. The method returns a positive 
result or error code 701 with its description for each successfully found IC. A non-zero (from 0 to 5000 rubles) 
maximum retail sale price search is performed for packs and blocks only if the maximum retail sale price is in 
their identification codes. If IC is specified with the maximum retail sale price, the maximum retail sale price 
value specified in IC will be additionally checked against the value (from 0 to 5000 rubles) in the database of 
the Government Track and Trace Information System, on the condition that the database contains this value. 
If the maximum retail sale price value does not match the value in the database, error code 701and its 
description will be returned in the response. If the database does not contain the maximum retail sale price 
value, the IC check shall be performed only on the basis of SGTIN (01 and 21 IDs). If the consumer package 
IC specified with the maximum retail sale price, crypto tail or other information is matched with the shipping 
package IC, the response will contain values for the consumer and shipping packages. 

IC with different structure can be specified in the request (with or without maximum retail sale price, crypto 

tail, brackets), IC information will be accepted and processed in the Government Track and Trace Information 

System regardless of IC format. If the IC specified in the request contains optional values (for more details, 

see the tables below in the column “Mandatory of indication in the code”), these values will be removed from 

the IC when the request is processed. 

Variability of structure of the ICs specified in the request: 

• for “Alternative tobacco products” goods group with “Pack” packing type:  

– GTIN + SN + maximum retail sale price + crypto tail; 

– [01] + GTIN + [21] + SN + [93] + crypto tail. 

Title Description Format 

Mandatory of 

indication in the code 

AI = '01' Code of the identification 

number of the product unit  

2 digits - 

GTIN Goods code 14 digits + 

AI = '21' Code of the serial number  2 digits - 

SN Serial number 7 lowercase and uppercase letters of the 

Latin alphabet, digits, special characters 

+ 

Maximum retail 

sale price 

Encoded maximum retail sale 

price 

4 lowercase and uppercase letters of the 

Latin alphabet, digits, special characters 

- 

AI = '93' Code of the company internal 

information  

2 digits - 

Crypto tail Verification code, crypto tail 4 lowercase and uppercase letters of the 

Latin alphabet, digits, special characters 

- 
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• for “Nicotine products” goods group with “Pack” packing type: GTIN + SN + maximum retail sale price 

+ crypto tail; 

Title Description Format 

Mandatory of indication 

in the code 

GTIN Goods code 14 digits + 

SN Serial number 7 lowercase and uppercase letters of the Latin 

alphabet, digits, special characters 

+ 

Maximum retail 

sale price 

Encoded maximum retail 

sale price 

4 lowercase and uppercase letters of the Latin 

alphabet, digits, special characters 

- 

Crypto tail Verification code, crypto 

tail 

4 lowercase and uppercase letters of the Latin 

alphabet, digits, special characters 

- 

• for “Tobacco products” goods group with “Pack” packing type: GTIN + SN + maximum retail sale price 

+ crypto tail; 

Title Description Format 

Mandatory of indication 

in the code 

GTIN Goods code 14 digits + 

SN Serial number 7 lowercase and uppercase letters of the Latin 

alphabet, digits, special characters 

+ 

Maximum retail 

sale price 

Encoded maximum retail 

sale price 

4 lowercase and uppercase letters of the Latin 

alphabet, digits, special characters 

- 

Crypto tail Verification code, crypto 

tail 

4 lowercase and uppercase letters of the Latin 

alphabet, digits, special characters 

- 

• for “Alternative tobacco products” goods group with “Block” packing type: [01] + GTIN + [21] + SN 
+ [93] + crypto tail; 

Title Description Format Mandatory of 
indication in the 
code 

Comment 

AI = 
'01' 

Code of the identification 
number of the product unit 

2 digits, round brackets + It can be with  round 
brackets - (01) or 
without - 01 

GTIN Goods code 14 digits + 
 

AI = 
'21' 

Code of the serial number 2 digits, round brackets + It can be with  round 
brackets - (21) or 
without - 21 

SN Serial number 7 lowercase and uppercase letters of 
the Latin alphabet, digits, special 
characters 

+ 
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Title Description Format Mandatory of 
indication in the 
code 

Comment 

AI = 
'93' 

Code of the company 
internal information 

2 digits, round brackets - It can be with  round 
brackets - (93) or 
without - 93 

Crypto 
tail 

Verification code, crypto 
tail 

From 0 to 90 lowercase and uppercase 
letters of the Latin alphabet, digits, 
special characters 

- 
 

• for “Nicotine products” goods group with “Block” or “Set” packing type:  [01] + GTIN + [21] + SN + 
[8005] + maximum retail sale price + [91/93] + crypto tail; 

Title Description Format 

Mandatory of 

indication in the 

code Comment 

AI = '01' Code of the 

identification number of 

the product unit 

2 digits, round brackets  + It can be with round 

brackets - (01) or 

without - 01  

GTIN Goods code 14 digits +  

AI = '21' Code of the serial 

number 

2 digits, round brackets + It can be with round 

brackets - (21) or 

without - 21 

SN Serial number 7 lowercase and uppercase letters 

of the Latin alphabet, digits, 

special characters 

+  

AI = '8005' Code of the product unit 

price 

4 digits, round brackets - It can be with round 

brackets - (8005) or 

without - 8005 

Maximum 

retail sale 

price 

Encoded maximum retail 

sale price of the blocks 

6 digits -  

AI = '91'/AI = 

'93' 

Code of the company 

internal information 

2 digits, round brackets - It can be with round 

brackets (91)/(93) or 

without 91/93 

Crypto tail Verification code, crypto 

tail 

From 0 to 90 lowercase and 

uppercase letters of the Latin 

alphabet, digits, special characters 

-  

• for “Tobacco products” goods group with “Block” packing type: [01] + GTIN + [21] + SN + [8005] + 

maximum retail sale price + [91/93] + crypto tail + [240] + ADDITIONAL ID. 
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Title Description Format 

Mandatory of 

indication in the 

code Comment 

AI = '01' Code of the 

identification number of 

the product unit 

2 digits, round brackets + It can be with round 

brackets - (01) or 

without - 01 

GTIN Goods code 14 digits +  

AI = '21' Code of the serial 

number 

2 digits, round brackets + It can be with round 

brackets - (21) or 

without - 21 

SN Serial number 7 lowercase and uppercase letters 

of the Latin alphabet, digits, 

special characters 

+  

AI = '8005' Code of the product unit 

price 

4 digits, round brackets - It can be with round 

brackets - (8005) or 

without - 8005 

Maximum retail 

sale price 

Encoded maximum 

retail sale price 

6 digits -  

AI = '91'/AI = '93' Code of the company 

internal information 

2 digits, round brackets - It can be with round 

brackets (91)/(93) or 

without 91/93 

Crypto tail Verification code, 

crypto tail 

From 0 to 90 lowercase and 

uppercase letters of the Latin 

alphabet, digits, special 

characters 

-  

AI = '240' Code of additional 

product identification  

3 digits, round brackets - It can be with round 

brackets - (240) or 

without - 240 

ADDITIONAL 

ID 

Additional product 

identifier  

From 0 to 30 lowercase and 

uppercase letters of the Latin 

alphabet, digits, special 

characters 

-  

Type of privacy: with authorization token  

Public information: 

• IC / ICM data; 

• Manufacturer data; 
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• Date and time of manufacture; 

• Current status in circulation; 

• current owner. 

Method: POST 

Parameters of the request string: 
Parameter Type Mandatory Description Comment 

pg string - Goods group This parameter is mandatory for the goods groups: 
“beer” — “Beer, beer-based and low-alcohol beverages”; 
“furs” — “Products made of real fur” 

Request body example: 
[ 

   "010460000000000021LLLLLLLLLLLLL" 

] 

Request body parameters: 
Parameter Type Mandatory Description Comment 

cis array[string] + IC / ICM array Not more than 1000 ICs in the array 

Response example: 

1. If successful: 
  [ 

   { 
      "cisInfo":{ 
         "requestedCis":"string", 
         "cis":"string", 
         "gtin":"string", 
         "producerInn":"string", 
         "status":"string", 
         "statusExt":"string", 
         "emissionDate":0, 
         "producedDate":0, 
         "packageType":"string", 
         "ownerInn":"string", 
         "brand":"string", 
         "tnVed":"string", 
         "tnVed10":"string", 
         "productName":"string", 
         "emissionType":"string", 
         "parent":"string", 
         "childs":[ 
            "string" 
         ], 
         "maxRetailPrice":0, 
         "markWithdraw":true, 
         "certDoc":[ 
            { 
               "date":"2021-07-15", 
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               "type":"string", 
               "number":"string" 
            } 
         ], 
         "cisTrackingType":"string", 
         "productGroup":"string", 
         "productGroupId":12, 
         "withDrawReason":"string", 
         "productionDate": "string", 
         "turnoverType":"string" 
      } 
   } 
] 

2. If failed: 

  2.1. Code 200 when indicating several ICs or aggregates in the request, if at least one successful 
response is returned or for all ICs and aggregates, different errors are returned. 

  [ 
   { 
      "cisInfo":{ 
         "requestedCis":"<КМ из запроса>", 
         "cis":"<Уникальный КМ потенциального типа упаковки>", 
         "gtin":"<GTIN>", //При наличии GTIN, при отсутствии указывается "" 
         "packageType":"<Тип упаковки>" //При наличии типа упаковки, при отсутств
ии указывается null 
      }, 
      "errorMessage":"КМ/КИ не найден", 
      "errorCode":"404" 
   }, 
   { 
      "cisInfo":{ 
         "requestedCis":"<КМ из запроса>", 
         "cis":"<Уникальный КМ потенциального типа упаковки>", 
         "gtin":"<GTIN>", //При наличии GTIN, при отсутствии указывается "" 
         "packageType":"<Тип упаковки>" //При наличии типа упаковки, при отсутств
ии указывается null 
      }, 
      "errorMessage":"Отсутствует ответ системы", 
      "errorCode":"504" 
   } 
] 

  2.2. Code 400 If IC list in the request body is empty: 

  { 
   "error_message":"В запросе не указан ни один КМ" 
} 

  2.3. Code 400 If the request body is missing: 

  { 
   "error_message":"Required request body is missing: public org.springframework.
http.ResponseEntity ru.crpt.trueapi.controller.motp.CisesController.getCisesInfoB
yCodeList(java.util.List<java.lang.string>)" 
} 
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  2.4. Code 400 if * .json structure in the request body is incorrect: 

  { 
   "error_message":"JSON parse error: Cannot deserialize instance of `java.util.A
rrayList` out of START_OBJECT token; nested exception is com.fasterxml.jackson.da
tabind.exc.MismatchedInputException: Cannot deserialize instance of `java.util.Ar
rayList` out of START_OBJECT token\n at [Source: (PushbackInputStream); line: 1, 
column: 1]" 
} 

  2.5. Code 401 when authorization failed, if invalid token is specified: 

  { 
   "error_message":"Авторизация не пройдена" 
} 

  2.6. Code 403, in case if contract is not signed, if error 403 is returned for IC and aggregates: 

  { 
   "error_message":"Отсутствует действующий договор по ТГ" 
} 

  2.7. Code 404 If ICs are unknown: 

  [ 
   { 
      "cisInfo":{ 
         "requestedCis":"<КМ из запроса>", 
         "cis":"<Уникальный КМ потенциального типа упаковки>", 
         "gtin":"<GTIN>", //При наличии GTIN, при отсутствии указывается "" 
         "packageType":"<Тип упаковки>" //При наличии типа упаковки, при отсутств
ии указывается null 
      }, 
      "errorMessage":"КМ/КИ не найден", 
      "errorCode":"404" 
   } 
] 

  2.8. Code 404 If non-existing ICs are indicated in the request: 

  [ 
   { 
      "cisInfo":{ 
         "requestedCis":"<КМ из запроса>", 
         "cis":"<Уникальный КМ потенциального типа упаковки>", 
         "gtin":"<GTIN>", //При наличии GTIN, при отсутствии указывается "" 
         "packageType":"<Тип упаковки>" //При наличии типа упаковки, при отсутств
ии указывается null 
      }, 
      "errorMessage":"КМ/КИ не найден", 
      "errorCode":"404" 
   } 
] 

  2.9. Code 404 If ICs without goods codes and shipping package codes not found in the goods group are 
indicated in the request: 
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  [ 
   { 
      "cisInfo":{ 
         "requestedCis":"<КМ из запроса>", 
         "cis":"<Уникальный КМ потенциального типа упаковки>", 
         "gtin":"<GTIN>", //При наличии GTIN, при отсутствии указывается "" 
         "packageType":"<Тип упаковки>" //При наличии типа упаковки, при отсутств
ии указывается null 
      }, 
      "errorMessage":"КМ/КИ не найден", 
      "errorCode":"404" 
   } 
] 

  2.10. Code 422 if information cannot be returned for IC, because consent of the current IC owner is 
missing: 

  { 
   "error_message":"Отсутствует доступ к сведениям" 
} 

  2.11. Code 504 If Request contains more than one ICs or aggregates - error of all ICs and aggregates 
that the server does not return a response: 

  { 
   "error_message":"Отсутствует ответ системы" 
} 

  2.12. Code 701 in case when IC with the maximum retail sale price, which does not correspond to the 
maximum retail sale price specified in the database of the Government Track and Trace Information 
System for this IC, is specified in the request (for “Alternative tobacco products”, “Tobacco products”, 
“Nicotine products” goods groups): 

  [ 
   { 
      "cisInfo":{ 
         "requestedCis":"<КМ из запроса>", 
         "cis":"<Уникальный КМ потенциального типа упаковки>", 
         "gtin":"<GTIN>", 
         "packageType":"<Тип упаковки>", 
     // Остальные параметры КМ 
      }, 
      "errorMessage":"МРЦ в ГИС отличается от МРЦ указанного в запросе КМ", 
      "errorCode":"701" 
   } 
] 

Response parameters: 

Parameter Type Mandatory Description Comment 

cisInfo array - List of ICs / 
ICMs  
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Parameter Type Mandatory Description Comment 

*applicationDate string (date-
time) 

- Date of 
application 

Returns in yyyy-MM-ddTHH:mm:ss.SSS’Z 
format. The parameter does not return for SPIC 
and ACS 

*introducedDate string (date-
time) 

- Date of 
introduction into 
circulation 

Returns in yyyy-MM-ddTHH:mm:ss.SSS’Z format 

*requestedCis string + IC / ICM from 
the request 

If the parameter is included in the response. ICM 
for the “Products made of real fur” goods group 
corresponds to a 20-character template: 
(RU|AM|BY|KZ|KG)[-]{1}[A-Z0-9]{6}[-]{1}[A-
Z0-9]{10}. Example: RU-430302-AAA7064491 

*cis string - IC / ICM from 
the response 

The parameter does not return for the aggregates 
with "DISAGGREGATION" ("Disaggregated") 
status. 

ICM for the “Products made of real fur” goods 
group corresponds to a 20-character template: 
(RU|AM|BY|KZ|KG)[-]{1}[A-Z0-9]{6}[-]{1}[A-
Z0-9]{10}. Example: RU-430302-AAA7064491 

*gtin string - Goods code If the goods code is less than 14 symbols, then it 
shall be completed with leading zeros 

*tnVedEaes string - 10-digit FEACN 
code  

*tnVedEaesGroup string - 4-digit FEACN 
code  

*productName string - Product name 
 

*productGroupId number - goods group 
identifier  

*productGroup string - Name of the 
goods group  

*brand string - Brand 
 

*producedDate string (date-
time) 

- Date of 
production 

It returns in yyyy-MM-ddTHH:mm:ss.SSS’Z 
format. The parameter does not return for SPIC 
and ACS (except for “Alternative tobacco 
products”, “Nicotine products”, “Tobacco 
products” goods groups) 

*generalPackageType string + Common type 
of the package 

Possible values: 

UNIT — consumer package identification code; 
GROUP — group package; 
ATK — aggregated customs code; 
BUNDLE — bundle; 
SET — set; 
BOX — shipping package. 
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Parameter Type Mandatory Description Comment 

If parameter value = “АТК” or “BOX”, the 
following parameters will not be returned in the 
response: “tnVedEaes” (“10-digit FEACN code”), 
“tnVedEaesGroup” (“4-digit FEACN code”), 
“productName” (“Product name”), “brand” 
(“Brand”). 

If packing type is missing, value=null 

*emissionDate string (date-
time) 

- Emission date Returns in yyyy-MM-ddTHH:mm:ss.SSS’Z format 

*emissionType string - Emission type Possible values: 
LOCAL – Made in the Russian Federation; 
FOREIGN – Imported into the Russian Federation; 
REMAINS – Remains marking; 
CROSSBORDER – Imported from EEU countries 

*packageType string + Code of packing 
type 

See "Catalog - Types of packing" 

*ownerInn string - INN of the 
goods owner  

*ownerName string - Name of the 
goods owner  

*status string + IC / ICM status 
code 

See “Catalog – IC statuses” 

*statusEx string - Current 
extended IC / 
ICM status 

See “Catalog – IC statuses”. “EMPTY” (“No 
value”) value will be returned if IC / ICM does not 
have extended status 

*producerInn string - INN of 
manufacturer  

*producerName string - Name of 
manufacturer 

This information for SPIC is only available for 
“Tobacco products”, “Nicotine products” and 
“Alternative tobacco products” goods groups 

*markWithdraw boolean - Retail sale by 
receipt from 
non-owner of 
the IC / ICM 
has been 
recorded 

Retail sale by receipt from non-owner of the IC has 
been recorded. The parameter returns only for 
“Alternative tobacco products”, “Footwear”, 
“Tobacco products” goods groups. If a request is 
performed without a token, the parameter is not 
included in the response. INN of the last seller 
shall be specified 

*turnoverType string - Goods 
circulation type 

Possible values: 

SELLING - sale; 
COMMISSION - commission; 
AGENT - agent; 
CONTRACT - transfer under ACS; 
CONTRACT_RETURN - return under ACS 
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Parameter Type Mandatory Description Comment 

*certDoc string - Document on 
mandatory 
certification 

Array will not be returned in the response if there is 
no information on permitting documents for IC / 
ICM  

**type string - Type of the 
document on 
mandatory 
certification 

Possible values: 

CONFORMITY_CERTIFICATE - certificate of 
conformity; 
CONFORMITY_DECLARATION - declaration of 
conformity; 
STATE_REGISTRATION_CERTIFICATE - state 
registration certificate 

**number string - Number of 
document on 
mandatory 
certification 

 

**date string(date) - Date of issue of 
document on 
mandatory 
certification 

Format: yyyy.MM.dd 

*wellNumber string - Water well 
number 

It returns for the “Packaged water” goods group 

*child array 
[string] 

- Child IC in the 
aggregate, if 
available (single 
layer only) 

 

*parent string - Parent IC 
 

*volumeSpecialPack string - Actual volume 
of the released 
products, l 

 

It returns for the “Beer, beer-based and low-
alcohol beverages” goods group 

*maxRetailPrice number - Maximum retail 
sale price 

It returns for “Tobacco products”, “Nicotine 
products” and “Alternative tobacco products” 
goods groups for packs and blocks only. If a block 
or a pack has no maximum retail sale price, the 
parameter will not be returned. For a block, the 
value = maxRetailPrice*pcs in block. In the 
absence of information in the database, “NULL” 
will be displayed 

*producerInn string - INN of the 
Russian 
manufacturer 
for “Tobacco 
products”, 
“Alternative 
tobacco 
products” goods 
groups 

It returns only for SPIC of ‘Alternative tobacco 
products’ and ‘Tobacco products’ goods groups, it 
is not returned for other goods groups 
independently of SPIC status or method privacy 
type 
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Parameter Type Mandatory Description Comment 

*producerName string - Name of 
manufacturer 
from the 
Russian 
Federation 

It returns only for SPIC of ‘Alternative tobacco 
products’ and ‘Tobacco products’ goods groups, it 
is not returned for other goods groups 
independently of SPIC status or method privacy 
type 

*agentInn string - INN of an agent Returns only if a participant is an agent or ICs 
belong to the agent. Temporary solution before 
agent commission scheme is implemented in the 
UTD 

*prVetDocument string - ID of 
production 
AVD (for 
products 
manufactured in 
the Russian 
Federation) or 
ID of transport 
AVD (for 
products 
manufactured 
outside the 
Russian 
Federation) 

Mandatory parameter for “Dairy Products” goods 
group 

*exporterName string - Name of the 
exporter  

*expirationDate string (date-
time) 

- Expiry date It returns only for the “Dairy Products” goods 
group 

*productWeightGr integer - Weight of 
manufactured 
products 

It returns only for the “Dairy Products” goods 
group in grams, the first three digits are the values 
of kg, the last three digits - tenth, hundredth, 
thousandth. For example: “productWeightGr”: 
"001234" means 1234 grams or 1.234 kg 

*isVarQuantity boolean - Attribute of 
variable weight 

It returns only for the “Dairy Products” goods 
group 

*partialSaleInfo object - Object of 
parameters of 
partial 
withdrawal 

Returns for “Alternative tobacco products” 
(amount in pieces) and “Perfume and eau de 
toilette” (bulk products, volume in ml) goods 
groups 

**innerUnitCount number - Total number 
(volume) of 
goods in 
consumer 
package 

A parameter value is quantity/volume of goods in 
consumer package/goods item 

**soldUnitCount number - Quantity 
(volume) of 
goods 
withdrawn from 

The parameter value is the number of units 
withdrawn from circulation (including from non-
owners) from all receipts. Goods circulation 
participant can see information only on its own 
receipts. FEA can see information on all receipts 
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Parameter Type Mandatory Description Comment 

circulation via 
IC 

**rest number - Quantity 
(volume) of 
goods available 
for withdrawal 
from circulation 
via IC 

The parameter value is the estimated 
quantity/volume of remaining in the consumer 
package/unit of the goods of the units of 
consumption/ml of the goods after sales by all 
goods circulation participants. Goods circulation 
participant can see information only on its own 
receipts. FEA can see information on all receipts 

**correctRest boolean - Correctness of 
goods balance 

Indicator of the correctness of the balance of the 
goods after the goods have been withdrawn from 
circulation: false - sold or returned more than the 
excepted quantity/ volume of goods; true - sold or 
returned within the excepted quantity/volume of 
goods. 

The sale of goods in the amount exceeding the 
declared one, as well as the excess of the goods 
remains by more than 8 % are considered incorrect 
for “Perfume and eau de toilette” goods group 
(bulk products) 

*expirations array[object] - Array of 
expiration dates 

It returns only for the “Dairy Products” goods 
group if several expiration dates are specified in 
the goods card in the NCMG and in the MC 
application report in the OMS 

**expirationStorageDate string - Expiry date It returns only for the “Dairy Products” goods 
group if several expiration dates are specified in 
the application report in the OMS. Format: yyyy-
MM-ddTHH:mm:ss.SSSZ 

**storageConditionId integer - Identifier of 
storage 
condition 

It returns only for the “Dairy Products” goods 
group if identifier of the storage condition is 
specified in the goods card in the NCMG 

**storageConditionName string - Description of 
storage 
conditions 

It returns only for the “Dairy Products” goods 
group if description of the storage conditions is 
specified in the goods card in the NCMG. A format 
of the value corresponds to one specified in the 
NCMG, taking into account the extended 
information specified according to the label on the 
package. Example: "120 days at storage 
temperature 0°C  and relative humidity from 80% 
to 85% inclusive" 

*withdrawReason string - Withdrawal 
reason 

See "Catalog - Disposal Reasons". If 
"withdrawReason" ("Disposal reason") = 
"OTHER" ("Any other"), the reason will be 
returned in additional parameter 
"withdrawReasonOther" ("Manually entered 
disposal reason") 
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Parameter Type Mandatory Description Comment 

*withdrawReasonOther string - Manually 
entered disposal 
reason 

It returns if "withdrawReason" ("Disposal reason") 
= "OTHER" ("Any other") 

errorMessage string - Error message See “Catalog - Response statuses” The parameter 
returns in case of error 

errorCode string - Error code The parameter returns in case of error 

*licences array[object] - Array of subsoil 
licenses 

The parameter value will return for the “Packaged 
water” goods group 

**licenceNumber string - Number of 
subsoil license 

It returns for the “Packaged water” goods group 

**licenceDate string date - License issue 
date 

It returns for the “Packaged water” goods group in 
format of yyyy-MM-ddTHH:mm:ss.SSSZ 

 

2.4.2. Method for receiving publicly available brief information about ICs by list 

The method returns information on a list of requested ICs / ICMs, even for disaggregated aggregates: several 
ICs / ICMs can be indicated in one request. This method is not intended to verify information when scanning 
ICs / ICMs via CRE at sale of marked goods. 

ICM for the “Products made of real fur” goods group shall be indicated in the requests in line with a 20-
character template: (RU|AM|BY|KZ|KG)[-]{1}[A-Z0-9]{6}[-]{1}[A-Z0-9]{10}. Example: RU-430302-
AAA7064491. 

Search for ICs with and without maximum retail sale price for packs and blocks is implemented for “Alternative 
tobacco products”, “Tobacco products”, “Nicotine products” goods groups. The method returns the response 
only on successfully found ICs.  A non-zero maximum retail sale price  (from 0 to 5000 rubles) search is 
performed for packs and blocks only if the maximum retail sale price is in their identification codes. If IC is 
specified with the maximum retail sale price, the maximum retail sale price value specified in IC will be 
additionally checked against the value (from 0 to 5000 rubles) in the database of the Government Track and 
Trace Information System, on the condition that the database contains this value. If the maximum retail sale 
price value does not match the value in the database, error code will not be returned in the response. If the 
database does not contain the maximum retail sale price value, the IC check shall be performed only on the 
basis of SGTIN (01 and 21 IDs). 

IC with different structure can be specified in the request (with or without maximum retail sale price, crypto 

tail, brackets), IC information will be accepted and processed in the Government Track and Trace Information 

System regardless of IC format. If the IC specified in the request contains optional values (for more details, 

see the tables below in the column “Mandatory of indication in the code”), these values will be removed from 

the IC when the request is processed. 

Variability of structure of the ICs specified in the request: 

• for “Alternative tobacco products” goods group with “Pack” packing type:  
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– GTIN + SN + maximum retail sale price + crypto tail; 

– [01] + GTIN + [21] + SN + [93] + crypto tail. 

Title Description Format 

Mandatory of 

indication in the code 

AI = '01' Code of the identification 

number of the product unit 

2 digits - 

GTIN Goods code 14 digits + 

AI = '21' Code of the serial number 2 digits - 

SN Serial number 7 lowercase and uppercase letters of the 

Latin alphabet, digits, special characters 

+ 

Maximum retail 

sale price 

Encoded maximum retail sale 

price 

4 lowercase and uppercase letters of the 

Latin alphabet, digits, special characters 

- 

AI = '93' Code of the company internal 

information 

2 digits - 

Crypto tail Verification code, crypto tail 4 lowercase and uppercase letters of the 

Latin alphabet, digits, special characters 

- 

• for “Nicotine products” goods group with “Pack” packing type: GTIN + SN +  maximum retail sale price 

+ crypto tail; 

Title Description Format 

Mandatory of indication 

in the code 

GTIN Goods code 14 digits + 

SN Serial number 7 lowercase and uppercase letters of the Latin 

alphabet, digits, special characters 

+ 

Maximum retail 

sale price 

Encoded maximum retail 

sale price 

4 lowercase and uppercase letters of the Latin 

alphabet, digits, special characters 

- 

Crypto tail Verification code, crypto 

tail 

4 lowercase and uppercase letters of the Latin 

alphabet, digits, special characters 

- 

• for “Tobacco products” goods group with “Pack” packing type: GTIN + SN + maximum retail sale price 

+ crypto tail; 

Title Description Format 

Mandatory of indication 

in the code 

GTIN Goods code 14 digits + 

SN Serial number 7 lowercase and uppercase letters of the Latin 

alphabet, digits, special characters 

+ 
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Title Description Format 

Mandatory of indication 

in the code 

Maximum retail 

sale price 

Encoded maximum retail 

sale price 

4 lowercase and uppercase letters of the Latin 

alphabet, digits, special characters 

- 

Crypto tail Verification code, crypto 

tail 

4 lowercase and uppercase letters of the Latin 

alphabet, digits, special characters 

- 

• for “Alternative tobacco products” goods group with “Block” packing type: [01] + GTIN + [21] + SN 
+ [93] + crypto tail; 

Title Description Format Mandatory of 
indication in the 
code 

Comment 

AI = 
'01' 

Code of the identification 
number of the product unit 

2 digits, round brackets + It can be with  round 
brackets - (01) or 
without - 01 

GTIN Goods code 14 digits + 
 

AI = 
'21' 

Code of the serial number 2 digits, round brackets + It can be with  round 
brackets - (21) or 
without - 21 

SN Serial number 7 lowercase and uppercase letters of 
the Latin alphabet, digits, special 
characters 

+ 
 

AI = 
'93' 

Code of the company 
internal information 

2 digits, round brackets - It can be with  round 
brackets - (93) or 
without - 93 

Crypto 
tail 

Verification code, crypto 
tail 

From 0 to 90 lowercase and uppercase 
letters of the Latin alphabet, digits, 
special characters 

- 
 

• for “Nicotine products” goods group with “Block” and “Set” packing type: 

 [01] + GTIN + [21] + SN + [8005] + maximum retail sale price + [91/93] + crypto tail; 

Title Description Format 

Mandatory of 

indication in the 

code Comment 

AI = '01' Code of the 

identification number of 

the product unit 

2 digits, round brackets + It can be with round 

brackets - (01) or 

without - 01 

GTIN Goods code 14 digits +  
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Title Description Format 

Mandatory of 

indication in the 

code Comment 

AI = '21' Code of the serial 

number 

2 digits, round brackets + It can be with round 

brackets - (21) or 

without - 21 

SN Serial number 7 lowercase and uppercase letters 

of the Latin alphabet, digits, 

special characters 

+  

AI = '8005' Code of the product unit 

price 

4 digits, round brackets - It can be with round 

brackets - (8005) or 

without - 8005 

Maximum 

retail sale 

price 

Encoded maximum retail 

sale price of the blocks 

6 digits -  

AI = '91'/AI = 

'93' 

Code of the company 

internal information 

2 digits, round brackets - It can be with round 

brackets (91)/(93) or 

without 91/93 

Crypto tail Verification code, crypto 

tail 

From 0 to 90 lowercase and 

uppercase letters of the Latin 

alphabet, digits, special characters 

-  

• for “Tobacco products” goods group with “Block” packing type: [01] + GTIN + [21] + SN + [8005] + 

maximum retail sale price + [91/93] + crypto tail + [240] + ADDITIONAL ID. 

Title Description Format 

Mandatory of 

indication in the 

code Comment 

AI = '01' Code of the 

identification number of 

the product unit 

2 digits, round brackets + It can be with round 

brackets - (01) or 

without - 01 

GTIN Goods code 14 digits +  

AI = '21' Code of the serial 

number 

2 digits, round brackets + It can be with round 

brackets - (21) or 

without - 21 

SN Serial number 7 lowercase and uppercase letters 

of the Latin alphabet, digits, 

special characters 

+  
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Title Description Format 

Mandatory of 

indication in the 

code Comment 

AI = '8005' Code of the product unit 

price 

4 digits, round brackets - It can be with round 

brackets - (8005) or 

without - 8005 

Maximum retail 

sale price 

Encoded maximum 

retail sale price 

6 digits -  

AI = '91'/AI = '93' Code of the company 

internal information 

2 digits, round brackets - It can be with round 

brackets (91)/(93) or 

without 91/93 

Crypto tail Verification code, 

crypto tail 

From 0 to 90 lowercase and 

uppercase letters of the Latin 

alphabet, digits, special 

characters 

-  

AI = '240' Code of additional 

product identification 

3 digits, round brackets - It can be with round 

brackets - (240) or 

without - 240 

ADDITIONAL 

ID 

Additional product 

identifier 

From 0 to 30 lowercase and 

uppercase letters of the Latin 

alphabet, digits, special 

characters 

-  

Type of privacy: 

1. By authorization token  

Public information: 

• IC data; 

• manufacturer data; 

• date and time of manufacture; 

• current status in circulation; 

• current owner - displayed only to owner, FEA, Operator-CRPT, and Administrator. 

Method: POST 

Request example for public type of privacy: 

Request parameters: 
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Parameter Type Mandatory Description Comment 

values array[string] + List of ICs The list can contain from 1 to 35 (demo environment) – 50 (production 
environment) ICs/SPICs/ICMs. A list of ICs / ICMs has the following 
format: <URL>?values=<cis1>[&values=<cisN>] 

ICM for the “Products made of real fur” goods group shall be indicated 
in line with a 20-character template: (RU|AM|BY|KZ|KG)[-]{1}[A-Z0-
9]{6}[-]{1}[A-Z0-9]{10}. Example: RU-430302-AAA7064491 

pg string - Goods 
group 

The parameter shall be specified for the following goods group: 
"furs" — "Products made of real fur" 

Response example: 

1. If successful: 

  [ 
   { 
      "requestedCis":"string", 
      "cis":"string", 
      "status":"string", 
      "statusEx":"string", 
      "gtin":"string", 
      "productName":"string", 
      "productGroup":"string", 
      "productGroupId":0, 
      "producedDate":0, 
      "packageType":"string", 
      "producerInn":"string", 
      "producerName":"string", 
      "emissionDate":0, 
      "emissionType":"string", 
      "ownerInn":"string", 
      "ownerName":"string", 
      "tnVedEaes":"string", 
      "tnVedEaesGroup":"string", 
      "parent":"string", 
      "agentInn":"string", 
      "child":[ 
         "string" 
      ], 
      "maxRetailPrice":0, 
      "partialSaleInfo":{ 
         "soldUnitCount":0, 
         "rest":0, 
         "correctRest":true, 
         "innerUnitCount":0 
      }, 
      "cisTrackingType":"string", 
      "withdrawReason":"string", 
      "turnoverType":"string", 
      "productionDate":"string" 
   } 
] 
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2 If failed: 

  2.1. Code 400 If mandatory parameter is missing: 

  { 
   "error_message":"Отсутствует обязательный параметр: values" 
} 

  2.2. Code 404 If the specified IC is not found: 

  { 
   "error_message":"КИ не найдены" 
} 

Response parameters: 

Parameter Type Mandatory Description Comment 

applicationDate string (date-
time) 

- Date of 
application 

Returns in yyyy-MM-ddTHH:mm:ss.SSS’Z 
format. The parameter does not return for SPIC, 
ACC 

introducedDate string (date-
time) 

- Date of 
introduction into 
circulation 

Returns in yyyy-MM-ddTHH:mm:ss.SSS’Z 
format 

productWeightGr integer - Weight of 
manufactured 
products 

It returns only for the “Dairy Products” goods 
group in grams, the first three digits are the values 
of kg, the last three digits - tenth, hundredth, 
thousandth. For example: “productWeightGr”: 
"001234" means 1234 grams or 1.234 kg 

isVarQuantity boolean - Attribute of 
variable weight 

It returns only for “Dairy Products” goods group 

requestedCis string - IC / ICM from 
the request 

If the parameter is included in the response 

cis string + IC / ICM 
 

status string + IC / ICM status 
code 

See “Catalog – IC statuses” 

gtin string - Goods code If the goods code is less than 14 symbols, then it 
shall be completed with leading zeros 

tnVedEaes string - 10-digit FEACN 
code  

tnVedEaesGroup string - EEU FEACN 
code of goods 
item 

 

productName string - Product name 
 

producedDate string (date-
time) 

- Date of 
production 

It returns in yyyy-MM-ddTHH:mm:ss.SSS’Z 
format. The parameter does not return for SPIC 
and ACS (except for “Alternative tobacco 
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Parameter Type Mandatory Description Comment 

products”, “Nicotine products”, “Tobacco 
products” goods groups) 

emissionDate string (date-
time) 

+ IC / ICM 
emission date 

Returns in yyyy-MM-ddTHH:mm:ss.SSS’Z 
format 

emissionType string - Emission type See "Catalog – Types of IC emission" 

packageType string + Code of packing 
type 

See "Catalog - Types of packing" 

generalPackageType string - Common type of 
the package 

Possible values: 

UNIT — consumer package identification code; 
GROUP — group package; 
ATK — aggregated customs code; 
BUNDLE — bundle; 
SET — set; 
BOX — shipping package. 

If parameter value = “АТК” or “BOX”, the 
following parameters will not be returned in the 
response: “tnVedEaes” (“10-digit FEACN code”), 
“tnVedEaesGroup” (“EEU FEACN code of goods 
item”), “productName” (“Product name”). 

If packing type is missing, value=null 

producerInn string - INN of Russian 
manufacturer 

It returns only for the aggregates of the following 
goods groups: “Tobacco products”, “Nicotine 
products” and “Alternative tobacco products” 

producerName string - Name of 
manufacturer 

It returns only for the aggregates of the following 
goods groups: “Tobacco products”, “Nicotine 
products” and “Alternative tobacco products” 

ownerInn string - INN of the goods 
owner 

This parameter returns only to the product owner, 
FEA and Operator. Display of owner data is set by 
configuration parameter. 

ownerName string - Name of the 
goods owner 

This parameter returns only to the product owner, 
FEA and Operator. Display of owner data is set by 
configuration parameter. 

parent string - Parent IC 
 

volumeSpecialPack string - Actual volume of 
the released 
products, l 

It returns for the “Beer, beer-based and low-alcohol 
beverages” goods group 

agentInn string - INN of the agent This parameter is deprecated. It will return for the 
specified INN of the agent only if the goods have 
been initially transferred to the agent by means of 
direct information submission 

child array [string] - List of child ICs 
in aggregate The parameter is returned for all goods groups. It 

returns for disaggregated aggregates for all goods 
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Parameter Type Mandatory Description Comment 

groups except “Alternative tobacco products”, 
“Tobacco products”, “Nicotine products”  

productGroupId integer - goods group 
identifier 

The parameter is returned for all goods groups. It 
returns for disaggregated aggregates for all goods 
groups except “Alternative tobacco products”, 
“Tobacco products”, “Nicotine products”. See 
“Catalog - List of supported goods groups” 

productGroup string - Name of the 
goods group 

The parameter is returned for all goods groups. It 
returns for disaggregated aggregates for all goods 
groups except “Alternative tobacco products”, 
“Tobacco products”, “Nicotine products”. See 
“Catalog - List of supported goods groups” 

*maxRetailPrice number - Maximum retail 
sale price 

It returns for “Tobacco products”, “Nicotine 
products” and “Alternative tobacco products” 
goods groups for packs and blocks only. If a block 
or a pack has no maximum retail sale price, the 
parameter will not be returned. For a block, the 
value = maxRetailPrice*pcs in block. In the 
absence of information in the database, NULL will 
be displayed 

partialSaleInfo object - Object of 
parameters of 
partial 
withdrawal 

Returns for GGs “Alternative tobacco products” 
(amount in pieces) and “Perfume and eau de 
toilette” (bulk products, amount in ml) 

*innerUnitCount number - Total number 
(volume) of 
goods in 
consumer 
package 

Parameter value is quantity/volume of goods in 
consumer package/goods item 

*soldUnitCount number - Quantity 
(volume) of 
goods withdrawn 
from circulation 
via IC 

The parameter value is the number of units 
withdrawn from circulation (including from non-
owners) from all receipts. GCP can see 
information only on its own receipts. FEA can see 
information on all receipts 

*rest number - Quantity 
(volume) of 
goods available 
for withdrawal 
from circulation 
via IC 

The parameter value is the estimated 
quantity/volume of remaining in the consumer 
package/unit of the goods of the units of 
consumption/ml of the goods after sales by all 
GCPs. GCP can see information only on its own 
receipts. FEA can see information on all receipts 

*correctRest boolean - Correctness of 
goods balance 

Indicator of the correctness of the balance of the 
goods after the goods have been withdrawn from 
circulation: false - sold or returned more than the 
excepted quantity/volume of goods; true - sold or 
returned within the excepted quantity/volume of 
goods. The sale of goods in the amount exceeding 
the declared one, as well as the excess of the goods 
remains by more than 8% are considered incorrect 
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Parameter Type Mandatory Description Comment 

for “Perfume and eau de toilette” goods group 
(bulk products) 

withdrawReason string - Withdrawal 
reason 

See "Catalog - Disposal Reasons". If 
"withdrawReason" ("Disposal reason") = 
"OTHER" ("Any other "), the reason will be 
returned in additional parameter 
"withdrawReasonOther" ("Manually entered 
disposal reason") 

withdrawReasonOther string - Manually entered 
disposal reason 

It returns if "withdrawReason" ("Disposal reason") 
= "OTHER" ("Any other ") 

turnoverType string - Goods circulation 
type 

Possible values: 

SELLING - sale; 
COMMISSION - commission; 
AGENT - agent; 
CONTRACT - transfer under ACS; 
CONTRACT_RETURN - return under ACS 

statusEx string - Extended IC / 
ICM status 

It does not return for “Tobacco products” goods 
group. “EMPTY” (“No value”) value will be 
returned if IC / ICM does not have extended status 

expirations array[object] - Array of 
expiration dates 

It returns only for the “Dairy Products” goods 
group if several expiration dates are specified in 
the goods card in the NCMG and in the MC 
application report in the OMS 

*expirationStorageDate string - Expiry date It returns only for the “Dairy Products” goods 
group if several expiration dates are specified in 
the application report in the OMS. Format: yyyy-
MM-ddTHH:mm:ss.SSSZ 

*storageConditionId integer - Identifier of 
storage condition 

It returns only for the “Dairy Products” goods 
group if identifier of the storage condition is 
specified in the goods card in the NCMG 

*storageConditionName string - Description of 
storage 
conditions 

It returns only for the “Dairy Products” goods 
group if description of the storage conditions is 
specified in the goods card in the NCMG. A 
format of the value corresponds to one specified in 
the NCMG, taking into account the extended 
information specified according to the label on the 
package. Example: "120 days at storage 
temperature 0°C  and relative humidity from 80% 
to 85% inclusive" 

licences array[object] - Array of subsoil 
licenses 

The parameter value will return for the “Packaged 
water” goods group 

*licenceNumber string - Number of 
subsoil license 

It returns for the “Packaged water” goods group 

*licenceDate string date - License issue date It returns for the “Packaged water” goods group in 
format of yyyy-MM-ddTHH:mm:ss.SSSZ 
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2.4.3. Method of receiving publicly available information on identification codes by list (simplified set of 
attributes) 

This method is designed for shipment/acceptance of the goods of all goods groups by using the information 
only from “cis” (“IC array”). 

Type of privacy: public 

Method: POST 

Request string parameters: 

Parameter Type Mandatory Description Comment 

pg string - Goods group See “Catalog - List of supported goods groups” 

Request body example: 

["010460000000000021AAAAAAAAA"] 

Request body parameters: 

Parameter Type Mandatory Description Comment 

cis array[string] + IC array Not more than 1000 ICs in the array 

Response example: 

1. If successful: 

  [ 
   { 
      "result":{ 
         "requestedCis":"(01)00000020200000(21)AAAa0aA", 
         "cis":"(01)00000020200000(21)AAAa0aA", 
         "gtin":"00000000000001", 
         "producerInn":"0000000001", 
         "status":"RETIRED", 
         "emissionDate":"2020-00-00T00:00:00.000Z", 
         "applicationDate":"2020-00-00T00:00:00.000Z", 
         "parent":"testParent", 
         "packageType":"LEVEL1", 
         "ownerInn":"0000000002", 
         "children":[ 
            "00000020200000AA1116", 
            "000000202000014XXxlXX", 
            "00000020200001YYYyYYf", 
            "00000020200001Ll7LlLL", 
            "00000020200001ffrfcFj", 
            "00000020200001TTtt4tT", 
            "00000020200001ZZz1oZ7", 
            "00000020200001ZrRrrrR", 
            "00000020200001BBoBBvv", 
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            "00000020200001nnNn0Nn" 
         ], 
         "tnVedEaesGroup":"1111", 
         "tnVedEaes":"2222222222", 
         "receiptDate":"2020-00-10T00:00:00.000Z", 
         "emissionType":"LOCAL", 
         "specialAttributes":{ 
            "maxRetailPrice":100, 
            "agentInn":"0000000003", 
            "introducedDate":"2020-00-00T00:00:00.000Z", 
            "nextCis":[ 
               "testCis" 
            ], 
            "prevCis":[ 
               "00000000007000000%OnqBYWh0)klp" 
            ], 
            "turnoverType":"COMMISSION", 
            "retType":"1", 
            "expNum":444444444444, 
            "expName":"TestExporter", 
            "remainsImport":"testRemainsImport", 
            "ftsDecisionCode":"testftsDC", 
            "quantityInPack":"111", 
            "soldCount":"4", 
            "eliminationReasonOther":"testelrOther", 
            "approvementDocument":{ 
               "certDoc":[ 
                  { 
                     "type":"CONFORMITY_CERTIFICATE", 
                     "number":"20202077", 
                     "date":"2023-00-00T00:00:00Z" 
                  }, 
                  { 
                     "type":"CONFORMITY_DECLARATION", 
                     "number":"20202fddfsfs077", 
                     "date":"2023-00-00T00:00:00Z" 
                  }, 
                  { 
                     "type":"CONFORMITY_CERTIFICATE", 
                     "number":"10999030/110820/0000414", 
                     "date":"2020-00-00T00:00:00Z" 
                  } 
               ], 
               "declarationDate":"00.00.2020", 
               "declarationRegNumber":"10000000/000000/0000000", 
               "declarationId":"00cf0000-b000-0ab0-b000-c00e00f0e00f" 
            } 
         }, 
         "statusEx":"FTS_RESPOND_NOT_OK", 
         "productGroup":"string", 
         "productGroupId":3, 
         "extendedPackageType":"string", 
         "withdrawReason":"KM_SPOILED" 
      } 
   } 
] 
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2. If failed: 

  2.1. Code 400 if * .json structure in the request body is incorrect: 

  { 
   "error_message":"JSON parse error: Cannot deserialize instance of `java.util.A
rrayList` out of START_OBJECT token; nested exception is com.fasterxml.jackson.da
tabind.exc.MismatchedInputException: Cannot deserialize instance of `java.util.Ar
rayList` out of START_OBJECT token\n at [Source: (PushbackInputStream); line: 1, 
column: 1]", 
   "error_description":"JSON некорректный" 
} 

  2.2. Code 400 If the request body is missing: 

  { 
   "error_message":"Required request body is missing: public org.springframework.
http.ResponseEntity ru.crpt.trueapi.controller.motp.CisesController.getCisesInfoB
yCodeList(java.util.List<java.lang.string>)" 
} 

  2.3. Code 400 If IC list in the request body is empty: 

  { 
   "error_message":"В запросе не указан ни один КИ" 
} 

  2.4. Code 400 when more than 1000 ICs are requested: 

  { 
   "error_message":"Слишком много КИ в запросе. Количество не должно превышать 10
00" 
} 

  2.5. Code 401, authorization fails if token is indicated, but it is invalid: 

  { 
   "error_message":"Для доступа к этому ресурсу требуется полная аутентификация. 
Check the token" 
} 

  2.6. Code 403, in case if contract is not signed, if error 403 is returned for IC and aggregates: 

  { 
   "error_message":"отсутствует действующий договор по <pg>" 
} 

  2.7. Code 404 if codes missing in the signed goods group have been requested: 

  { 
   "result":{ 
      "cis":"<КИ из запроса>", 
      "gtin":"GTIN не найден" 
   }, 
   "errorMessage1":"КИ не найден в подписанной ТГ", 
   "errorCode1":"<код ошибки>" 
} 
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Response parameters: 

Parameter Mandator
y 

Type Description Comment 

result + array Result 
 

*cis + string ICs of 
consumer/group/shippi
ng packages 

 

*requestedCis + string ICs of requested 
consumer/group/shippi
ng packages 

 

*applicationDate - string (date-time) Date of application Returns in yyyy-MM-
ddTHH:mm:ss.SSS’Z format. The 
parameter does not return for SPIC, 
ACC 

*children - array[string] List of child ICs in 
aggregate 

The list of ICs of the upper level only is 
returned 

*emissionDate - string(date-time) Emission date Returns in yyyy-MM-
ddTHH:mm:ss.SSS’Z format 

*emissionType - string Emission type Possible values: 
LOCAL – Made in the Russian 
Federation; 
FOREIGN – Imported into the Russian 
Federation; 
REMAINS – Remains marking; 
CROSSBORDER – Imported from EEU 
countries 

*gtin + string Goods code If the goods code is less than 14 
symbols, then it shall be completed with 
leading zeros 

*ownerInn - string INN of goods owner The parameter returns only to the goods 
owner, FEA and Operator-CRPT 

*packageType + string Packing level 
 

*extendedPackageType + string Packing type Possible values: 

UNIT — consumer package 
identification code; 
GROUP — group package; 
ATK — aggregated customs code; 
BUNDLE — bundle; 
SET — set; 
BOX — shipping package. 

If parameter value = “BOX”, 
“applicationDate” (“Application date”) 
parameter will not be returned in the 
response 
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Parameter Mandator
y 

Type Description Comment 

*parent - string Parent IC 
 

*volumeSpecialPack - string Actual volume of the 
released products, l 

 

It returns for the “Beer, beer-based and 
low-alcohol beverages” goods group 

*producerInn - string INN of manufacturer The parameter does not return for the 
aggregates of the following goods 
groups: ‘Bicycles and bicycle frames’, 
‘Perfume and Eau de Toilette’, ‘Medical 
products’, ‘Dairy products’, ‘Footwear’, 
‘Beer, beer-based and low-alcohol 
beverages’, ‘Clothing items, bed, table, 
bath and kitchen linens’, ‘Photo cameras 
(except cine cameras), flash lights and 
flash bulbs’, ‘Packaged water’ and 
‘New pneumatic rubber tires and tire 
casings’ 

*productGroup - string Goods group See “Catalog - List of supported goods 
groups” 

*productGroupId - string ID of goods group 
 

*producedDate - string (date-time) Date of production It returns in yyyy-MM-
ddTHH:mm:ss.SSS’Z format. The 
parameter does not return for SPIC and 
ACS (except for “Alternative tobacco 
products”, “Nicotine products”, 
“Tobacco products” goods groups) 

*receiptDate - string(date-time) Date of withdrawal 
from circulation 

Returns for IC, SIC, GPIC, PIC in yyyy-
MM-ddTHH:mm:ss.SSS’Z format 

*status + string IC status See “Catalog – IC statuses” 

*statusEx - string Extended status of IC, 
SIC, GPIC  

*tnVedEaes - string 10-digit FEACN code IC, SIC, GPIC 

*tnVedEaesGroup - string 4-digit FEACN code IC, SIC, GPIC 

*withdrawReason - string Withdrawal reason See "Catalog - Disposal Reasons" 

*licences - array[object] Array of subsoil 
licenses 

The parameter value will return for the 
“Packaged water” goods group 

**licenceNumber - string Number of subsoil 
license 

It returns for the “Packaged water” 
goods group 

**licenceDate - string date License issue date It returns for the “Packaged water” 
goods group in a format of yyyy-MM-
ddTHH:mm:ss.SSSZ 
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Parameter Mandator
y 

Type Description Comment 

*specialAttributes - specialAttributesD
to 

Additional attributes of 
“cis” (“IC of 
consumer/group/shippi
ng packings) 

 

**maxRetailPrice - number Maximum retail sale 
price 

It returns only for pack and block 
(disaggregated aggregates — for blocks 
of “Tobacco products” goods group) 

**expirationDate - string(date-time) Expiration date It returns only for “Dairy Products” 
goods group 

**agentInn - string INN of the owner It fills in on the basis of the value of 
"receiver_inn" ("INN of receiver") 
parameter of "Acceptance" 
(LP_ACCEPT_GOODS) document 

**prVetDocument - string Production veterinary 
accompanying 
document, transport 
AVD in case of 
imported products 

Mandatory parameter for “Dairy 
Products” goods group 

**introducedDate - string(date-time) Date of goods 
introduction into 
circulation or 
aggregate generation 

Returns in yyyy-MM-
ddTHH:mm:ss.SSS’Z format 

**capacity - string Volume It returns only for the “Dairy Products” 
goods group 

**nextCis - string Next MCs after 
remarking  

**prevCis - string Previous MCs before 
remarking  

**turnoverType - string Goods circulation type Possible values: 

SELLING — selling; 
COMMISSION 
(COMMISSIONAIRE_SALE — 
deprecated) — commission; 
AGENT — agent; 
CONTRACT — transfer under ACS; 
CONTRACT_RETURN — return under 
ACS 

**retType - string Type of return into 
circulation  

**expNum - string INN/TIN of the 
exporter  

**expName - string Name of the exporter 
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Parameter Mandator
y 

Type Description Comment 

**remainsImport - string Indicator of the item 
imported to the 
Russian Federation 
after July 01, 2020 

 

**ftsDecisionCode - string Code of the decision 
from the goods 
declaration 

 

**quantityInPack - string Quantity of the units of 
consumption in the 
consumer 
packing/declared 
volume 

 

**soldCount - string Counter of the goods 
sold and returned by 
the goods circulation 
participants 

 

**eliminationReasonOt
her 

- string Description of other 
reason for withdrawal 
from circulation 

 

**productWeightGr integer - Weight of 
manufactured products 

It returns only for the “Dairy Products” 
goods group in grams, the first three 
digits are the values of kg, the last three 
digits - tenth, hundredth, thousandth. 
For example: “productWeightGr”: 
"001234" means 1234 grams or 1.234 
kg 

**approvementDocume
nt 

- array Information on 
certificates and 
declarations 

 

***declarationDate - string Date of the goods 
declaration  

***declarationId - string Goods declaration 
registration number  

***declarationRegNum
ber 

- string ID of the goods 
declaration  

***certDoc - array Certificates/declaration
s of conformity  

****type - string Date of certificate Format: yyyy-MM-
ddTHH:mm:ss.SSS’Z. 

Possible values: 
CONFORMITY_CERTIFICATE - 
certificate of conformity; 
CONFORMITY_DECLARATION - 
declaration of conformity; 
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Parameter Mandator
y 

Type Description Comment 

STATE_REGISTRATION_CERTIFIC
ATE - state registration certificate 

****number - string Certificate number 
 

****date - string Type of certificate 
 

****wellNumber - string Water well number It returns for the “Packaged water” 
goods group 

*expirations - array[object] Array of expiration 
dates 

It returns only for the “Dairy Products” 
goods group if several expiration dates 
are specified in the goods card in the 
NCMG and in the MC application 
report in the OMS 

**expirationStorageDat
e 

- string Expiry date It returns only for the “Dairy Products” 
goods group if several expiration dates 
are specified in the application report in 
the OMS. Format: yyyy-MM-
ddTHH:mm:ss.SSSZ 

**storageConditionId - integer Identifier of storage 
condition 

It returns only for the “Dairy Products” 
goods group if identifier of the storage 
condition is specified in the goods card 
in the NCMG 

errorMessage - string Error message See “Catalog - Response statuses” The 
parameter returns in case of error 

errorCode - string Error code The parameter returns in case of error 

*errorCode - string Error code It returns in case of error 

*errorMessage string - Error message See “Catalog - Response statuses” The 
parameter returns in case of error 

 

2.4.4. Method of receiving a list of documents loaded in TT GIS 

URL: /doc/list 

Type of privacy: private 

Method: GET 

Request parameters: 
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Parameter Type Mandatory Description Comment 

dateFrom (date-
time) 

- Date of document, from Set in yyyy-MM-ddTHH:mm:ss.SSS’Z format 

dateTo (date-
time) 

- Date of document, to Set in yyyy-MM-ddTHH:mm:ss.SSS’Z format 

did string - A value of the document 
number used to sort the 
records (a reference 
point - record where 
sampling starts) 

It is used only together with parameter 
"orderedColumnValue" ("Column value – a 
reference point (record where sampling starts) used 
to sort records") 

documentFormat string - Document type Possible values: 
"MANUAL" – JSON format; 
"UPD" – Electronic Document Management; 
"XML" – XML format; 
"CSV" – CSV format 

documentStatus string - Document status See “Catalog - Document statuses” 

documentType [string] - Document type See “Catalog - Types of documents” 

limit integer - A value determines the 
number of records in 
response, 

Not more than 10000 records, 20 records by default 

number string - Document identifier When indicating this parameter, “did” parameter 
(“Value of the document number used to sort the 
records (a reference point - record where sampling 
starts)”) will be ignored 

order enum - Direction of sorting Possible values: 
"ASC" – ascending; 
"DESC" – descending 

orderColumn string - Name of the column to 
be sorted 

Valid value: “receivedAt” (“Emission date”) 

orderedColumnValue string - Column value – a 
reference point (record 
where sampling starts) 
used to sort records 

This parameter is mandatory if parameter "did” is 
specified, in other cases the parameter is not used 

pageDir enum - Selection of direction Possible values: 
"PREV" – previous section; 
"NEXT" – next section 

pg string + Goods group See “Catalog - List of supported goods groups” 

senderInn string - INN of the document 
sender 

It is mandatory if there is no "receiverInn" ("INN of 
a document receiver"). Simultaneous indication of 
the "senderInn" ("INN of the document sender") and 
"receiverInn" ("INN of the document receiver") 
parameters is not allowed 

receiverInn string - INN of the document 
receiver 

It is mandatory if there is no "senderInn" ("INN of 
the document sender"). Simultaneous indication of 
the "receiverInn" ("INN of the document receiver") 
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Parameter Type Mandatory Description Comment 

and "senderInn" ("INN of the document sender") 
parameters is not allowed 

At least one parameter shall be specified in the request, otherwise the response returns 400 error “Bad request” 
(Error in request parameters). 

Response example: 

{ 
   "results":[ 
      { 
         "number":"00bec0ce-000b-0ad0-a000-a0ef000000c0", 
         "docDate":"2021-06-11T08:15:26.748Z", 
         "receivedAt":"2021-06-11T08:15:26.748Z", 
         "type":"LP_SHIP_GOODS", 
         "status":"ACCEPTED", 
         "senderInn":"0000000000", 
         "senderName":"string", 
         "receiverInn":"1111111111", 
         "receiverName":"string", 
         "invoiceNumber":null, 
         "relatedDocId":"b0af00ca-000d-0e00-a0b0-0b000000a0e0", 
         "downloadDesc":"", 
         "input":false, 
         "errors":null, 
         "productGroup":[ 
            "lp" 
         ], 
         "productGroupId":[ 
            1 
         ] 
      } 
   ], 
   "nextPage":true 
} 

 

2.4.5. Method for getting document content by identifier 
2.4.5.1. Version v4 

Type of privacy: private 

Method: GET 

Request parameters: 

Parameter Type Mandatory Description Comment 

docId string + ID of the 
document  
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Parameter Type Mandatory Description Comment 

formed in the 
TT GIS 

body boolean - Indication of 
the need for 
the receipt 
content in the 
response body 

Possible values: 
 

true - content of the sent receipt returns in the method response; 
false - content of the sent receipt does not return in the method 
response. Default = false 

By default, there is a set limit - information on 50 child MCs is 
transferred in the response. 

content boolean - Indicator of 
the need for 
receipt 
content in the 
response body 

Possible values: 
 

true - content of the document returns in the method response; 
false - content of the document does not return in the method response. 
Default = false 

pg string - Goods group See “Catalog - List of supported goods groups”. 

The parameter is mandatory for the “Products made of real fur” goods 
group 

limit integer - Number of 
the codes in 
the document 
body  

Default value is 36000 

pageNumber integer - Limit on 
output of 
information 
on codes 

Default value is 1. 

It is specified for output of information on codes only for the following 
universal documents: UTD 
(UNIVERSAL_TRANSFER_DOCUMENT), UTD(c) 
(UNIVERSAL_TRANSFER_DOCUMENT_FIX), UCD 
(UNIVERSAL_CORRECTION_DOCUMENT, UCD(c) 
(UNIVERSAL_CORRECTION_DOCUMENT_FIX). The specified 
value in the “pageNumber” parameter (“Limit on output of information 
on codes”) will be ignored for other document types.  If “pageNumber” 
parameter (“Limit on output of information on codes”) is not specified, 
a response will return the first 36 000 code values for the document (for 
all document types).  Example: if “pageNumber” = 1 and “limit” = 
10000, a response will return the first 10 000 codes for the document, to 
request next 10 000 codes, it is necessary to specify the relevant value in 
the "pageNumber” parameter  

Example of response with error:  

{ 
   "results":[ 
      { 
         "number":"d0f00f00-eed0-0f0f-a00a-0cf0d0cdae0e", 
         "docDate":"2021-06-11T10:52:41.925Z", 
         "receivedAt":"2021-06-11T10:52:41.925Z", 
         "type":"LK_APPLIED_KM_CANCELLATION_XML", 
         "status":"CHECKED_NOT_OK", 
         "senderInn":"0000000000", 
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         "senderName":"string", 
         "receiverInn":null, 
         "receiverName":null, 
         "invoiceNumber":null, 
         "relatedDocId":null, 
         "downloadDesc":"47: Одновременное заполнение полей [КИТУ, КИ] в документе \"Сп
исание КМ\" недопустимо.", 
         "input":false, 
         "errors":[ 
            "47: Одновременное заполнение полей [КИТУ, КИ] в документе \"Списание КМ\" 
недопустимо." 
         ], 
         "productGroup":[ 
            "lp" 
         ], 
         "productGroupId":[ 
            1 
         ] 
      } 
   ], 
   "nextPage":true 
} 

 

Response parameters: 

Parameter Type Mandator
y 

Descripti
on 

Comment 

number string + Documen
t ID 

Full file name for the universal document shall be 
specified 

docDate string (date-
time) 

+ Date and 
time of 
document 

Returns in yyyy-MM-ddTHH:mm:ss.SSS’Z format 

receivedAt string (date-
time) 

+ Date and 
time of 
document 
receipt 

Returns in yyyy-MM-ddTHH:mm:ss.SSS’Z format 

type string + Documen
t type 

See “Catalog - Types of documents” 

status string + Documen
t 
processin
g status 

See “Catalog - Document statuses” 

senderInn string + INN of 
the 
document 
sender 

 

senderName string + Name of 
the  
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Parameter Type Mandator
y 

Descripti
on 

Comment 

document 
sender 

receiverInn string - INN of 
the 
document 
receiver 

 

receiverName string - Name of 
the 
document 
receiver 

 

invoiceNumber string - Number 
of 
invoice, 
UCD 

If there is no number, the "null" value will be returned 

invoiceDate integer(int6
4) 

- Date of 
invoice, 
Universal 
Correctin
g 
Documen
t 

Returns in yyyy-MM-ddTHH:mm:ss.SSS’Z format 

relatedDocId string - ID of 
shipping 
or 
acceptanc
e 
document 

The value returns for LP_ACCEPT_GOODS 
(“Acceptance”) and LP_SHIP_GOODS, 
LP_SHIP_GOODS_CSV, LP_SHIP_GOODS_XML 
(“Shipping”) documents 

turnoverType string - Goods 
circulatio
n type 

It is returned for UTD 
(UNIVERSAL_TRANSFER_DOCUMENT), UTD(c) 
(UNIVERSAL_TRANSFER_DOCUMENT_FIX), 
UCD (UNIVERSAL_CORRECTION_DOCUMENT) 
and universal cancellation document 
(UNIVERSAL_CANCEL_DOCUMENT) 

easCrossborderExportAccept
ance 

string - Acceptan
ce No. 

It returns for the following documents: “Acceptance of 
shipment to EEU with IC recognition (export)” 
(EAS_CROSSBORDER_EXPORT_ACCEPTANCE), 
“Acceptance of the shipment in EEU member states 
with IC recognition in case of volume and grade 
accounting” 
(EAS_GTIN_CROSSBORDER_EXPORT_ACCEPT
ANCE). The parameter is filled in automatically only 
if “Shipment to EEU with IC recognition (export)” 
(EAS_CROSSBORDER_EXPORT), “Shipment in 
EEU member states with IC recognition in case of 
volume and grade accounting export” 
(EAS_GTIN_CROSSBORDER_EXPORT) documents 
have ACCEPTED (“Accepted”) status (see “Catalog - 
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Parameter Type Mandator
y 

Descripti
on 

Comment 

Document statuses”, “Catalog - Types of documents”). 
The parameter will not be returned if it is not filled in 

body string[objec
t] 

- Documen
t body 

It returns for the documents types of direct information 
submission (see "Catalog - Types of documents") and 
for UTD, UTD(c), UCD, UCD(c), universal 
cancellation document 

*cisesList array[string
] 

- Array of 
codes 

Array of the codes in the document body. It returns for 
the “Aggregation” (AGGREGATION_DOCUMENT, 
AGGREGATION_DOCUMENT_CSV, 
AGGREGATION_DOCUMENT_XML) and 
“Disposal” (WRITE_OFF) document types for the 
“Alternative tobacco products”, “Tobacco products”, 
“Nicotine products” goods groups 

content string - Documen
t content 

Sent document content in * .json format with a set of 
fields specific for each type of document. See “Catalog 
- Types of documents” 

errors array of 
string 

- Errors The parameter value returns in case of error in the 
object 

commonErrors array of 
object 

- List of 
common 
errors of 
document 
processin
g 

The parameter value returns in case of error of all 
types of the documents of direct submission and UTD, 
UTD(c), UCD, UCD(c) 

*errorCode string - Error 
code 

The parameter value returns in case of error. A 
numerical value will be returned for UTD, UTD(c), 
UCD, UCD(c) and receipts, ERROR_<numerical 
value> will be returned for the documents of direct 
submission 

*errorMessage string - Error text It returns for the documents of direct information 
submission, UTD, UTD(c), UCD, UCD(c) and receipts 

*errorObject string - A value 
of the 
parameter 
with error 

 

productGroup array of 
string 

+ Goods 
group 

See “Catalog - List of supported goods groups”. If the 
goods group has not been filled in, the parameter will 
return with “null” value 

productGroupId array of 
integer 

- ID of 
goods 
group 

See “Catalog - List of supported goods groups” 

Note: all listed parameters are returned in the response. If there are no mandatory parameters values, “null” 
will be returned in the response. 
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2.4.6. Method of receiving a content of CRE receipt by identifier 
2.4.6.1. Version v4 

Type of privacy: private 

Method: GET 

Request parameters: 

Parameter Type Mandatory Description Comment 

pg string - Goods group See “Catalog - List of supported goods groups” 

body boolean - Indication of the need for the receipt 
content in the response body 

Possible values: 
 

true - content of the sent receipt returns in the 
method response; 
false - content of the sent receipt does not return 
in the method response. Default = false 

content boolean - Indicator of the need for receipt 
content in the response body 

Possible values: 
 

true - content of the receipt returns in the method 
response; 
false - content of the receipt does not return in 
the method response. Default = false 

limit 

 

integer - Number of the codes in the receipt 
body 

Default value is 5000 

If failed: Code 400 if "senderInn" ("INN of the document sender") and "receiverInn" ("INN of the document 
receiver") request parameters are specified simultaneously: 

{ 
    "error_message": "Параметры senderInn и receiverInn не могут быть указаны одновреме
нно" 
} 

Response parameters: 

Parameter Type Mandatory Description Comment 

results object + 
  

*number string + Document ID Full name of the UD file 

*docDate string 
(date-
time) 

+ Date and time of document It returns in yyyy-MM-
ddTHH:mm:ss.SSS’Z format.The TI date 
for UTD, UTD (c), the CTI date for UCD, 
UCD(c) in XML scheme structure 
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Parameter Type Mandatory Description Comment 

*receivedAt string 
(date-
time) 

+ Date and time of document 
receipt 

Returns in yyyy-MM-ddTHH:mm:ss.SSS’Z 
format 

*type string + Document type See “Catalog - Types of documents” 

*status string + Document processing status See “Catalog - Document statuses” 

*senderInn string + INN of the document sender 
 

*senderName string - Name of the document sender 
 

*receiverInn string - INN of the document receiver 
 

*receiverName string - Name of the document receiver 
 

*invoiceNumber string - The TI number for UTD, UTD 
(c), the CTI number for UCD, 
UCD(c) in XML scheme 
structure 

 

*downloadDesc string + Description of document loading If there is error in the document loading. 
See “Catalog - Response statuses” 

*input boolean - Indicator that the document is 
incoming/outgoing 

Possible values: true - incoming; 
false - outgoing 

*errors string - Errors The parameter value returns in case of error 

*productGroup array of 
string 

+ Name of the goods group Name of the goods group corresponds to 
one specified in the request (see "Catalog - 
List of supported goods groups") 

*productGroupId array of 
integer 

+ Identifier of the goods group of 
the goods circulation participant 

Identifier of the goods group corresponds to 
one specified in the request (see "Catalog - 
List of supported goods groups") 

*eliminationReason string - Withdrawal reason See “Catalog - Disposal Reasons” 

nextPage boolean + Indicator that there is a next 
page 

Possible values: 
true - there is a next page; 
false - there is no next page 

Note: all listed parameters are returned in the response. If there are no mandatory parameters values, “null” 
will be returned in the response. 

2.4.7. Method of getting goods information by the goods GTIN 

As a result of successful request execution according to the goods code list, the response returns an array with 
information on goods by the requested ICs. The resulting * .json can also contain a set of fields specific for 
goods of certain goods group (see "Catalog - Additional parameters in the response, depending on the goods 
groups"). 
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The following restrictions have been imposed: maximum 1000 values of "gtin" ("Goods code") in "gtins” 
parameter ("Array of goods codes"). 

2.4.7.1. Version V4 

Type of privacy: public 

Method: POST 

Parameters of the request string: 

Parameter Type Mandatory Description Comment 

gtins array[string] + A list of GTINs for which information is 
required to be obtained 

Maximum number of the goods codes 
in a list – 1000 

Response example: 

{ 
   "results":[ 
      { 
         "name":"ХХХХХХХХХХ ХХХХХХ ХХХХ 1", 
         "gtin":"04611111111111", 
         "packageType":"UNDEFINED", 
         "innerUnitCount":1, 
         "inn":"7777777777", 
         "permittedInns":[ 
            "011111111100", 
            "2222222222" 
         ], 
         "productGroupId":8, 
         "productGroup":"milk", 
         "goodSignedFlag":true, 
         "goodMarkFlag":true, 
         "goodTurnFlag":true, 
         "isKit":true, 
         "isTechGtin":false, 
         "isSet":true, 
         "setGtin":[ 
 
         ], 
         "level":"trade-unit", 
         "mainGtin":"04611111111111", 
         "multiplier":1 
      } 
   ], 
   "total":1 
} 

Response parameters: 
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Parameter Type Mandatory Description Comment 

results array + List of goods 
 

*name string + Goods name 
 

*gtin string + Goods code used for execution of 
the request 

Format of the goods code: 14 
digits (with leading zeros). 
Quantity of the goods codes 
returned in the response cannot be 
greater than requested number 

*brand string + Brand 
 

*packageType string + Packing type Values of the package types 
specified in the goods card in the 
NCMG are returned in the 
response  

*innerUnitCount integer + Number of goods in the packing 
 

*model string - Model / Article of manufacturer 
 

*inn string + INN of the card owner 
 

*exporter object - Applicant of product marked and 
introduced into circulation 

The parameter will not be returned 
for goods circulation participants, 
which are not owners  

**exporterName string - Name of the applicant It returns in the response if the 
data are specified in the goods 
card in the NCMG and if 
"exporter" ("Applicant of product 
marked and introduced into 
circulation") object is returned 

**exporterTaxpayerId string - INN or its analog (tax identifier) 
of the applicant 

It returns in the response if the 
data are specified in the goods 
card in the NCMG. Its return is 
mandatory if "exporter" 
("Applicant of product marked and 
introduced into circulation") object 
is returned 

**kpp string - KPP or its equivalent It returns in the response if the 
data are specified in the goods 
card in the NCMG 

**gcp string - Global company identifier in GS1 It returns in the response if the 
data are specified in the goods 
card in the NCMG. Its return is 
mandatory if "exporter" 
("Applicant of product marked and 
introduced into circulation") object 
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Parameter Type Mandatory Description Comment 

is returned. The parameter will not 
be returned for goods circulation 
participants, which are not owners  

**gln string - Global identifier of location It returns in the response if the 
data are specified in the goods 
card in the NCMG. Its return is 
mandatory if "exporter" 
("Applicant of product marked and 
introduced into circulation") object 
is returned. The parameter will not 
be returned for goods circulation 
participants, which are not owners 

**manufactureAddress string - Address of production site It returns in the response if the 
data are specified in the goods 
card in the NCMG. Its return is 
mandatory if "exporter" 
("Applicant of product marked and 
introduced into circulation") object 
is returned 

*permittedInns array[string] - Array of INNs of companies - sub 
accounts, which were allowed by 
the GTIN owner to use the GTIN 
to order MCs 

It returns in the response if the 
data are specified in the goods 
card in the NCMG. The parameter 
returns for the owner of the goods 
code 

*productGroupId integer + id of the goods group See “Catalog - List of supported 
goods groups” 

*goodSignedFlag boolean - Indicator for signing of goods 
card in the NCMG 

The parameter will not be returned 
for goods circulation participants, 
which are not owners 

*goodMarkFlag boolean - Indicator of readiness to the 
marking 

It returns in the response if the 
data are specified in the goods 
card in the NCMG 

*goodTurnFlag boolean - Indicator of readiness to the 
circulation 

Indicator showing if the second 
layer is filled in and the goods card 
is signed in the NCMG. For a 
goods card described by short 
attribute content and for a card 
created by API, a signature for 
“goodTurnFlag” attribute is not 
checked because this goods card is 
not signed. If a parameter value = 
true, MCs can be ordered and 
goods can be introduced into 
circulation. 

It returns in the response if the 
data are specified in the goods 
card in the NCMG 
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Parameter Type Mandatory Description Comment 

*isKit boolean - "Bundle" attribute in the goods 
card in the NCMG  

*isTechGtin boolean - "Technological" attribute in the 
goods card in the NCMG 

If attribute is not filled in the 
NCMG, null will be returned in 
the response 

*explain string - Error in filling out attributes and 
signing a goods card in the 
NCMG 

The parameter will not be returned 
for goods circulation participants, 
which are not owners 

*foreignProducer object - Object with the manufacturer data It returns in the response if the 
data are specified in the goods 
card in the NCMG 

**name string - Name of manufacturer It returns in the response if the 
data are specified in the goods 
card in the NCMG. Its return is 
mandatory if  "foreignProducer" 
("Object with the manufacturer 
data") object is returned 

**inn string - Manufacturer’s INN (or its 
analog) 

It returns in the response if the 
data are specified in the goods 
card in the NCMG 

**kpp string - Manufacturer’s KPP (or its 
analog) 

It returns in the response if the 
data are specified in the goods 
card in the NCMG 

**gcp string - GCP of manufacturer It returns in the response if the 
data are specified in the goods 
card in the NCMG. The parameter 
will not be returned for goods 
circulation participants, which are 
not owners 

**gln string - GLN of manufacturer It returns in the response if the 
data are specified in the goods 
card in the NCMG. The parameter 
will not be returned for goods 
circulation participants, which are 
not owners 

**address array[string] - Array of manufacturer’s addresses It returns in the response if the 
data are specified in the goods 
card in the NCMG. The parameter 
will not be returned for goods 
circulation participants, which are 
not owners 

*isSet boolean - “Set” attribute in the NCMG It will accept “true” value for a set 
card after a value of "isKit" 
(""Bundle" attribute in the goods 
card") changes from "true" to 
"false". 
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Parameter Type Mandatory Description Comment 

It accepts “false” value for a card 
of the goods item after changing a 
value of "isKit" (““Bundle” 
attribute in the goods card”) from 
true to false 

*setGtin array[object] - Array of codes of goods forming 
part of the set 

It returns in the response if “isSet” 
(““Set” attribute in the goods card 
in the NC”) = true if the data are 
specified in the goods card in the 
NCMG 

**gtin string - Goods code It returns in the response if the 
data are specified in the goods 
card in the NCMG 

**quantity integer - Quantity of goods codes It returns in the response if the 
data are specified in the goods 
card in the NCMG 

*level string - Packing level Values: 
 

“trade-unit” — unit of goods; 
“inner-pack” —  group packing 

*mainGtin integer - Goods code of inclusion into 
package (GTIN of consumer 
package). This parameter is 
mandatory if  "level" ("Packing 
level") parameter value is not 
equal to "trade-unit" ("Unit of 
goods") 

It returns in the response if the 
data are specified in the goods 
card in the NCMG 

*multiplier integer - Number of inclusions in a 
package  

*goodStatus string - Goods card status in the NCMG Possible values: 
 

“draft” - goods card in the 
different statuses in the NCMG: 
“Draft”, “Being moderated”, “To 
be changed”, “Awaiting for 
signing”; 
“published” — goods card status 
in the NCMG: “Published” — 
goods card signed with the EQES; 
“archived” — goods card status in 
the NCMG: “Archived” — goods 
card is in the archive. 

The parameter will not be returned 
for goods circulation participants, 
which are not owners 
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Parameter Type Mandatory Description Comment 

*reasonCertMissing string - Requirements of the confirmation 
of conformity are missing; 
grounds 

It is returned for the following 
goods groups: 
“Antiseptic/antibacterial skin 
cleansers and hand sanitizers”, 
“Perfume and Eau de Toilette”, 
“Dairy products”, “Footwear”, 
“Clothing items, bed, table, bath 
and kitchen linens”, “Juice 
products and non-alcoholic 
beverages”, “Packaged water”, 
“Photo cameras (except cine 
cameras), flash lights and flash 
bulbs”, “New pneumatic rubber 
tires and tire casings” 

*productGroup string - Goods group See “Catalog - List of supported 
goods groups” 

total integer + Number of goods found 
 

errorCode string - Error code It returns in case of error 

tnVedCode string - FEACN group 
 

tnVedCode10 string - FEACN code 
 

authDocNumber string - Number of authorization 
document 

The parameter will not be returned 
for goods circulation participants, 
which are not owners 

okpd2Group string - Code of OKPD 2 
 

okpd2Code string - Code of OKPD2 (optional) 
 

quantityInPack BigDecimal - Quantity of the units of 
consumption in the consumer 
packing (“Alternative tobacco 
products”, 
“Antiseptic/antibacterial skin 
cleansers and hand sanitizers”, 
“Biologically active food 
additives”);  

“Declared volume” (“Perfume 
and eau de toilette”) 

 

quantityInPackType string - Measurement unit of attribute - 
“Quantity of the units of 
consumption in the consumer 
packing” in the goods card in the 
NCMG (“Alternative tobacco 
products”, 
“Antiseptic/antibacterial skin 

It is displayed together with 
“quantityInPack” attribute 
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Parameter Type Mandatory Description Comment 

cleansers and hand sanitizers”, 
“Biologically active food 
additives”);Measurement unit of 
attribute - “Declared volume” 
(Perfume and eau de toilette) 

basicUnit string - Base measurement unit 
 

setDescription string - Set content 
 

fullName string - Full product name 
 

methodProduction string - Method (type) of production / 
processing  

releaseForm string - Release form 
 

storageConditions array - Identifier and conditions of 
storage  

*storageConditionName string - Storage conditions 
 

*storageConditionId int - Identifier of storage 
 

*isVarQuantity boolean - Attribute of variable weight Possible values: 
 

true — yes; 
false — no 

*volumeWeight string - Declared output / net weight 
 

*weightMin string - Weight range, from 
 

*weightMax string - Weight range, to 
 

 

2.4.8. Method for verifying the readiness of the goods for export to EEU countries  

The method is intended to check availability of the correct shipment of the goods to the selected EEU member 
state, including if a goods circulation participant forming the request is not the owner of the goods card, and 
the requested goods are not on the balance of the goods circulation participant. 

Type of privacy: public (with a token) 

URL: /cises/eaes/check-export 
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Method: POST 

Request example: 

curl -X POST "<url стенда>/cises/eaes/check-export?pg=milk&countryCode=417" 
-H "Content-Type: application/json" 
-H "Authorization: Bearer <ТОКЕН>" 

Request parameters: 

Parameter Type Mandatory Description Comment 

pg string - Goods group 
 

countryCode integer + A country code according to the OKSM (Russian 
Classification of Countries of the World)  

Available values: 

“112” - Republic of 
Belarus; 
“417” - Kyrgyz 
Republic; 
“398” - Republic of 
Kazakhstan; 
“051” - Republic of 
Armenia 

Request body example: 

{ 
   "codes":[ 
      "0111111111111111111111111", 
      "0222222222222222222222222" 
   ] 
} 

Request body parameters: 

Parameter Type Mandatory Description Comment 

codes [string] + List of ICs Array length - from 1 to 1000 values  

Example of successful response: 

{ 
   "results":[ 
      { 
         "code":"0111111111111111111111111", 
         "exportAllow":true 
      }, 
      { 
         "code":"0222222222222222222222222", 
         "exportAllow":false 
      } 
   ] 
} 
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Examples of response with error:  

{ 
    "error_message":"Недопустимый код страны" 
} 

{ 
    "results": [ 
      { 
        "code": "0333333333333333333333333", 
        "errorMessage": "По запрашиваемому КИ информация о товаре не найдена в НК", 
        "errorCode": 404 
      } 
    ] 
} 

Response parameters: 

Parameter Type Mandatory Description Comment 

results array[object] + List of goods Array of objects which includes all ICs 
from the request and check results for each 
IC 

*code string + IC 
 

*exportAllow boolean - Attribute of readiness of the goods 
to export to EEU member state   

*errorMessage string - Message on individual error of IC 
 

*errorCode integer - Code of individual error of IC 
 

error_message string - Common error message The parameter returns if IC search is 
impossible  
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Appendix 1. Catalogs of OMS API  

Catalog –Cancellation of unused MCs 

List of the goods groups for which the MCs are canceled after their expiration date. 

Code Name of a goods group Number of 
days 

Calendar/Business 
days 

Distribution (role of service 
provider is CEM) 

shoes Footwear 60 Business days false 

lp Clothing items, bed, table, bath and kitchen 
linens 

60 Business days false 

electronics Photo cameras (except cine cameras), flash 
lights and flash bulbs 

90 Calendar days false 

tires New pneumatic rubber tires and tire casings 90 Calendar days false 

perfumery Perfume and eau de toilette 90 Calendar days false 

milk Dairy products 30 Calendar days false 

milk Dairy products 365 Calendar days true 

tobacco Tobacco products 20 Business days false 

otp Alternative tobacco products 20 Business days false 

antiseptic Antiseptic/antibacterial skin cleansers and 
hand sanitizers 

30 Calendar days false 

water Bottled water 30 Calendar days false 

water Bottled water 365 Calendar days true 

 

Catalog – Method of Goods Release into Circulation ("releaseMethodType") 

Code Description Type 

"PRODUCTION", Manufacturing in the Russian Federation string 

IMPORT Imported to the Russian Federation (import) string 

REMAINS Remains marking (available only for GGs “Tyres and new pneumatic rubber tire casings”, 
“Alternative tobacco products”, “Perfume and eau de toilette” until November 01, 2021) 

string 

CROSSBORDER Available only to the EEU Operators for the following goods groups (“Footwear”, “Clothing 
items, bed, table, bath and kitchen linen”, “New pneumatic rubber tires and tire casings”, 
“Perfume and eau de toilette”, “Photo cameras (except cine cameras), flash lights and flash bulbs” 
including “Dairy products” 

string 

REMARK Remarking (available only for GG “Clothing items, bed, table, bath and kitchen linen”, 
“Footwear”, “New pneumatic rubber tires and tire casings”, “Perfume and eau de toilette”, “Photo 
cameras (except cine cameras), flash lights and flash bulbs”, “Bicycles and bicycle frames”, 
“Wheelchairs”, “Packaged water”) 

string 

COMMISSION Accepted for commission from an individual (available for GGs “Items of clothing, bed, table, 
bath and kitchen linens”, “Footwear”) 

string 
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Catalog – Marking Code Type ("cisType") 

Code Description Type 

"UNIT" Goods item string 

BUNDLE Bundle string 

GROUP Group consumer packing string 

SET Set string 

Catalog – Manufacturing method ("createMethodType") 
Code Type Description Comment 

SELF_MADE string No assistance  

CEM string LMC It is specified only in case of work through the service provider  

CM string Contract manufacturing It is specified only in case of work through the service provider 

CL string Logistic warehouse It is specified only in case of work through the service provider 

CA string Consignment site It is specified only in case of work through the service provider 

Catalog – List of the goods groups with indication of the serial number length  

Name of a goods group 

goods group 

identifier 

Length of the MC 

serial number  

Serial number length if 

serialNumberType = SELF_MADE 

“Biologically active food additives” bio 13 12 

“Bicycles and bicycle frames” bicycle 13 12 

“Perfume and eau de toilette” perfumery 13 12 

“Wheelchairs” wheelchairs 13 12 

“Footwear” shoes 13 12 

“Clothing items, bed, table, bath and 

kitchen linen” 

lp 13 12 

“Beer, beer-based and low-alcohol 

beverages” 

beer 13 12 

“Packaged water” water 13 12 

“Photo cameras (except cine cameras), 

flash lights and flash bulbs” 

electronics 20 19 

“Tires and new pneumatic rubber tire 

casings” 

tires 13 12 

 

Catalog – Types of receipts 

Value Description 

CREATE_ORDER MC Order 
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Value Description 

REPORT_UTILIZE Report on MC usage 

REPORT_AGGREGATION Aggregation of marking codes 

REPORT_DROPOUT Dropout of rejected products 

ANNULMENT_CODES Marking codes cancellation 

GET_CODES Issue of MCs 

REPORT_QUALITY Report “Application information” 

CLOSE_ORDER Closing of order 

Catalog – Types of events 

Value Description 

Receipt “MC order” 

CREATE_ORDER_RECEIVED Order receipt 

CREATE_ORDER_VALIDATION Dispatch of order for verification 

CREATE_ORDER_VALIDATION_RESULT Order verification result 

CREATE_ORDER_EMISSION_TASK_SEND Dispatch of task to ER/MER 

CREATE_ORDER_GIS_CREATED Saving suborder received 

CREATE_ORDER_GIS_GENERATED Generation of report Generated/10300 by suborder 

CREATE_ORDER_GIS_SEND_TO_PROCESSING Result of sending of suborder for processing 

CREATE_ORDER_SUBORDER_RESULT Suborder result 

Receipt “Report on MC usage” 

REPORT_UTILIZE_RECEIVED Receipt of report on MC application 

REPORT_UTILIZE_VALIDATION Dispatch of report metadata for verification to MDLP 

REPORT_UTILIZE_VALIDATION_RESULT Results of report metadata verification in MDLP 

REPORT_UTILIZE_EMISSION_SEND Dispatch of report to ER/MER 

RNMS_GIS_ROUTED Dispatch of report for processing 

RNMS_GIS_PROCESSED Report processing result 

Receipt “Marking code aggregation”  

REPORT_AGGREGATION_RECEIVED Receipt of aggregation report 

REPORT_AGGREGATION_GIS_SEND Dispatch of report to marking system 

REPORT_AGGREGATION_GIS_ROUTED Dispatch of report for processing 

REPORT_AGGREGATION_GIS_PROCESSED Report processing result 

Receipt “Dropout of rejected products” 

REPORT_DROPOUT_RECEIVED Receipt of rejection report 

REPORT_DROPOUT_EMISSION_SEND Dispatch of report to ER/MER/marking system 
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Value Description 

REPORT_DROPOUT_GIS_ROUTED/ RNMS_GIS_ROUTED Dispatch of report for processing 

REPORT_DROPOUT_GIS_PROCESSED/ 
RNMS_GIS_PROCESSED 

Report processing result 

Receipt “Marking code cancellation”  

ANNULMENT_CODES MC cancellation 

ANNULMENT_CODES_EMISSION_SEND Dispatch of report to ER/MER 

RNMS_GIS_ROUTED Dispatch of report for processing 

RNMS_GIS_PROCESSED Report processing result 

Receipt “MC issue” 

GET_CODES_RESULT Result of MC issue 

GET_CODES_GENERATED_REPORT Dispatch of automatically generated report on the MC 
application 

RNMS_GIS_ROUTED Dispatch of report for processing 

RNMS_GIS_PROCESSED Report processing result 

Receipt “Report “Application information”” 

REPORT_QUALITY_RECEIVED Receipt of report “Application information”” 

Receipt “Closing of order” 

CLOSE_ORDER Closing of order 

Catalog – Receipt statuses 

Status code Receipt status Description 

0 SUCCESS Receipt succeeded 

1 FAILED Receipt failed 

2 IN_PROGRESS Receipt is being processed (not completed) 

3 PARTIALLY Receipt partially succeeded 

Catalog –  Codes of marking codes processing result 

Codes of the result of the marking codes processing on application report and rejection report (for all goods 
groups except “Tobacco products” goods group). 

Status 
code 

Receipt status Description 

0 Ok Code processing has been successfully completed 

1 Duplicate The code specified is a duplicate. Possible situations: 

• emission of the same code has been requested; 
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Status 
code 

Receipt status Description 

• one code has been specified several times in the 
application report; 

• several identical reports have been received 

Code has already been utilised Code has already been applied  

CIS has already been dropped_out Code has already been written off 

2 Not exists KM The code specified is missing in the system. Possible 
situations: 

• goods group, which does not correspond to the 
goods group of the marking code is specified;  

• emission for the code is missing; 

• incorrect code format is specified 

There is no emission for code Code emission is missing (only for the report on withdrawal 
of the MC without application of the MC if report processing 
failed) 

3 Report not valid tags Incorrect (invalid) data for the report are specified 

4 Written off KM Incorrect code status (code has already been written off - it is 
used for application report) 

6 Insufficient funds on account Insufficient funds 

7 Billing contract not found Personal account was not found 

8 Payment type can’t be resolved Incorrect tariff type is specified 

9 Owner is not correct Goods circulation participant is not the owner of the MC 

11  A weight (AI3103) of the goods is not specified (“Dairy 
products” goods group) 

12  A card of the goods (GTIN) is missing in the NCMG 

13  A weight (AI3103) of the goods is specified (“Dairy 
products” goods group) 

31 Report not valid tag EXDA Incorrect (invalid) expiration date is specified in the report 

32 Report not valid tag PVAD Incorrect (invalid) AVD number is specified in the report 

33 Report not valid tag CPCY Incorrect (invalid) weight/volume is specified in the report 

39 Report not valid tag CIST Incorrect (invalid) MC type is specified in the report 

40 Report not valid tag ORTY Incorrect (invalid) method of introduction into circulation is 
specified in the report 

41 Report not valid tag PATY Incorrect (invalid) type of charging for billing is specified in 
the report 

Payment type [${pack.paymentType}] is not 
supported by product group [${pack.productGroup}] 

Tariff type not supported for the goods group is specified for 
the application report 

101 
 

Invalid code structure was indicated 
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Status 
code 

Receipt status Description 

102 
 

Code was not found in the database - the code specified is 
missing in the TT GIS database  

103 
 

Error in cryptographic verification of code 

132 
Report not valid tag EXCN 

Incorrect (invalid) description of the conditions for storage of 
goods is specified in the report 

Codes of errors in processing of the marking codes for rejection report for “Tobacco products” goods group 
and for aggregation report. 

Code Text 

13 Participant $participant is not identified (is not registered) 

21 Marking code $cis with parent $currentParent cannot be aggregated into $newParent 

22 Marking codes $cis are not found 

24 Status $status of the marking code $cis does not correspond to performed operation 

26 Participant $participant is not registered in EGRIP/USRLE as an actor 

31 Participant $participant has no authority to perform operations with group package $pack and marking code $cis 

44 Error in validation of document $docId on the XSD scheme 

46 Content or name of the document is incorrect 

56 Type of package for aggregate $cis is pack 

62 The package type $cis cannot be put into package $parent 

66 Aggregate $cis is not empty 

67 Date of emission/application of new group package $newParent is less than date of emission/application of old package 
$previousParent or dates of emission/application are missing 

68 Marking code $cis is unpaid 

69 Content or name of the document is incorrect. Parsing could not be performed  

70 Document content is incorrect. $reason is missing 

71 Document content is incorrect. Incorrect data: $reason 

72 Incorrect type of document: $docType 

73 Incorrect type of emission 

74 Identification code statuses specified in the “Aggregation” document do not match  

79 Marking code $cis is incorrect 

84 Boxes and pallets failed the aggregation: $ciss 

86 Marking code $cis specified in document $documentName contains itself in parent 

87 Incorrect format of parameter $field for MC $cis 
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Code Text 

88 Incorrect value of parameter $field for MC $cis 

101 Document processing was interrupted 

102 Document contains multiple products marking codes 

103 Document does not contain the marking codes 

106 Document validation error 

107 Signature validation error 

108 Service error occurred 

111 Error occurred in the document routing 

116 Participant $participant cannot move the marking code $cis not introduced into circulation 

117 Marking code $cis has been emitted 
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Appendix 2. List of parameters for limit on the length of the number of 
characters 
Clothing items, bed, table, bath and kitchen linens 

“Create marking code emission order” Method 

Parameter Description Type Mandatory 
Limitation shall be 
introduced into 

Suggested 
limitation 

contactPerson Contact person string - API 1-128 

productionOrderId Production order identifier string - API/UI 1-256 

exporterTaxpayerId INN/TIN (or analog) of the 
exporter 

string - Conditionally mandatory API 

Footwear 

“Create marking code emission order” Method 

Parameter Description Type Mandatory Use of limitation 
Suggested 
limitation 

contactPerson Contact person string - API 1-128 

productionOrderId Production order identifier string - API/UI 1-256 

exporterTaxpayerId INN/TIN (or analog) of the 
exporter 

string - Conditionally 
mandatory 

API 

Tobacco products 

“Create marking code emission order” Method 

Parameter Description Type Mandatory 
Use of 
limitation 

Suggested 
limitation 

factoryId Factory identifier. (Global location 
number) 

string + API/UI 2-128 

factoryName Factory name string - API/UI 2-256 

factoryAddress Factory address string - API/UI 2-256 

factoryCountry Factory country string + API/UI 2-128 

productionLineId Production line identifier string + API/UI 1-256 

productCode Goods code (SKU) string + API/UI 1-256 

productDescription Product description string + API/UI 1-512 

poNumber Production order number string - API 1-256 

“Send a report on MC dropout/rejection” Method 
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Parameter Description Type Mandatory 
Use of 
limitation 

Suggested 
limitation 

sourceDocNum Identifier of the document on which the 
writing-off is based 

String - API/UI 1-128 

address Address of writing-off string + API 2-256 

productionOrderId Production order identifier string - API/UI 1-256 

productionLineId Production line identifier string - API 1-256 

details Details string - UI 1-512 

“Send Report on MC Aggregation” Method 

Parameter Description Type Mandatory Use of limitation Suggested limitation 

unitSerialNumber Identification code of aggregation unit string + API/UI 20-74 

productionLineId Production line identifier string + API/UI 1-256 

productionOrderId Production order identifier string - API/UI 1-256 

brandcode Product brandname string - API/UI 1-256 

“Send Report on MC Utilization (Application)” Method 

Parameter Description Type Mandatory Use of limitation Suggested limitation 

productionLineId Production line identifier string + API 1-256 

productionOrderId Production order identifier string - API 1-256 

Perfume and eau de toilette 

“Create marking code emission order” Method 

Parameter Description Type Mandatory 
Limitation shall be 
introduced into 

Suggested 
limitation 

contactPerson Contact person String - API 1-128 

productionOrderId Production order identifier String - API/UI 1-256 

exporterTaxpayerId INN/TIN (or analog) of the 
exporter 

String - Conditionally mandatory API 

New pneumatic rubber tires and tire casings 

“Create marking code emission order” Method 
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Parameter Description Type Mandatory Use of limitation 
Suggested 
limitation 

contactPerson Contact person string - API 1-128 

productionOrderId Production order identifier string - API/UI 1-256 

exporterTaxpayerId INN/TIN (or analog) of the 
exporter 

string - Conditionally 
mandatory 

API 

Photo cameras (except cine cameras), flash lights and flash bulbs 

“Create marking code emission order” Method 

Parameter Description Type Mandatory Use of limitation 
Suggested 
limitation 

contactPerson Contact person string - API 1-128 

productionOrderId Production order identifier string - API/UI 1-256 

exporterTaxpayerId INN/TIN (or analog) of the 
exporter 

string - Conditionally 
mandatory 

API 

Dairy products 

“Create marking code emission order” Method 

Parameter Description Type Mandatory Use of limitation 
Suggested 
limitation 

contactPerson Contact person string - API 1-128 

productionOrderId Production order identifier string - API/UI 1-256 

exporterTaxpayerId INN/TIN (or analog) of the 
exporter 

string - Conditionally 
mandatory 

API 

“Send a report on MC dropout/rejection” Method 

Parameter Description Type Mandatory Use of limitation Suggested limitation 

details Details string - UI 1-512 

Bicycles and bicycle frames 

“Create marking code emission order” Method 

Parameter Description Type Mandatory Use of limitation Suggested limitation 

contactPerson Contact person string - API 1-128 

productionOrderId Production order identifier string - API/UI 1-256 
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Wheelchairs 

“Create marking code emission order” Method 

Parameter Description Type Mandatory 
Limitation shall be introduced 
into 

Suggested 
limitation 

contactPerson Contact person String - API 1-128 

productionOrderId Production order 
identifier 

String - API/UI 1-256 

Alternative tobacco products 

“Create marking code emission order” Method 

Parameter Description Type Mandatory 
Limitation shall be 
introduced into 

Suggested 
limitation 

contactPerson Contact person String - API 1-128 

productionOrderId Production order identifier String - API/UI 1-256 

factoryId Factory identifier. (Global 
location number) 

String + API/UI 2-128 

factoryName Factory name String - API/UI 2-256 

factoryAddress Factory address String - API/UI 2-256 

factoryCountry Factory country String + API/UI 2-128 

productionLineId Production line identifier String + API/UI 1-256 

productCode Goods code (SKU) String + API/UI 1-256 

productDescription Product description String + API/UI 1-512 

poNumber Production order number String - API 1-256 

“Send Report on MC Aggregation” Method 

Parameter Description Type Mandatory 
Limitation shall be 
introduced into 

Suggested 
limitation 

unitSerialNumber Identification code of 
aggregation unit 

String + API/UI 20-74 

productionLineId Production line identifier String + API/UI 1-256 

productionOrderId Production order identifier String - API/UI 1-256 

brandcode Product brandname String - API/UI 1-256 

“Send Report on MC Utilization (Application)” Method 
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Parameter Description Type Mandatory 
Limitation shall be introduced 
into 

Suggested 
limitation 

productionLineId Production line identifier String + API 1-256 

productionOrderId Production order 
identifier 

String - API 1-256 

Packaged water 

“Create marking code emission order” Method 

Parameter Description Type Mandatory 
Limitation shall be introduced 
into 

Suggested 
limitation 

contactPerson Contact person String - API 1-128 

productionOrderId Production order 
identifier 

String - API/UI 1-256 

Beer, beer-based and low-alcohol beverages 

“Create marking code emission order” Method 

Parameter Description Type Mandatory 
Limitation shall be introduced 
into 

Suggested 
limitation 

contactPerson Contact person String - API 1-128 

productionOrderId Production order 
identifier 

String - API/UI 1-256 

Nicotine products 

Parameter Description Type Mandatory 
Limitation shall be 
introduced into 

Suggested 
limitation 

factoryId Factory identifier. (Global 
location number) 

String + API/UI 2-128 

factoryName Factory name String - API/UI 2-256 

factoryAddress Factory address String - API/UI 2-256 

factoryCountry Factory country String + API/UI 2-128 

productionLineId Production line identifier String + API/UI 1-256 

productCode Goods code (SKU) String + API/UI 1-256 

productDescription Product description String + API/UI 1-512 

poNumber Production order number String - API 1-256 

“Send a report on MC dropout/rejection” Method 
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Parameter Description Type Mandatory 
Limitation shall be 
introduced into 

Suggested 
limitation 

sourceDocNum Identifier of the document on which 
the writing-off is based 

String - API/UI 1-128 

address Address of writing-off String + API 2-256 

productionOrderId Production order identifier String - API/UI 1-256 

productionLineId Production line identifier String - API 1-256 

details details String - UI 1-512 

“Send Report on MC Aggregation” Method 

Parameter Description Type Mandatory 
Limitation shall be 
introduced into 

Suggested 
limitation 

unitSerialNumber Identification code of 
aggregation unit 

String + API/UI 20-74 

productionLineId Production line identifier String + API/UI 1-256 

productionOrderId Production order identifier String - API/UI 1-256 

brandcode Product brandname String - API/UI 1-256 

“Send Report on MC Utilization (Application)” Method 

Parameter Description Type Mandatory 
Limitation shall be introduced 
into 

Suggested 
limitation 

productionLineId Production line identifier String + API 1-256 

productionOrderId Production order 
identifier 

String - API 1-256 
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Appendix 3. Catalogs of True API                                   

Catalog - List of supported goods groups 

Code in DB Name Description 

1 lp Clothing items, bed, table, bath and kitchen linens 

2 shoes Footwear 

3 tobacco Tobacco products 

4 perfumery Perfume and eau de toilette 

5 tires New pneumatic rubber tires and tire casings 

6 electronics Photo cameras (except cine cameras), flash lights and flash bulbs 

8 milk Dairy products 

9 bicycle Bicycles and bicycle frames 

10 wheelchairs Medical products 

12 otp Alternative tobacco products 

13 water Bottled water 

14 furs Products made of real fur 

15 beer Beer, beer-based and low-alcohol beverages 

16 ncp Nicotine products 

17 bio Biologically active food additives 

19 antiseptic Antiseptic/antibacterial skin cleansers and hand sanitizers 

22 nabeer Non-alcoholic beer 

23 softdrinks Juice products and non-alcoholic beverages 

Catalog - Types of documents 

Code Name Format 

AGGREGATION_DOCUMENT Aggregation JSON 

AGGREGATION_DOCUMENT_CSV Aggregation CSV 

AGGREGATION_DOCUMENT_XML Aggregation XML 

SETS_AGGREGATION Generation of sets JSON 

SETS_AGGREGATION_CSV Generation of sets CSV 

SETS_AGGREGATION_XML Generation of sets XML 

DISAGGREGATION_DOCUMENT Aggregate Disaggregation JSON 

DISAGGREGATION_DOCUMENT_CSV Aggregate Disaggregation CSV 

DISAGGREGATION_DOCUMENT_XML Aggregate Disaggregation XML 

REAGGREGATION_DOCUMENT Aggregate Reaggregation JSON 
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Code Name Format 

REAGGREGATION_DOCUMENT_XML Aggregate Reaggregation XML 

REAGGREGATION_DOCUMENT_CSV Aggregate Reaggregation CSV 

LP_INTRODUCE_GOODS Introduction into Circulation. 
Manufacture in the Russian 
Federation 

JSON 

LP_INTRODUCE_GOODS_CSV Introduction into Circulation. 
Manufacture in the Russian 
Federation 

CSV 

LP_INTRODUCE_GOODS_XML Introduction into Circulation. 
Manufacture in the Russian 
Federation 

XML 

LP_SHIP_GOODS Shipping JSON ("Products made of real 
fur", the document is disabled 
for submission of the 
information for other goods 
groups from March 01, 2022) 

LP_SHIP_GOODS_CSV Shipping CSV ("Products made of real 
fur", the document is disabled 
for submission of the 
information for other goods 
groups from March 01, 2022) 

LP_SHIP_GOODS_XML Shipping XML ("Products made of real 
fur", the document is disabled 
for submission of the 
information for other goods 
groups from March 01, 2022) 

LP_SHIP_RECEIPT Shipping with withdrawal 
from circulation 

JSON 

LP_SHIP_RECEIPT_CSV Shipping with withdrawal 
from circulation 

CSV 

LP_SHIP_RECEIPT_XML Shipping with withdrawal 
from circulation 

XML 

LP_SHIP_GOODS_CROSSBORDER Shipment at Cross-border 
Trading 

JSON 

EAS_GTIN_CROSSBORDER_EXPORT Shipment to EEU member 
states with recognition of ICs 
in case of volume and grade 
accounting (export) 

JSON 

EAS_GTIN_CROSSBORDER_EXPORT_CSV Shipment to EEU member 
states with recognition of ICs 
in case of volume and grade 
accounting (export) 

CSV 

EAS_GTIN_CROSSBORDER_IMPORT Shipment from EEU member 
states with IC recognition in 

JSON 
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Code Name Format 

case of volume and grade 
accounting (import) 

EAS_CROSSBORDER Shipment from EEU with IC 
recognition 

JSON 

REPORT_REWEIGHING Report on reweighting JSON 

LP_ACCEPT_GOODS Acceptance JSON 

LP_ACCEPT_GOODS_XML Acceptance XML 

EAS_GTIN_CROSSBORDER_ACCEPTANCE Acceptance of the shipment 
from EEU member states with 
IC recognition in case of 
volume and grade accounting 

JSON 

EAS_GTIN_CROSSBORDER_ACCEPTANCE_CSV Acceptance of the shipment 
from EEU member states with 
IC recognition in case of 
volume and grade accounting 

CSV 

EAS_GTIN_CROSSBORDER_EXPORT_ACCEPTANCE Acceptance of the shipment in 
EEU member states with IC 
recognition in case of volume 
and grade accounting 

JSON 

LK_REMARK Remarking JSON 

LK_REMARK_CSV Remarking CSV 

LK_REMARK_XML Remarking XML 

CIRCULATION_INFORMATION Information on identification 
codes to introduce goods into 
circulation 

JSON 

CIRCULATION_INFORMATION_2 Data on permitting documents 
to introduce goods into 
circulation 

JSON 

LP_GOODS_IMPORT Introduction into Circulation. 
Manufacturing outside of EEU 

JSON 

LP_GOODS_IMPORT_CSV Introduction into Circulation. 
Manufacturing outside of EEU 

CSV 

LP_GOODS_IMPORT_XML Introduction into Circulation. 
Manufacturing outside of EEU 

XML 

LP_CANCEL_SHIPMENT Canceling Shipment JSON 

LP_CANCEL_SHIPMENT_CROSSBORDER Canceling Shipment at Cross-
border Trading 

JSON 

LK_KM_CANCELLATION Writing off not applied IC JSON 

LK_KM_CANCELLATION_XML Writing off not applied IC XML 

LK_KM_CANCELLATION_CSV Writing off not applied IC CSV 

LK_APPLIED_KM_CANCELLATION Writing off applied ICs JSON 
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Code Name Format 

LK_APPLIED_KM_CANCELLATION_XML Writing off applied ICs XML 

LK_APPLIED_KM_CANCELLATION_CSV Writing off applied ICs CSV 

LK_CONTRACT_COMMISSIONING Introduction of goods into 
circulation. Contract 
Manufacturing in the Russian 
Federation 

JSON 

LK_CONTRACT_COMMISSIONING_CSV Introduction of goods into 
circulation. Contract 
Manufacturing in the Russian 
Federation 

CSV 

LK_CONTRACT_COMMISSIONING_XML Introduction of goods into 
circulation. Contract 
Manufacturing in the Russian 
Federation 

XML 

LK_INDI_COMMISSIONING Introduction of goods into 
circulation. Received from 
Individuals 

JSON 

LK_INDI_COMMISSIONING_CSV Introduction of goods into 
circulation. Received from 
Individuals 

CSV 

LK_INDI_COMMISSIONING_XML Introduction of goods into 
circulation. Received from 
Individuals 

XML 

LP_RETURN Return into circulation JSON 

LP_RETURN_CSV Return into circulation CSV 

LP_RETURN_XML Return into circulation XML 

LP_INTRODUCE_OST Introduction into Circulation. 
Remains Marking 

JSON 

LP_INTRODUCE_OST_CSV Introduction into Circulation. 
Remains Marking 

CSV 

LP_INTRODUCE_OST_XML Introduction into Circulation. 
Remains Marking 

XML 

CROSSBORDER Introduction into Circulation. 
Cross-border Trading 

JSON 

CROSSBORDER_CSV Introduction into Circulation. 
Cross-border Trading 

CSV 

CROSSBORDER_XML Introduction into Circulation. 
Cross-border Trading 

XML 

FURS_CROSSBORDER Introduction into Circulation. 
Cross-border Trading 
("Products made of real fur") 

JSON 
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Code Name Format 

FURS_CROSSBORDER_CSV Introduction into Circulation. 
Cross-border Trading 
("Products made of real fur") 

CSV 

FURS_CROSSBORDER_XML Introduction into Circulation. 
Cross-border Trading 
("Products made of real fur") 

XML 

LK_RECEIPT Withdrawal from Circulation JSON 

LK_RECEIPT_CSV Withdrawal from Circulation CSV 

LK_RECEIPT_XML Withdrawal from Circulation XML 

LP_INTRODUCE_GOODS_CROSSBORDER_CSD Introduction into Circulation. 
In the Territory of EEU 
Countries (Contract 
Manufacturing) 

JSON 

LP_INTRODUCE_GOODS_CROSSBORDER_CSD_XML Introduction into Circulation. 
In the Territory of EEU 
Countries (Contract 
Manufacturing) 

XML 

LP_INTRODUCE_GOODS_CROSSBORDER_CSD_CSV Introduction into Circulation. 
In the Territory of EEU 
Countries (Contract 
Manufacturing) 

CSV 

LP_FTS_INTRODUCE Introduction into Circulation. 
Import with FCS 

JSON 

LP_FTS_INTRODUCE_XML Introduction into Circulation. 
Import with FCS 

XML 

LP_FTS_INTRODUCE_CSV Introduction into Circulation. 
Import with FCS 

CSV 

LP_FTS_INTRODUCE_RESPONSE Customs declaration JSON 

ATK_AGGREGATION ACC Aggregation JSON 

ATK_AGGREGATION_CSV ACC Aggregation CSV 

ATK_AGGREGATION_XML ACC Aggregation XML 

ATK_TRANSFORMATION ACC Transformation JSON 

ATK_TRANSFORMATION_CSV ACC Transformation CSV 

ATK_TRANSFORMATION_XML ACC Transformation XML 

ATK_DISAGGREGATION ACC Disaggregation JSON 

ATK_DISAGGREGATION_CSV ACC Disaggregation CSV 

ATK_DISAGGREGATION_XML ACC Disaggregation XML 

RECEIPT Receipt It is generated by fiscal data 
operator 
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Code Name Format 

RECEIPT_RETURN Return receipt It is generated by fiscal data 
operator 

AGGREGATION_DOCUMENT Aggregation document 
("Tobacco products", 
"Alternative tobacco products" 
and "Nicotine products") 

JSON 

AGGREGATION_DOCUMENT Aggregation document 
("Tobacco products", 
"Alternative tobacco products" 
and "Nicotine products") 

XML 

WRITE_OFF Disposal (“Alternative 
tobacco products”, “Nicotine 
products”, “Tobacco 
products”) 

JSON 

WRITE_OFF Disposal (“Alternative 
tobacco products”, “Nicotine 
products”, “Tobacco 
products”) 

XML 

EAS_CROSSBORDER_EXPORT Shipment to EEU with IC 
recognition (export) 

JSON 

EAS_CROSSBORDER_EXPORT_CSV Shipment to EEU with IC 
recognition (export) 

CSV 

EAS_CROSSBORDER_EXPORT_ACCEPTANCE Acceptance of shipment to 
EEU with IC recognition 
(export) 

JSON 

LK_INDIVIDUALIZATION Singulation of ICM ("Products 
made of real fur") 

JSON 

LK_INDIVIDUALIZATION_CSV Singulation of ICM ("Products 
made of real fur") 

CSV 

LK_INDIVIDUALIZATION_XML Singulation of ICM ("Products 
made of real fur") 

XML 

FURS_FTS_INTRODUCE Introduction into Circulation. 
FCS import. ("Products made 
of real fur") 

JSON 

FURS_FTS_INTRODUCE_CSV Introduction into Circulation. 
FCS import. ("Products made 
of real fur") 

CSV 

FURS_FTS_INTRODUCE_XML Introduction into Circulation. 
FCS import. ("Products made 
of real fur") 

XML 

LK_GTIN_RECEIPT Withdrawal from circulation 
(volume and grade 
accounting) 

JSON 
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Code Name Format 

LK_GTIN_RECEIPT_CANCEL Cancellation of withdrawal 
from circulation (volume and 
grade accounting) 

JSON 

“Description of API EDM Lite” document  shall be used to create the universal documents. 
Documents are received from commercial EDM. 

Name of universal document Code 

UTD PD (consignment note) UNIVERSAL_TRANSFER_DOCUMENT 

UTD TI (tax invoice) UNIVERSAL_TRANSFER_DOCUMENT 

UTD TIPD (tax invoice+consignment note) UNIVERSAL_TRANSFER_DOCUMENT 

UTD(c) PD (for consignment note) UNIVERSAL_TRANSFER_DOCUMENT_FIX 

UTD(c) TI (for tax invoice) UNIVERSAL_TRANSFER_DOCUMENT_FIX 

UTD(c) TIPD UNIVERSAL_TRANSFER_DOCUMENT_FIX 

UCD DPC (for consignment note) UNIVERSAL_CORRECTION_DOCUMENT 

UCD CTI (for tax invoice) UNIVERSAL_CORRECTION_DOCUMENT 

UCD CTI DPC UNIVERSAL_CORRECTION_DOCUMENT 

UCD(c) DPC (correction of consignment note corrective document) UNIVERSAL_CORRECTION_DOCUMENT_FIX 

UCD(c) CTI (correction of tax invoice corrective document) UNIVERSAL_CORRECTION_DOCUMENT_FIX 

UCD(c) CTI DPC UNIVERSAL_CORRECTION_DOCUMENT_FIX 

Universal cancellation document UNIVERSAL_CANCEL_DOCUMENT 

Catalog – Statuses of UTD checks 
Code Name 

VERIFIED Successfully checked 

NOT_VALID Check error 

NOT_FOUND Not found 

IN_PROGRESS Being processed 

AWAITING Pending 

Catalog - Types of Contracts 
Code in DB Name 

-2 Contract on access to TT GIS 

-3 Contract on ER provision 

-4 Contract on services for provision of ICs 

-5 Contract on DR provision 

https://%D1%87%D0%B5%D1%81%D1%82%D0%BD%D1%8B%D0%B9%D0%B7%D0%BD%D0%B0%D0%BA.%D1%80%D1%84/upload/API%20%D0%AD%D0%94%D0%9E%20lite.pdf
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-6 EDM Contract 

-7 Contract for the gratuitous use of movable property 

-8 Contract on provision of ER to GCP via UD 

-9 Request of participant for DR equipment 

-10 Request of participant for ER equipment 

-11 Request of good circulation participant on provision of ER via UD 

-12 Equipment Acceptance Certificate 

-13 Equipment Return Certificate 

-14 Certificate of inspection of equipment state and operational conditions 

-15 Work Completion Certificate 

-16 Notification on granting the right to the participant to use the equipment by providing the UD 

-17 Supplement agreement 

-18 Supplement agreement (non-resident) 

-19 digitalization agreement 

-20 Letter of payment made by third party 

-21 Contract on fee-based services for provision of ICs (with non-resident) 

-22 Contract on ER provision (with non-resident) 

-23 Contract on provision of ER to GCP via UD (with non-resident) 

-24 Information letter 

-25 Notification from Operator 

-26 Request of participant for ER equipment (non-resident) 

-27 Request of participant on provision of ER via UD (non-resident) 

-28 Notification to participant of DR transfer 

-29 Certificate on the impossibility of obligation fulfillment 

-100 Invoice for payment 

-10000 Reconciliation statement 

Catalog – Types of IC emission 

Code Description 

LOCAL Manufacture in the Russian Federation 

FOREIGN Imported in the Russian Federation 

REMAINS Remains marking; 

CROSSBORDER Imported from EEU countries 

REMARK Remarking 

COMMISSION Accepted for commission from an individual 
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Catalog – IC statuses 

Current statuses 

Code Description 

EMITTED Emitted. Released ("Applied but not paid" for "Alternative tobacco products", "Nicotine products", 
"Tobacco products" goods groups) 

APPLIED Emitted. Received ("Applied" for "Alternative tobacco products", "Nicotine products", "Tobacco 
products" goods groups) 

APPLIED_PAID Applied. Paid (only for “Alternative tobacco products”, “Tobacco products”, “Nicotine products” 
goods groups) 

INTRODUCED In circulation 

WRITTEN_OFF Written off 

RETIRED Retired 

WITHDRAWN Withdrawn (only for “Alternative tobacco products”, “Nicotine products”, “Tobacco products” goods 
groups) 

INTRODUCED Returned into circulation (only for “Alternative tobacco products”, “Nicotine products”, “Tobacco 
products” goods groups) 

DISAGGREGATION Disaggregated (only for SPIN, ATC,and set of all GG other than ‘Tobacco products’ and ‘Alternate 
tobacco products’) 

DISAGGREGATED Disaggregated (only for “Alternative tobacco products”, “Nicotine products”, “Tobacco products” 
goods groups) 

APPLIED_NOT_PAID Applied but not paid (only for “Alternative tobacco products”, “Nicotine products”, “Tobacco 
products” goods groups) 

Current extended statuses 

Current extended statuses cannot be used for the “Alternative tobacco products”, “Nicotine products”, 
“Tobacco products” goods groups. 

Code Description Current statuses 

EMPTY No value  

RESERVED_NOT_USED Reserved. Do not use INTRODUCED 

INDIVIDUAL ICM is individualized (only for GG “Products made of real 
fur”) 

EMITTED, 
APPLIED 

NON_INDIVIDUAL ICM is not individualized (only for GG “Products made of real 
fur”) 

EMITTED, 
APPLIED 

WAIT_SHIPMENT Awaiting confirmation of acceptance INTRODUCED 

EXPORTED Used for export document  

LOAN_RETIRED Withdrawn from circulation under installment contract RETIRED 

REMARK_RETIRED Withdrawn from circulation during remarking WRITTEN-OFF 
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Code Description Current statuses 

WAIT_TRANSFER_TO_OWNER Awaiting transferring to an owner (contract manufacturing) INTRODUCED 

WAIT_REMARK A product is awaiting remarking, or IC is written off upon 
application 

WRITTEN_OFF 

RETIRED_CANCELLATION Writing off WRITTEN_OFF 

RETIRED_DONATION Free-of-charge transfer, used in ‘Shipping’ document RETIRED 

RETIRED_STATE_ENTERPRISE Acquisition by a state enterprise,used in ‘Shipping’ document RETIRED 

RETIRED_NO_RETAIL_USE Use for buyer’s internal purposes, used in ‘Shipping’ 
document 

RETIRED 

RETIRED_BEYOND_EEC_EXPORT Export outside EEU, used in ‘Withdrawal from circulation’ 
document 

RETIRED 

RETIRED_REMOTE_SALE Sale on sample, distance sales, used in ‘Withdrawal from 
circulation’ document 

RETIRED 

RETIRED_EEC_EXPORT Export to EEU countries, used in ‘Withdrawal from 
circulation’ document 

RETIRED 

RETIRED_RETURN Return to an individual, used in ‘Withdrawal from circulation’ 
document 

RETIRED 

RETIRED_DAMAGE_LOSS Loss or damage, used in ‘Withdrawal from circulation’ 
document 

RETIRED 

RETIRED_DESTRUCTION Destruction, used in ‘Withdrawal from circulation’ document RETIRED 

RETIRED_CONFISCATION Confiscation, used in ‘Withdrawal from circulation’ document RETIRED 

RETIRED_LIQUIDATION Enterprise liquidation, used in ‘Writing off’ document RETIRED 

RETIRED_ENTERPRISE_USE Use for internal purposes RETIRED 

FTS_RESPOND_NOT_OK Unfavorable decision by FCS APPLIED 

FTS_RESPOND_WAITING Awaiting confirmation by FCS APPLIED 

FTS_CONTROL Controlled by FCS APPLIED 

IN_GRAY_ZONE Is in gray zone APPLIED 

EAS_RESPOND_NOT_OK Negative EEU decision (only for the “Products made of real 
fur” goods group) 

RETIRED 

EAS_RESPOND_WAITING Awaiting EEU confirmation (only for the “Products made of 
real fur” goods group) 

RETIRED 

Catalog - Types of production 

Code Description 

LOCAL Manufacture in the Russian Federation 

FOREIGN Imported to the Russian Federation 
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Catalog - Types of packing 

Code Description Restriction on the use according to the GG 

Note for GGs 
“Tobacco 
products”, 
“Alternative 
tobacco products”, 
“Nicotine 
products” 

Note for 
other GGs 

Identification 
code type 

UNIT Goods item  Pack Consumer 
package 

IC 

GROUP Group 
packing 

It is used only for the following goods groups: 
"Antiseptic/antibacterial skin cleansers and 
hand sanitizers", "Alternative tobacco 
products", "Biologically active food 
additives", "Dairy products", "Beer, beer-
based and low-alcohol beverages", "Packaged 
water" 

  GPIC 

LEVEL1 Level 1 
package 

 Block  GPIC 

LEVEL2 Level 2 
package 

 Box Shipping 
package 
(SSCC) 

SPIC 

LEVEL3 Level 3 
package 

 Pallet  SPIC 

LEVEL4 Level 4 
package 

   SPIC 

LEVEL5 Level 5 
package 

   SPIC 

BUNDLE Bundle It is used only for the “Clothing items, bed, 
table, bath and kitchen linens” goods group 

  PIC 

ACC Aggregated 
customs 
code 

 Only IC (pack), 
GPIC (block) can 
be a part of the 
ACC 

Only IC, 
GPIC, PIC 
can be a part 
of the ACC 

 

SET Set It is used only for the following GGs: 
“Perfume and eau de toilette”, “Photo 
cameras (except for cine cameras), flash 
lights and flash bulbs”, “Clothing Items, Bed, 
Table, Bath and Kitchen Linen”, “Dairy 
products” 

It is used only for 
“Nicotine 
Products” goods 
group 

 SIC 

Catalog - Order statuses 

Code Description 

NEW Registered 

"PRODUCTION", Production 
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Code Description 

VALIDATION_FAILED Error during check 

IN PROGRESS Order is under execution process 

SUCCESS Order is executed 

ERROR Error occurred during order execution 

RESULT_EXPIRED Order has expired 

Catalog - Document statuses 

Code Description Comment 

IN_PROGRESS Under check  

CHECKED_OK Processed  

CHECKED_NOT_OK Processed with errors  

PROCESSING_ERROR Technical error  

ACCEPTED Accepted Only for “Shipment” document 

CANCELLED Canceled Only for “Shipment” document and EDM documents 

WAIT_ACCEPTANCE Awaiting acceptance Only for “Shipment” document. It is set in case of 
successful processing of “Shipment” document 

PARSE_ERROR Processed with errors  

WAIT_PARTICIPANT_REGISTRATION Awaiting registration of 
participant in TT GIS 

Only for “Shipment” document. It is set in case of 
successful processing of “Goods shipment” document 
to unregistered participant 

WAIT_FOR_CONTINUATION Check in progress  

Catalog - Disposal Reasons 

Code value Deprecated code 
value 

Description Deprecat
ed 
descripti
on 

Document type Goods 
group 

AUTO_CANCELLATI
ON 

— Cancellation 
of unused 
MCs after the 
expiration 
date 

— MCs which have not been applied 
before their expiration date and for 
which a cancellation report has not 
been sent, are written off 
automatically in the TT GIS 

All goods 
groups to 
which 
cancellati
on applies 

BEYOND_EEC_EXP
ORT 

— Export 
outside the 
EEU 
countries 

— "Withdrawal from circulation" 
(LK_RECEIPT), "Withdrawal from 
circulation (volume and grade 
accounting)" (LK_GTIN_RECEIPT) 

All goods 
groups, 
for which 
this 
document 
type is 
available 
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Code value Deprecated code 
value 

Description Deprecat
ed 
descripti
on 

Document type Goods 
group 

BY_SAMPLES REMOTE_SALE Sale by 
sample 

Sale by 
sample, 
remote 
sale 

"Withdrawal from circulation" 
(LK_RECEIPT) 

Except 
“Alternati
ve 
tobacco 
products”
, 
“Tobacco 
products”
, 
“Nicotine 
products” 
goods 
groups 

COMPLAINTS — Complaints — "Disposal" (WRITE_OFF) “Alternati
ve 
tobacco 
products”
, 
“Tobacco 
products”
, 
“Nicotine 
products” 

CONFISCATION — Confiscation — "Withdrawal from circulation" 
(LK_RECEIPT), "Withdrawal from 
circulation (volume and grade 
accounting)" (LK_GTIN_RECEIPT), 
"Disposal" (WRITE_OFF) 

All goods 
groups, 
for which 
this 
document 
type is 
available 

DAMAGE_LOSS — Loss — "Disposal" (WRITE_OFF) All goods 
groups, 
for which 
this 
document 
type is 
available 

DEFECT — Damage / 
reject 

— "Disposal" (WRITE_OFF) “Alternati
ve 
tobacco 
products”
, 
“Tobacco 
products”
, 
“Nicotine 
products” 
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Code value Deprecated code 
value 

Description Deprecat
ed 
descripti
on 

Document type Goods 
group 

DEMO_SAMPLES — Demo 
samples 

— "Disposal" (WRITE_OFF) “Alternati
ve 
tobacco 
products”
, 
“Tobacco 
products”
, 
“Nicotine 
products” 

DESCRIPTION_ERR
ORS 

— Errors in 
goods 
description 
found 

— "Remarking" (LK_REMARK) Except 
“Alternati
ve 
tobacco 
products”
, “Dairy 
products”
, 
“Nicotine 
products”
, “Beer, 
beer-
based and 
low-
alcohol 
beverages
”, 
“Tobacco 
products” 
goods 
groups 

DESTRUCTION — Destruction — "Withdrawal from circulation" 
(LK_RECEIPT), "Withdrawal from 
circulation (volume and grade 
accounting)" (LK_GTIN_RECEIPT), 

 "Disposal" (WRITE_OFF) 

All goods 
groups, 
for which 
this 
document 
type is 
available 

DISTANCE REMOTE_SALE Remote sale Sale by 
sample, 
remote 
sale 

"Withdrawal from circulation" 
(LK_RECEIPT) 

Except 
“Alternati
ve 
tobacco 
products”
, 
“Tobacco 
products”
, 
“Nicotine 
products” 
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Code value Deprecated code 
value 

Description Deprecat
ed 
descripti
on 

Document type Goods 
group 

goods 
groups 

DONATION — Donation — “Withdrawal from circulation” 
(LK_RECEIPT), "Withdrawal from 
circulation (volume and grade 
accounting)" (LK_GTIN_RECEIPT), 
“Shipping with withdrawal from 
circulation” (LP_SHIP_RECEIPT), 
“Universal transfer document” 
(UNIVERSAL_TRANSFER_DOCU
MENT) 

Except 
“Alternati
ve 
tobacco 
products”
, 
“Tobacco 
products”
, 
“Nicotine 
products” 
goods 
groups 

EAS_TRADE EEC_EXPORT Cross-border 
export to 
EEU 
countries 

Export to 
EEU 
countries 

"Withdrawal from circulation" 
(LK_RECEIPT), "Withdrawal from 
circulation (volume and grade 
accounting)" (LK_GTIN_RECEIPT) 

All goods 
groups, 
for which 
this 
document 
type is 
available 

EEC_EXPORT_RETU
RN 

— Return of 
goods 
exported 
previously to 
EEU 

— "Remarking" (LK_REMARK) Except 
“Alternati
ve 
tobacco 
products”
, “Dairy 
products”
, 
“Nicotine 
products”
, “Beer, 
beer-
based and 
low-
alcohol 
beverages
”, 
“Tobacco 
products” 
goods 
groups 

EXPIRATION — Shelf life 
expiration 

— "Withdrawal from circulation" 
(LK_RECEIPT), "Withdrawal from 
circulation (volume and grade 
accounting)" (LK_GTIN_RECEIPT) 

"Dairy 
products", 
"Package
d water" 
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Code value Deprecated code 
value 

Description Deprecat
ed 
descripti
on 

Document type Goods 
group 

EXPIRY — Expired — "Disposal" (WRITE_OFF) “Alternati
ve 
tobacco 
products”
, 
“Tobacco 
products”
, 
“Nicotine 
products” 

INTERNAL_RETURN — Decision to 
sell the goods  
purchased 
previously 
without the 
purpose of 
further sales 

— "Remarking" (LK_REMARK) Except 
“Alternati
ve 
tobacco 
products”
, “Dairy 
products”
, 
“Nicotine 
products”
, “Beer, 
beer-
based and 
low-
alcohol 
beverages
”, 
“Tobacco 
products” 
goods 
groups 

KM_CANCELATION — Writing off 
during the 
transformatio
n 

— "Transformation" 
(REAGGREGATION_DOCUMENT
) 

All goods 
groups, 
for which 
this 
document 
type is 
available 

KM_CANCELLATIO
N 

— Cancellation 
of unused 
MCs at the 
initiative of 
the goods 
circulation 
participant. 

— "Rejection report" All goods 
groups, 
for which 
this report 
type is 
available 

KM_DESTROYED — Destruction — “Writing Off of IC with/without IM 
Not Applied to the Goods Item” 
(LK_KM_CANCELLATION), 

All goods 
groups, 
for which 
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Code value Deprecated code 
value 

Description Deprecat
ed 
descripti
on 

Document type Goods 
group 

“Writing Off of applied IC with IM” 
(LK_APPLIED_KM_CANCELLAT
ION) 

this 
document 
type is 
available 

KM_LOST — Loss — “Writing Off of IC with/without IM 
Not Applied to the Goods Item” 
(LK_KM_CANCELLATION), 
“Writing Off of applied IC with IM” 
(LK_APPLIED_KM_CANCELLAT
ION) 

All goods 
groups, 
for which 
this 
document 
type is 
available 

KM_SPOILED — Damaged — “Writing Off of IC with/without IM 
Not Applied to the Goods Item” 
(LK_KM_CANCELLATION), 
“Writing Off of applied IC with IM” 
(LK_APPLIED_KM_CANCELLAT
ION), “Remarking” (LK_REMARK) 

All goods 
groups, 
for which 
this 
document 
type is 
available 

KM_SPOILED_OR_L
OST 

— IM with MC 
spoiled or 
lost 

— "Remarking" (LK_REMARK) All goods 
groups, 
for which 
this 
document 
type is 
available 

LEGAL_RETURN — Return from 
the end buyer 
(legal 
entity/individ
ual 
entrepreneur) 

— "Remarking" (LK_REMARK) Except 
“Alternati
ve 
tobacco 
products”
, “Dairy 
products”
, 
“Nicotine 
products”
, “Beer, 
beer-
based and 
low-
alcohol 
beverages
”, 
“Tobacco 
products” 
goods 
groups 
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Code value Deprecated code 
value 

Description Deprecat
ed 
descripti
on 

Document type Goods 
group 

LIQUIDATION — Liquidation — "Disposal" (WRITE_OFF) “Alternati
ve 
tobacco 
products”
, 
“Tobacco 
products”
, 
“Nicotine 
products” 

LOSS DAMAGE_LOSS Loss — "Withdrawal from circulation" 
(LK_RECEIPT), "Withdrawal from 
circulation (volume and grade 
accounting)" (LK_GTIN_RECEIPT) 

All goods 
groups, 
for which 
this 
document 
type is 
available 

NO_RETAIL_USE — Use for 
purposes of 
buyer 

— "Shipping with withdrawal from 
circulation" (LP_SHIP_RECEIPT) 

All goods 
groups, 
for which 
this 
document 
type is 
available 

OTHER — Any other — "Withdrawal from circulation" 
(LK_RECEIPT), "Withdrawal from 
circulation (volume and grade 
accounting)" (LK_GTIN_RECEIPT), 
"Disposal" (WRITE_OFF) 

All goods 
groups, 
for which 
this 
document 
type is 
available 

OWN_USE - 
NO_RETAIL_USE
, 
ENTERPRISE_US
E 

Use for 
internal 
purposes 

- “Withdrawal from circulation” 
(LK_RECEIPT), "Withdrawal from 
circulation (volume and grade 
accounting)" (LK_GTIN_RECEIPT),  
“Universal transfer document” 
(UNIVERSAL_TRANSFER_DOCU
MENT) 

All goods 
groups, 
for which 
this 
document 
type is 
available 

PACKING — Prepacking — "Withdrawal from circulation" 
(LK_RECEIPT) 

"Dairy 
products" 

PRODUCT_TESTING — Test samples — "Disposal" (WRITE_OFF) “Alternati
ve 
tobacco 
products”
, 
“Tobacco 
products”
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Code value Deprecated code 
value 

Description Deprecat
ed 
descripti
on 

Document type Goods 
group 

, 
“Nicotine 
products” 

PRODUCT_RECALL — Recalled 
from market 

— "Disposal" (WRITE_OFF) “Alternati
ve 
tobacco 
products”
, 
“Tobacco 
products”
, 
“Nicotine 
products” 

PRODUCTION_USE — Use for 
production 
purposes 

— "Withdrawal from circulation" 
(LK_RECEIPT), "Withdrawal from 
circulation (volume and grade 
accounting)" (LK_GTIN_RECEIPT) 
 

"Dairy 
products", 
“Products 
made of 
real fur”, 
"Package
d water" 
 

QA_SAMPLES — Laboratory 
test samples 

— "Disposal" (WRITE_OFF) “Alternati
ve 
tobacco 
products”
, 
“Tobacco 
products”
, 
“Nicotine 
products” 

RECALL — Recalled 
from market 

— "Withdrawal from circulation" 
(LK_RECEIPT) 

“Alternati
ve 
tobacco 
products”
, 
“Tobacco 
products”
, 
“Nicotine 
products” 

REMOTE_SALE_RET
URN 

— Return of 
goods with 
damaged 

— "Remarking" (LK_REMARK) Except 
“Alternati
ve 
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Code value Deprecated code 
value 

Description Deprecat
ed 
descripti
on 

Document type Goods 
group 

IM/without 
IM at remote 
sales 

tobacco 
products”
, “Dairy 
products”
, 
“Nicotine 
products”
, “Beer, 
beer-
based and 
low-
alcohol 
beverages
”, 
“Tobacco 
products” 
goods 
groups 

RETAIL — Retail trade Retail 
sale 

"Withdrawal from circulation" 
(LK_RECEIPT) 

All goods 
groups, 
for which 
this 
document 
type is 
available 

RETAIL_RETURN — Return of 
goods with 
damaged 
IM/without 
IM at retail 
sales 

— "Remarking" (LK_REMARK) Except 
“Alternati
ve 
tobacco 
products”
, “Dairy 
products”
, 
“Nicotine 
products”
, “Beer, 
beer-
based and 
low-
alcohol 
beverages
”, 
“Tobacco 
products” 
goods 
groups 

RETURN — Return to 
individual 

— "Withdrawal from circulation" 
(LK_RECEIPT) 

Except 
“Alternati
ve 
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Code value Deprecated code 
value 

Description Deprecat
ed 
descripti
on 

Document type Goods 
group 

tobacco 
products”
, “Dairy 
products”
, 
“Tobacco 
products”
, 
“Nicotine 
products”
, 
“Package
d water” 
goods 
groups 

STATE_CONTRACT STATE_ENTERP
RISE 

Sale under a 
state 
(municipal) 
contract 

Acquisiti
on by a 
state 
enterpris
e 

"Withdrawal from circulation" 
(LK_RECEIPT), "Withdrawal from 
circulation (volume and grade 
accounting)" (LK_GTIN_RECEIPT) 

All goods 
groups, 
for which 
this 
document 
type is 
available 

STATE_ENTERPRISE — Acquisition 
by a state 
enterprise 

— "Shipping with withdrawal from 
circulation" (LP_SHIP_RECEIPT), 
"Universal transfer document" 
(UNIVERSAL_TRANSFER_DOCU
MENT) 

All goods 
groups, 
for which 
this 
document 
type is 
available 

STATE_SECRET — Sale in deal 
constituting a 
state secret 

— "Withdrawal from circulation" 
(LK_RECEIPT), "Withdrawal from 
circulation (volume and grade 
accounting)" (LK_GTIN_RECEIPT) 

Except 
the 
“Products 
made of 
real fur” 
goods 
group 
 

UTILIZATION — Disposal — "Withdrawal from circulation" 
(LK_RECEIPT), "Withdrawal from 
circulation (volume and grade 
accounting)" (LK_GTIN_RECEIPT) 

Except 
the 
“Products 
made of 
real fur” 
goods 
group 
 

VENDING — Vending 
machine 
sales 

— "Withdrawal from circulation" 
(LK_RECEIPT) 

"Dairy 
products", 
"Package
d water" 
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Code value Deprecated code 
value 

Description Deprecat
ed 
descripti
on 

Document type Goods 
group 

OWN_USE_EXCISE — Write-off for 
own 
purposes 
with payment 
of excise 
duties 

— "Disposal" (WRITE_OFF) “Alternati
ve 
tobacco 
products”
, 
“Tobacco 
products”
, 
“Nicotine 
products” 

BALANCE_CORREC
TION 

— Correction of 
remaining 
items 
(volume and 
grade 
accounting) 

— "Withdrawal from circulation 
(volume and grade accounting)" 
(LK_GTIN_RECEIPT) 

All goods 
groups, 
for which 
this 
document 
type is 
available 

 

Catalog - Response statuses 

Code 
in DB Name Description Format of error message 

200 OK Response status if 
successful 

- 

201 CREATED Response status if 
successful 

 

202 ACCEPTED Response status if 
successful 

 

400 ERROR 
Bad Request 

Error in request parameters 
(mandatory parameter is 
missing) 

1 For NC methods: 
1.1. If apikey or feed parameter is missing: 
 

{ "error_message": "Отсутствует обязательный 
параметр: <имя обязательного параметра>" } 

1.2. If other parameters are missing: 

{ "error_message": "Ошибка в параметрах запроса" 
} 

2 For all methods except for NC methods: 

{ "error_message": "Отсутствует обязательный 
параметр: <имя обязательного параметра>" } 

  Error in request parameters 
(wrong type of parameter) 

1 For NC methods: 
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Code 
in DB Name Description Format of error message 

{ "error_message": "Ошибка в параметрах запроса" 
} 

2 For all methods except for NC methods: 

{ "error_message": "Параметр <имя параметра> 
требует значение типа <требуемый тип 
параметра>" } 

401 ERROR 
 

{ "error_message":“Full 
authentication is required to 
access this resource” 

Authorization error 1 For all methods requiring a token except for NC 
methods: 

1.1. Outdated token is specified: 

<InvalidTokenException> 
<error>invalid_token</error> 
<error_description>Access token expired: 
<токен></error_description> 
</InvalidTokenException> 

1.2. Token is not specified: 

<UnauthorizedException> 
<error>unauthorized</error> <error_description>Full 
authentication is required to access this 
resource</error_description> 
</UnauthorizedException> 

402 ERROR Error in attribute content of 
request body 

 

403 ERROR 
Forbidden 

Access denied 1 For all methods except for NC methods: 

1.1. If a user (GCP) is not granted access to a specific 
remote service: 

{ "error_message": "Отсутствует доступ к ресурсу" 
} 

2 For all NC methods: 

2.1. If incorrect API key is specified 

{ "error_message": "Отсутствует доступ к ресурсу" 
} 

404 ERROR 
Not Found 

Requested information is 
not found in TT GIS 

1 For all NC methods: 

{ "error_message": Данные не найдены> не найден" 
+ 
} 

2 For all methods except for NC methods: 
 

{ "error_message": "<Описание параметра> не 
найден" 
} 
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Code 
in DB Name Description Format of error message 

  Error in indication of 
method URL 

{ "error_message": "Метод с указанным URL не 
найден" 
} 

409 ERROR The request could not be 
completed due to a conflict 
with the current state of the 
resource 

 

410 ERROR The resource was 
previously available at the 
specified URL, but now it 
is deleted and unavailable 

 

414 ERROR Acceptable request body 
size exceeded 

{ "error_message": "Слишком большой запрос" 
} 

422 ERROR Signature check error { "error_message": "Ошибка проверки подписи" } 

500 ERROR 
Internal server Error 

Internal error of remote 
systems (technically 
detailed description does 
not return) 

{ "error_message": "Ошибка при выполнении 
запроса" 
} 

502 ERROR 
Bad gateway Nginx 

Server is temporarily 
unavailable or blocked 

 

503 ERROR 
Service Unavailable 

Problem with access to 
remote system 

{ "error_message": "Удаленная система 
недоступна" 
} 

504 ERROR Error during receiving the 
system response 

{ "error_message": "Отсутствует ответ системы" 
} 

Catalog - Types of organizations 

Code in DB Code Description 

1 TRADE_PARTICIPANT Goods circulation participant 

2 PRODUCER Goods manufacturer 

3 IMPORTER Importer of goods 

4 WHOLESALER Wholesale trading 

5 RETAIL Retail trading 

6 IS_MP_OPERATOR TT GIS operator 

8 OGV State authority 

9 EMITENT Issuer 
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Catalog - GCP statuses 

Code Description 

REGISTERED Registered 

PRE_REGISTERED Pre-registration has commenced 

NOT_REGISTERED Not registered 

REMOVED Deleted 

RESTORED Restored 

BLOCKED Blocked 

PRE_REGISTERED_ISSUER Pre-registration of the manufacturer 

PRE_REGISTERED_TRADER Pre-registration of the seller 

Catalog - Statuses of request for GCP registration 

No. Code Description 

1 IN_PROGRESS Under consideration (check) 

2 CHECKED_OK Checked 

3 REGISTERED Document is registered (accepted by system) 

4 CHECKED_NOT_OK Error 

5 PROSECCING_ERROR Error during processing 

6 UNDEFINED Undefined 

Catalog - Document statuses in SD life cycle 

Code in DB Description 

10 New 

20 Agreement 

40 Signing 

50 Activation 

60 Active 

100 Invalid 

Catalog - Status model 

Each status has an indication of what type of documents it applies to: 

Code in DB Statuses of outgoing documents Statuses of incoming documents 

0 Draft - 

11 Awaiting sending - 
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Code in DB Statuses of outgoing documents Statuses of incoming documents 

1 Sent - 

2 Delivered (signature not required) Signature is not required 

12 Viewed (signature not required) Signature is not required (document is viewed) 

3 Delivered (awaiting signing) Signature is required 

13 Viewed (awaiting signing) Signature is required (document is viewed) 

4 Signed Signed 

5 Rejected Rejected 

15 Rejected (request is viewed) Rejected (request is viewed) 

6 Revoked Revoked 

16 Cancellation requested Awaiting cancellation 

17 Awaiting cancellation Cancellation requested 

18 Canceled Canceled 

19 Cancellation rejected Cancellation rejected 

7 Refined Refined 

8 Refinement required Awaiting refinement 

14 Refinement required (request for refinement is viewed) Request for refinement is viewed (awaiting refinement) 

9 Error in signature Error in signature 

10 Error of delivery Error of delivery 

Catalog - Additional parameters in the response, depending on the goods groups 

Additional parameters return in the response if the data are specified in the product description card in the NC. 

Additional parameters for “Tobacco products” and “Alternate tobacco products” GGs 

Parameter Description Note 

tobaсcoType Type of tobacco product  

exciseProduct Excise product  

exciseProductCode Code of excisable good (sum of code of excisable good)  

quantityInPack Measurement unit of attribute - “Quantity of the units of consumption in the consumer packing” 
(only for alternative tobacco product) 

 

weight Declared weight (alternative tobacco product)  

rawTobaccoWeight Weight of tobacco raw materials (only for “Alternative tobacco products“)  
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Additional parameters for GG “Footwear” 

Parameter Description Note 

productType Footwear type  

productTypeDesc Footwear type  

productSize Stich size  

color Item color  

materialUpper Top material  

materialLining Lining material  

materialDown Bottom/sole material  

country Country of production  

color Color  

size Size  

sizes Size Array of unique values of stich size ( values from the NC and values received 
from the TT GIS). 

model Model / Article of 
manufacturer 

 

Additional parameters for GG “Clothing, bed linen, table linen, bath and kitchen linen” 

Parameter Description Note 

type Item type  

size Clothing size  

color Color  

textileType Textile type  

structure Structure  

consumerAge User age  

gender Target sex  

country Country of production  

structure Product structure  

standardNumber Number of regulation or standard  

productKind Goods type  

productAreaSize Item size  

model Model / Article of manufacturer  
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Additional parameters for GG “Photo cameras (except for cine cameras), flash lights and flash bulbs” 

Parameter Description Note 

type Goods type  

standardNumber Number of regulation / standard  

country Country of production  

standardNumber Number of regulation or standard  

productKind Goods type  

model Model / Article of manufacturer  

Additional parameters for GG “Bicycles and bicycle frames” 

Parameter Description Note 

productKind Goods type  

productionYear Year of manufacture  

engineType Engine type  

enginePower Engine power  

electricEnginePower Electric motor power, W  

frameSize Frame size  

weightGross Structural mass, kg  

frameMaterial Frame material  

rimDiameter Nominal bead seat diameter, inches  

sectionWidth Tire (tube) section width, inches  

brakeSystemType Brake system type  

frontForkType Front fork type  

country Country of production  

rimDiameter Nominal bead seat diameter, inches  

gearType Type of drive   

codeTSR TRA code  

Additional parameters for GG “Medical products” 

Parameter Description Note 

productKind Goods type  

weightGross Structural mass, kg  

maximumLoad Maximum load, kg  
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Parameter Description Note 

seatDepth Seat depth  

seatWidth Seat width  

seatHeight Seat height  

backHeight Back height  

country Country of production  

gearType Type of drive  

codeTSR TRA code  

model Model/article of manufacturer  

weightMaxUnequipped Maximum weight of unequipped unit, no more  

productTypeDesc Footwear type 
 

productSize Stich size 
 

color Color 
 

materialUpper Top material 
 

materialLining Lining material 
 

materialDown Bottom/sole material 
 

functionalPurpose Functional purpose 
 

medicalPurpose Medical (functional) purpose on the severity of violation of statodynamic function 
 

methodUse Method of use 
 

structure Structure 
 

stentLength Stent length, mm 
 

freeExternalStentDiameter Free outer diameter of the stent, mm 
 

stentConstructionType Stent construction type 
 

stentFrameMaterial Stent frame material 
 

productAreaSize Item size 
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Parameter Description Note 

gender Target sex 
 

regNumber Number of document confirming compliance of goods 
 

decINumber Number of document confirming compliance of goods 
 

certNumber Number of document confirming compliance of goods 
 

Additional parameters for GG “Perfume and eau de toilette” 

Parameter Description Note 

perfumeryType Type of perfume  

volume Declared volume  

packMaterial Packing material  

country Country of production  

standardNumber Number of regulation or standard  

packMaterial Packing material  

quantityInPack Measurement unit of attribute “Declared volume”  

Additional parameters for GG “New pneumatic rubber tires and tire casings” 

Parameter Description Note 

tireSectionWidth Tire (tube) section width, mm/inch  

heightWidthRatio Tire section height to width ratio, %  

frameConstructionType Tire carcass structure type  

tireLoadIndex Tire load index  

speedCategory The velocity category  

seasonality Seasonality  

frameSealingType Tire type by pressurization method  

rimDiameter Bead seat diameter, inches  

sectionWidth Section width, mm/inches  

model Model / Article of manufacturer  
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Additional parameters for GG “Dairy products” 

Parameter Description Note 

milkProductType Type of a product  

rawOrigin Raw products origin  

fat Fat content, %  

volume Declared volume  

volumeWeight Declared output / net weight  

vetisId Goods identifier in FGIS VetIS  

babyFoodProduct Products for baby food  

structure Structure  

packMaterial Packing material  

veterinaryControl Subject to veterinary checks (supervision)  

isShelfLife40Days Storage period is up to 40 days (inclusive)  

isSpecializedFoodProduct Specialized food products  

compositionOption Options for the composition  

declNumber Number of declaration of conformity  

regNumber Number of state registration certificate  

certNumber Number of certificate of conformity  

paymentGroup Paid group in line with FEACN code  

coreWeight Measured weight (average weight) of the product in grams  

Additional parameters for GG “Packaged water” 

Parameter Description Note 

productType Type of a product  

structure Structure  

packMaterial Packing material  

volume Declared volume  

babyFoodProduct Products for baby food  

mineralization Total dissolved solids  

carbonationMethod Carbonation method  

goodOriginPlace Name of the place of the product origin  
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Additional parameters for GG “Products made of real fur” 

Parameter Description Note 

tid RFID tag Template (16-40 characters): [A-F0-9]{16}|[A-F0-9]{24}|[A-F0-9]{32}|[A-F0-
9]{40}. Example: DB84896D637B4C2160315002 

iden Type of control 
(identification) 
mark 

Possible ICM values: 
"1"—"Glue"; 
"2"—"Sewn in"; 
"3" — "Add-on" 

cisColor ICM color Possible ICM values: 
"green" — "Green"; 
"red" — "Red". 

If type of the ICM emission equals "FOREIGN" ("Imported into the Russian 
Federation") and the first 2 characters in the ICM number equal "RU", "cisColor" 
("ICM color") equals "red" ("Red"), otherwise "cisColor" ("ICM color") = "green" 
("Green") 

cisSize ICM size Possible ICM values: 
"1" — "53 mm x 80 mm"; 
"2" — "25 mm x 160 mm" 

ordt Type of request for 
ICM emission 

Possible ICM values: 
"INDIVIDUAL" — "Singulated"; 
"NON_INDIVIDUAL" — "Not singulated" 

dorc Reason for ICM 
rejection 

Possible ICM values: 
"CORRUPTED" — "Mark is corrupted"; 
"LOST" — "Mark is lost"; 
"NOT_ACCEPTED" — "Mark is not accepted by the customer" 

isCombinedProduct Combined fur 
product 

 

furType Fur type  

otherFurType Other type of fur  

isDyedFur Whether the fur is 
dyed 

Possible values: 
"YES" — "true"; 
"NO" — "false" 

size Size of product 
made of real fur 

 

color Color  

publicationDate Publication date  

 

Catalog – Type of fur 

Code Designation 

1 MUSKRAT 
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Code Designation 

2 CALF 

3 SABLE 

4 CHINCHILLA (VISCACHA) 

5 BEAVER 

6 LYNX 

7 YEANLING 

8 GOAT FEMALE 

9 FUR SEAL 

10 KANGAROO 

11 DEER 

12 SHEEPSKIN (OF ANY BREED) 

13 FOX (INCLUDING RED, CROSS, CORSAC, SILVER-BLACK, DARK-BROWN, SNOW, FENNEC) 

14 POLECAT 

15 SHEEP 

16 WEASEL 

17 LLAMA, GUANACO, ALPACA, VICUNA 

18 COYOTE 

19 SKUNK 

20 MARTEN 

21 WOLF 

22 MARMOT 

23 RABBIT (INCLUDING REX RABBIT, ORYLAG AND OTHERS) 

24 SQUIRREL 

25 LAMB 

26 FOX 

27 FISHER (PEKAN) 

28 OX HIDE  

29 RACCOON DOG 

30 COWHIDE 

31 SHEEP FUR 

32 KARAKULE, KARAKULCHA, LAMB (OF ANY BREED, SWAKARA) 

33 OPOSSUM 

34 ALPACA 

35 OCELOT, LIPPI 
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Code Designation 

36 HAMSTER 

37 PUSA (EARLESS SEALS) 

38 PONY FUR 

39 WILDCAT (EUROPEAN WILDCAT, AFRICAN WILDCAT) 

40 FUR OF ANIMALS RECOGNIZED BY THE CONVENTION 

41 ANTELOPE 

42 BADGER 

43 BISON 

44 CHIPMUNK 

45 OTTER 

46 GAZELLE 

47 HYENA 

48 ERMINE 

49 RACCOON (COMMON RACCOON) 

50 HARE 

51 ZEBRA 

52 KANGAROO, WALLABY 

53 SIBERIAN WEASEL 

54 CAPREOLUS 

55 LEMMING 

56 MONGOOSE 

57 BEAR 

58 WALRUS 

59 BEARDED SEAL 

60 SEA LION (STELLER SEA LION) 

61 MINK 

62 NUTRIA 

63 ARCTIC FOX 

64 COUGAR 

65 YOUNG REINDEER 

66 WOLVERINE 

67 CHAMOIS 

68 MOUNTAIN WEASEL 

69 MARMOT (TARBAGAN AND OTHERS) 
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Code Designation 

70 SPERMOPHILUS 

71 SEAL (SERKA, PUSA, SIVAR) 

72 YELLOW-THROATED MARTEN 

73 HOODED SEAL 

74 JACKAL 

75 WILD YAK 

76 LYNX CAT 

77 OTHER 

 

 
Additional parameters for GG “Beer, beer-based and low-alcohol beverages” 

Parameter Description Note 

alcoholicProductTypeCode Code of alcoholic products type 
 

consumerPackageVolume Volume of products in a package  
 

filtrationType Filtering type 
 

frap FSFAMR code 
 

isPasteurized Is it pasteurized 
 

massСoncentrationSugars Total sugars 
 

packageCharacteristic Package characteristic 
 

shelfLife Shelf life, days 
 

shelfLifeSpecializedPackage Shelf life after opening the specialized package 
 

volumeSpecialPack Actual volume of the released products, l 
 

volumeFractionEthylAlcohol Ethyl alcohol volume fraction 
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Additional parameters for GG “Non-alcoholic beer” 

Parameter Description Note 

alcoholicProductTypeCode Code of alcoholic products type 
 

consumerPackageVolume Volume of products in a package 
 

filtrationType Filtering type 
 

frap FSFAMR code 
 

isPasteurized Is it pasteurized 
 

massСoncentrationSugars Total sugars 
 

packageCharacteristic Package characteristic 
 

shelfLife Shelf life, days 
 

volumeSpecialPack Actual volume of the released products, l 
 

shelfLifeSpecializedPackage Shelf life after opening the specialized package  
 

volumeFractionEthylAlcohol Ethyl alcohol volume fraction 
 

 

Additional parameters for GG “Antiseptic/antibacterial skin cleansers and hand sanitizers” 

Parameter Description Note 

productPurpose Product purpose 
 

form Form / state / format 
 

isActiveIngredientEthanol Active substance is alcohol 
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Additional parameters for GG “Biologically active food additives” 

Parameter Description Note 

isBad Goods item is biologically active food additives 
 

zoologicalName Zoological name 
 

 

Version  142.0 

Last updated 2022-12-06 15:24:31 UTC 
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